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III. Abstract 

Convective weather conditions limit airspace capacity and affect air traffic complexity. 

Currently, air navigation service providers use complexity reduction measures that are 

empirically determined. The objective of this research is to develop a method for selecting a 

set of complexity reduction measures for convective weather. The complexity reduction 

measures are calculated for the traffic and weather scenarios based on historical data. Based on 

existing trajectory prediction models, an adapted trajectory prediction model with convective 

weather avoidance algorithm is proposed. The existing air traffic complexity model will be 

extended by integrating the interactions of aircraft and convective weather into the complexity 

calculation formula. This model will calculate the influence of complexity reduction measures 

on the complexity level in convective weather. After selecting the most favourable complexity 

reduction measure, it will be applied to the traffic scenario. The whole process is repeated until 

a desired number of measures has been applied. The use of the proposed model allows the 

selection of an appropriate set of air traffic complexity reduction measures in convective 

weather conditions. 
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IV. Prošireni sažetak 

Jedan od glavnih ciljeva razvoja zračnog prometa u Europi je povećanje kapaciteta kako bi se 

udovoljilo prometnoj potražnji uz istovremeno održavanje potrebne razine sigurnosti i 

učinkovitosti. Godine 2019. zabilježen je promet od 11.085 milijuna letova s rastom od 0,8% 

u odnosu na prethodnu godinu [1]. Prema dugoročnim prognozama rasta prometa do 2040. 

godine se očekuje rast prometa od 1,9% godišnje za scenarij reguliranog rasta, dok se za 

scenarij globalnog rasta predviđa rast od 2,7% godišnje [2]. Zbog pandemije COVID-19 

prosječan dnevni broj letova u 2020. godini za razdoblje od siječnja do listopada čini tek 46% 

razine prometa 2019. godine, dok je za razdoblje od ožujka do listopada to bilo samo 35% istog 

razdoblja prethodne godine [3]. U najboljem slučaju, zrakoplovna industrija će se u potpunosti 

oporaviti do kraja 2024. godine, dok će u najvjerojatnijem scenariju doseći tek 92% prometa 

2019.g., a oporavak se očekuje do 2026. Za najgori mogući scenarij se prognozira da će do 

kraja 2024. godine promet doseći 75% prometa 2019. godine, a očekivani oporavak bit će do 

2029. godine. 

Ipak, nakon oporavka industrije, za očekivati je da će promet nastaviti s prethodnim rastom. 

Povećanje potražnje u prometu može prouzročiti negativne posljedice poput zagušenja zračnog 

prometa, kašnjenja leta, smanjenja učinkovitosti, povećane potrošnje goriva, povećanih 

troškova leta i negativnog utjecaja na okoliš. Prema analizi EUROCONTROL CODA DIGEST 

2017 [4] u 2019. godini, prosječno kašnjenje iznosi 15,9 minuta po letu, od čega su kašnjenja 

uzrokovana prometnim ograničenjima od strane pružatelja usluga u zračnoj plovidbi (ANSP) 

2,9 minute po letu. Ako se uzme u obzir da je prosječna cijena kašnjenja od jedne minute 

uzrokovana sustavom upravljanja protokom i kapacitetom zračnog prometa (ATFM) približno 

100 € [5], izračunava se da su kašnjenja uzrokovana ATFM sustavom generirala 3,2 milijarde 

€ troškova u 2019 godini. Kako bi se smanjila kašnjenja u prometu, potrebna je modernizacija 

sustava upravljanja zračnim prometom. Godine 2004. u sklopu inicijative Jedinstvenog 

Europskog neba (SES) uspostavljen je projekt za istraživanja upravljanja zračnim prometom 

(engl. Single European Sky ATM Research – SESAR)[6]. Kao smjernica za istraživanje, SESAR 

je definirao Master plan koji kroz niz faza određuje budući razvoj sustava upravljanja zračnim 

prometom te su predviđena vremenska razdoblja unutar kojih će postojeći sustav biti poboljšan. 

Strateški dugoročni cilj SES-a je utrostručiti kapacitet, smanjiti emisije za 10%, smanjiti 

troškove leta za 50% i povećati sigurnost 10 puta [7]. 
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Kroz projekt SESAR razvijen je velik broj novih tehnologija s ciljem rješavanja problema 

velike prometne potražnje i rastuće kompleksnosti zračnog prometa. Jedna od takvih 

tehnologija je Prostor slobodnih ruta (engl. Free Route Airspace – FRA), a temelji se na 

konceptu organizacije zračnog prostora koji će omogućiti korisniku zračnog prostora da planira 

let slijedeći željene točke umjesto unaprijed zadanih zračnih puteva. Ovim se postiže 

fleksibilno planiranje i optimizacija dostupnih resursa. Planiranje rute preko točaka umjesto 

zračnih putova rezultirat će kraćim rutama, uštedom goriva i ostalih troškova [7]. Iako FRA 

može povećati protok prometa i smanjiti utjecaj na okoliš, činjenica da korisnici mogu 

slobodno odabrati rute utječe na upravljanje zračnim prometom i složenost prometnih situacija. 

Kompleksnost takvih prometnih situacija znatno se povećava dodavanjem konvektivnih 

vremenskih uvjeta poput olujnog nevremena. Kako bi smanjio kompleksnost, SESAR je 

implementirao SESAR rješenje br. 19 „Automated Support for Complexity Detection and 

Resolution“ te nastavlja istraživanje kroz projekt SESAR 2020 Advanced Demand-Capacity 

Balancing (DCB). 

Ovaj rad predstavlja pregled literature razvijenih modela i metoda u području kompleksnosti 

zračnog prometa. Također, u ovom radu predstavljena je nova metoda izbora skupa mjera za 

smanjenje kompleksnosti zračnoga prometa u uvjetima konvektivnog vremena. 

Cilj istraživanja: Razviti metodu za izbor skupa mjera za smanjenje kompleksnosti zračnoga 

prometa u uvjetima konvektivnog vremena. 

Hipoteza: Uvjeti konvektivnog vremena utječu na planirani skup mjera za smanjenje 

kompleksnosti zračnoga prometa. 

Argumenti koji potkrjepljuju hipotezu: 

• Kompleksnost zračnoga prometa ograničavajući je čimbenik kapaciteta zračnog 

prostora; 

• Mjere, kao što su sektorizacija, promjena konfiguracije sektora, regulacije i 

kratkotrajne mjere upravljanja protokom i kapacitetom se koriste za smanjenje 

kompleksnosti zračnoga prometa; 

• Pojava konvektivnog vremena stvara neplanirane izmjene u putanji leta zrakoplova 

čime se može povećati kompleksnost zračnoga prometa; 
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• Odabir planiranog skupa mjera za smanjenje kompleksnosti zračnoga prometa se 

određuje empirijski od strane pružatelja usluge upravljanja zračnim prometom. 

Da bi se potvrdila postavljena hipoteza, istraživanje će se provesti u nekoliko faza. 

U prvoj fazi istražit će se trenutni operativni postupci smanjenja kompleksnosti zračnoga 

prometa metodom anketiranja i intervjua, te kroz analizu postojeće literature i priručnika. 

Analizom će se obuhvatiti tri od četiri faze upravljanja kapacitetom i protokom zračnoga 

prometa: predtaktička, taktička i postoperativna. U predtaktičkoj fazi će se naglasiti rerutiranje 

određenih tokova, odluke o taktičkim mjerama i detaljna razrada upravljanja protokom i 

kapacitetom za sljedeći dan. U taktičkoj fazi važnost se daje izvršavanju dogovorenih taktičkih 

mjera, poduzimanju akcija od strane kontrolora u smislu održavanja sigurnog toka prometa u 

uvjetima konvektivnog vremena te nadgledanju evolucije prometa. Analizirat će se i upotreba 

kratkotrajnih ATFCM mjera. Istraživanje postoperativne faze će obuhvatiti analizu 

učinkovitosti primijenjenih mjera i prijedloge o korištenju alternativnih u budućim scenarijima. 

Na osnovi rezultata prve faze, u drugoj fazi istraživanja analizom povijesnih podataka izdvojit 

će se prometni scenariji kod kojih su izraženi uvjeti konvektivnog vremena. Za svaki prometni 

scenarij s konvektivnim vremenom izdvojit će se i prometni scenarij u nominalnim 

vremenskim uvjetima, u istom zračnom prostoru i jednakog volumena prometa. 

U trećoj fazi će se uz pomoć odabranih prometnih vremenskih scenarija izraditi algoritam za 

pojavu i promjenu konvektivnog vremena. Algoritmom se neće simulirati atmosferske pojave 

koje dovode do konvektivnog vremena nego će se konvektivno vrijeme prikazati kao pojava 

koja zauzima određeni zračni prostor te se mijenja s promjenom vremena. 

U četvrtoj fazi će se na osnovi postojećeg modela predviđanja putanje zrakoplova i modela za 

pronalazak najkraćeg puta predložiti prilagođeni model predviđanja putanje zrakoplova u 

uvjetima konvektivnog vremena. 

Peta faza će povezati rezultate prijašnjih faza. U model izračuna kompleksnosti zračnoga 

prometa integrirat će se algoritam za simuliranje konvektivnog vremena te model predviđanja 

putanje zrakoplova. Modelom se kompleksnost izračunava kao omjer zbroja vremena 

međusobnih interakcija zrakoplova i ukupnog vremena leta svih zrakoplova. Interakcije 

zrakoplova su opisane uz pomoć tri pokazatelja: vertikalne interakcije, horizontalne interakcije 

i brzinske interakcije. Zračni prostor unutar kojeg se želi izračunati kompleksnost se smješta 

unutar četverodimenzionalne mreže ćelija gdje tri dimenzije opisuju dimenzije prostora, a 
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četvrta vrijeme. Interakcija zrakoplova predstavlja vrijeme u kojem se dva ili više zrakoplova 

nalaze u istoj ćeliji. U sam model bit će integrirana interakcija zrakoplova i konvektivnog 

vremena. Interakcija zrakoplova i konvektivnog vremena će biti izražena preko novog 

pokazatelja: meteorološke interakcije, uz pretpostavku da je zrakoplov u meteorološkoj 

interakciji ako se nalazi u ćeliji koja je zauzeta konvektivnim vremenom ili se nalazi u ćeliji 

koja graniči s ćelijom zauzetom konvektivnim vremenom. 

 

Objedinjeni model će biti validiran usporedbom simuliranog prometa s već izdvojenim 

stvarnim prometnim scenarijima. Model će se smatrati vjernim ako manevri simuliranih 

zrakoplova odgovaraju manevrima pilota u stvarnim situacijama dobivenim u drugoj fazi 

istraživanja. 

 

U šestoj fazi istraživanja, primjenom objedinjenog modela na prometne scenarije, odabrane u 

drugoj fazi, odredit će se učinkovitost različitih mjera za smanjenje kompleksnosti. Mjere koje 

će biti obuhvaćene ovim istraživanjem su sektorizacija, izmjena konfiguracije sektora i 

primjena kratkotrajnih ATFCM mjera. Kratkotrajne ATFCM mjere obuhvaćene istraživanjem 

su: kraće vremenske odgode, ograničenje visine leta, ograničenja brzine te manje izmjene rute. 

Navedene mjere su odabrane jer su relevantne za rutnu fazu leta. Sve ostale mjere koje nisu 

navedene su vezane za faze polijetanja i odlaska što na rutnoj fazi rezultira vremenskim 

odgodama. Za izračun smanjenja kompleksnosti, na odabran prometni scenarij primijenit će se 

što-ako metoda za svaku od danih mjera. Kao najpovoljnija mjera odabire se ona koja najviše 

smanjuje kompleksnost te će se odabrana mjera primijeniti na prometni scenarij. S novom 

verzijom istog prometnog scenarija ponovo se izračunava smanjenje kompleksnosti i odabire 

najpovoljnija mjera. Cijeli proces se ponavlja sve dok se ne dostigne određena razina 

kompleksnosti na odabranom prometnom scenariju. Krajnji rezultat je skup mjera kojim će se 

smanjiti početna kompleksnost. Upotreba opisanog modela predstavlja novu metodu odabira 

planiranog skupa mjera za smanjenje kompleksnosti zračnoga prometa u konvektivnom 

vremenu. 
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1. Introduction 

In the introduction a brief background on current research of ATM is presented followed by 

the motivation and the aim of the research. Afterwards, a description of the methodology, 

research objective, hypothesis with arguments that support the hypothesis, and expected 

scientific contribution is explained. 

1.1. Background 

One of the main goals of air traffic development in Europe is to increase capacity to meet the 

traffic demand while maintaining the required level of safety and efficiency. In 2019 the 

recorded traffic was 11.085 million flights with the growth of 0.8% compared to the previous 

year [1]. By 2040, according to a long term forecast, traffic growth of 1.9% per year for a 

regulated growth scenario, while for the global growth scenario a gain of 2.7% per year is 

predicted [2]. Due to the COVID-19 pandemic, the average daily flights in 2020 for the period 

from January to October were 46% of 2019 traffic levels, while for the period from March to 

October it was only 35% of the same period in the previous year [1]. In the best-case scenario, 

the aviation industry will have fully recovered by the end of 2024, while in the most likely 

scenario, it will have reached 92% of 2019’s traffic and recover by 2026. For the worst-case 

scenario, the prediction is that by the end of 2024,the traffic will have grown to 75% of 2019 

traffic and is expected to have recovered  by 2029 [1]. 

Nevertheless, after the industry has recovered, traffic will most likely continue to grow. 

Increase in traffic demand can cause negative consequences such as air traffic congestion, flight 

delays, reduced efficiency due to unnecessary route extensions, increased fuel consumption, 

increased flight costs and negative environmental impact. According to EUROCONTROL 

CODA DIGEST 2017 [3] analysis in 2019, the average delay was 15.9 minutes per flight, out 

of which delays caused by traffic regulations by Air Navigation Service Providers (ANSPs) 

make 2.9 minutes per flight. If we take into consideration that the average cost of one minute 

delay caused by Air Traffic Flow and Capacity Management (ATFM) costs approximately 100 

€ [4], it is calculated that delays caused by ATFM have generated 3.2 billion € of cost in 2019. 

To reduce traffic delays,  i.e. to modernize the air traffic management system, in 2004 as part 

of Single European Sky (SES) initiative, Single European Sky Air Traffic Management (ATM) 

Research (SESAR) project was established [5]. As a research guideline, the SESAR 

programme has defined an ATM Master Plan which, through a series of phases, determines the 

future development of the ATM system and sets forth the timeline within which the existing 
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system will be improved. The long-term strategic goal of SES is to triple capacity, reduce 

emissions by 10%, reduce flight costs by 50% and increase safety ten times [6]. 

Through the SESAR project, several new technologies have been developed to solve the 

problem of high traffic demand and the growing air traffic complexity. One of such 

technologies is Free Route Airspace (FRA), it is based on the concept of airspace organization 

that will allow the airspace user to plan a flight following desired points instead of 

predetermined flight paths. This achieves flexible planning and optimization of available 

resources. Route planning over points instead of airways will result in shorter routes, fuel 

savings and reduction in other costs [7]. Although FRA can increase traffic flow and reduce 

environmental impact, the fact that users are free to choose routes affects air traffic 

management and the complexity of traffic situations. With the addition of convective weather 

conditions such as thunderstorms, the complexity of such traffic situations could significantly 

increase. To reduce complexity, SESAR deployed SESAR Solution#19 Automated Support for 

Complexity Detection and Resolution and continues research through SESAR 2020 Advanced 

Demand-Capacity Balancing (DCB) projects [7].   

This thesis presents a literature overview of developed models and methods in the field of air 

traffic complexity. Also, this thesis presents a novel method for selecting a set of air traffic 

complexity reduction measured for convective weather conditions. 

1.2. Motivation and Aims 

This research was motivated by the fact that convective weather significantly affects air traffic 

controllers and pilots; thus, such an effect must be calculated and  given value. Most of the 

reviewed literature describes complexity as a parameter that is increased with convective 

weather; however, this effect was seldom measured and analysed in more detail. Most of the 

research that focuses on the complexity, calculates complexity in ideal weather conditions and 

mostly focuses on traffic, airspace, and air traffic controllers’ workload.  

This research aims to find the best solution for the reduction of air traffic complexity in 

convective weather conditions taking into consideration available resources and traffic. In this 

thesis, the best solution for complexity reduction is considered the one that has the highest 

impact on air traffic complexity with the smallest amount of interventions on aircraft 

trajectories. This goal was achieved by simulating aircraft trajectories in convective weather 

conditions. Afterwards, the complexity score was calculated by using a revised air traffic 

complexity model. That model will also calculate the impact of complexity reduction measures 
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at the level of complexity in convective weather, which will enable the selection of an 

appropriate set of measures. 

1.3. Methods 

To develop a method for selecting a set of air traffic complexity reduction measures in 

convective weather conditions, it is necessary to investigate how the existing complexity 

reduction measures are applied. Also, it is essential to collect and analyse historical traffic 

situations which contain aircraft movement data, meteorological data, and airspace data. Once 

the historical data is analysed, and traffic scenarios with convective weather are selected. For 

every traffic situation with convective weather, a traffic scenario in nominal weather conditions 

will be created. Meteorological data will be implemented with the use of historical data on 

cloud movement obtained from Meteo France office. Based on existing trajectory prediction 

models, an adapted model for trajectory prediction with convective weather avoidance 

algorithm will be proposed.  

With simulated trajectories, it is possible to calculate the complexity score using a modified 

Performance Review complexity model developed by EUROCONTROL. The model 

calculates air traffic complexity as the ratio of total time of aircraft interactions and the total 

flight time. Aircraft interactions are described by three indicators: vertical interactions, 

horizontal interactions and speed interactions. The airspace within which complexity is to be 

calculated is overlaid by a four-dimensional grid of cells where three dimensions are 

dimensions of space, and the fourth is time. Aircraft interaction is the time when two or more 

aircraft are within the same cell. Complexity model will be improved by integrating 

interactions of aircraft and convective weather. Interaction between aircraft and convective 

weather will be expressed through a new indicator: weather interaction. Each aircraft located 

in a cell that is occupied or is bordering the convective weather will be considered to be in a 

weather interaction.  

After applying each complexity reduction measure to selected traffic scenario, the model will 

recalculate the complexity score of traffic. The effect of each complexity reduction measure is 

determined by the difference in complexity scores before and after the measure is applied. The 

measures applied in this research include resectoriation of airspace (changing sector 

configuration by rearranging current sectors), reconfiguration (increasing the number of sectors 

in configuration), minor rerouting, time delays, and level capping. To calculate complexity 

reduction, each of the given complexity reduction measures will be applied using the what-if 
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method. The most favourable measure for the given traffic scenario is the one with the highest 

complexity reduction. After selecting the most favourable complexity reduction measure, the 

measure will be applied to the traffic scenario. With the new version of the traffic scenario, 

complexity reduction will be calculated again, and the most favourable measure will be 

selected. The whole process is repeated until a desired number of measures is applied. The 

result of the algorithm is a set of measures that will reduce air traffic complexity. The defined 

procedure represents a novel method for selecting a set of air traffic complexity reduction 

measures in convective weather conditions. 

1.4. Research Objective and Hypothesis 

From the described aim, motivation, and method, a research objective and hypothesis are 

formed with arguments that support the hypothesis. 

Research objective: Develop a method for selecting a set of air traffic complexity reduction 

measures for convective weather conditions. 

Hypothesis: Convective weather conditions affect the planned set of air traffic complexity 

reduction measures 

Arguments that support the hypothesis: 

• Air traffic complexity is a limiting factor of airspace capacity; 

• Measures, such as sectorization, sector configuration change, regulation and short-term 

air traffic flow and capacity measures are used to reduce air traffic complexity; 

• The occurrence of convective weather creates unplanned changes in the aircraft 

trajectory, which could increase air traffic complexity; 

• Selection of a planned set of complexity reduction measures is determined empirically 

by an air navigation service provider. 

With formed research objective and hypothesis, the expected scientific contribution in the 

field of Traffic and Transport is: 

• Development of a method for selecting a set of air traffic complexity reduction 

measures for convective weather conditions; 

• Determining the effect of convective weather conditions on air traffic complexity; 
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• Adaptation of air traffic complexity model for use in convective weather conditions. 

1.5. Outline 

In the second chapter, titled Air traffic complexity, definition of air traffic complexity and air 

traffic controller workload are explained. Also, an overview of previously researched air traffic 

models and methods is presented. 

In the third chapter, titled Convective weather conditions, definition of convective weather 

and its connection with aviation is explained. The third chapter also gives an overview of 

research related to air traffic complexity and convective weather. 

The fourth chapter, titled Complexity reduction measures, defines the term complexity 

reduction measure and explains current complexity reduction measures used by local traffic 

managers in air traffic flow and capacity management operations. 

The fifth chapter, titled Model architecture, defines the model used in this research. The 

chapter covers the description of input variables used by the model to perform calculations. A 

detailed explanation of each model used as the basis of the developed model is presented, as 

well as decision algorithms used in the process of selecting appropriate complexity reduction 

measures. Also, this chapter describes the application of defined complexity reduction 

measures and a model validation. In model validation, calculated complexity scores of a 

proposed model were compared with the subjective scores of complexity given by air traffic 

controllers.  

The sixth chapter, titled Results and analysis, presents results of calculated complexity scores 

for a given combination of traffic and weather scenarios as well as results of calculation of the 

proposed set of complexity reduction measures. Analysis of the presented results and an 

overview of a potential issues is elaborated in a discussion part. 

In the final chapter, the conclusion to the thesis is presented as well as the final observations 

of the author. Also, possible future research direction is elaborated. 
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2. Air Traffic Complexity 

2.1. Definition of Air Traffic complexity 

According to Meckieff et al. [8], Air Traffic Complexity is defined as a “measure of the 

difficulty that a particular traffic situation will present to an air traffic controller”. Since the 

concept of air traffic complexity has not been clearly defined until recent years, most of the 

early research is based on air traffic controller workload. It is important to emphasize that the 

air traffic complexity is not the same as the air traffic controller workload. Instead, these terms 

are closely related and directly dependent on each other. Mogford et al. [9] state that controller 

workload is “the activities, both mental and physical, which results from handling air traffic”. 

In their work, it is stated that controller workload is a construct that is influenced by primary 

element and mediating factors, where the primary element is a constellation of air traffic 

complexity factors and the mediating factors are quality of equipment, individual differences, 

and controller cognitive strategies (Figure 1).  

 

Figure 1 ATC complexity and Controller Workload [9] 

2.2. Overview of previous research on Air Traffic Complexity 

The first published papers researching air traffic complexity date from the 1960s when Davis 

et al. [10] studied the effect of traffic density, traffic mixture and number of terminal areas on 

air traffic controller. 
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Schmidt [11] approached the problem of complexity from the perspective of controller 

workload. Through his research, he developed the control difficulty index. Control difficulty 

index is calculated as a weighted sum of the expected frequency of occurrence of events that 

affect controller workload. The events are valued by weight which is based on the time that 

controller needed to accomplish a given task. Even though this research processed a significant 

amount of data to provide appropriate weights and to determine the frequency of different 

events, it is still limited by observable controllers’ actions. 

Hurst and Rose [12] were the first to successfully calculate the correlation between expert 

workload ratings and traffic density. They determined that traffic density can explain only 53% 

of the variance in reported workload ratings. 

Stein [13] used Air Traffic Workload Input Technique (ATWIT) to determine the influence of 

workload variables on controller workload. In his experiment, Stein performed a series of 1-

hour simulations with air traffic controllers at three levels of assumed workload (low, medium, 

and high). With regression analysis, it was proved that localised traffic density, number of 

handoffs outbound, the total amount of traffic and the number of handoffs inbound could 

explain 67% of the variance in ATWIT scores. These four variables can be considered as the 

first defined complexity indicators in literature, while ATWIT technique will be one of the 

primary testing techniques for future research. 

Further research on traffic density was developed by Laudeman et al. [14] where he defined 

dynamic density as “both traffic density (a count of aircraft in a volume of airspace) and traffic 

complexity (a measure of the complexity of the air traffic in a volume of airspace)”. To select 

traffic factors affecting dynamic density, the authors used an informal interview with selected 

experts. Constraints for selection of factors was that they must be able to be computed in real-

time and that they must be based on radar track data. By using multiple regression, they 

concluded that dynamic density accounted for up to 55% of the variance in air traffic controller 

activity. 

Later on, two other teams [15] [16] developed 35 complexity indicators which were 

successfully validated by Kopardekar et al. [17]. The same group that validated the stated 

indicators discovered that some indicators could not be applied equally to all airspace sectors, 

but instead need to be adjusted to fit the researched sector case by case [18]. Taking into 

consideration such restrictions, it would be challenging to implement Dynamic Density 

technique to operational usage. However, it can still be used for comparing two operational 
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concepts on the same airspace. Afterwards, almost the same group of authors demonstrated, 

using multiple linear regression method, that only 17 indicators were statistically significant 

for the calculation of complexity [19]. To determine the most significant indicators, they 

correlated controllers’ subjective complexity score with a subset of complexity indicators. 

Using extensive simulator validations, they have proved that most influential indicators are: 

sector count, sector volume, number of aircraft under 8 NM from each other, convergence 

angle, and standard deviation of ground speed/mean ground speed. Masalonis et al. [20] 

reduced the number of indicators to 12 by referring to probability, predictability, and validity 

of a given indicator while Klein et al. [11] selected only seven from those 12 indicators by 

weighting them and using linear regression. 

To calculate the effect of air traffic complexity on workload and costs, EUROCONTROL has 

employed UK National Air Traffic Services (NATS) and EUROCONTROL Experimental 

Centre (EEC) to develop an evaluation method by giving them the same set of air traffic data 

[21]. EUROCONTROL experimental centre finalized and published their results in a detailed 

complexity study of the Maastricht upper airspace centre [22] in which various complexity 

indicators were analysed. Also, the EUROCONTROL Performance Review Commission 

(PRU) published a final report defining complexity metrics for air navigation service providers 

benchmarking [23]. Further explanation of the EUROCONTROL PRU complexity model will 

be given in chapter 5.6. In the concept of dynamic demand capacity balancing, it is suggested 

that short-term air traffic flow and capacity measures (short-term ATFCM measures) can be 

used to influence complexity [24]. The proposed short-term ATFCM measures include short 

notice ground regulations, ground delay, Take Off Not Before, Take Off Not After, rerouting, 

change in standard instrument departure, flight level reassignment / level capping, and speed 

regulation. EUROCONTROL continues further exploration of the complexity through the 

SESAR PJ.09 project. 

Prevot and Lee [25] were the first to compute complexity during Trajectory-Based Operations 

(TBO). They presented novel complexity metrics Trajectory-Based Complexity (TBX) which 

is based on modified aircraft count. TBX is determined by locating differences between 

nominal traffic conditions (nominal sector size, the nominal number of transitioning aircraft, 

and a nominal equipage mix) and simulated traffic conditions, and adjusting actual aircraft 

count accordingly. TBX value can be interpreted as a workload that would be impaired on 

ATCO (air traffic controller) by the stated amount of aircraft in nominal conditions. For 

example, suppose an ATCO is monitoring 15 aircraft under convective weather conditions and 
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determines TBX value is 18. In that case, it is assumed that those 15 aircraft in stated conditions 

generate the same workload as would 18 aircraft in nominal conditions.  

Effect of TBO on complexity was also researched by Radišić [26] where he investigated how 

different ratio of TBO and non-TBO aircraft would affect the en-route air traffic complexity. 

The research was performed by a series of Human-In-The-Loop simulations with licenced air 

traffic controllers. Traffic scenarios for simulations were designed at three difficulty levels: 

low, medium, and high and three different ratios of TBO traffic 0% of TBO traffic, 30% of 

TBO traffic, and 70% of TBO traffic. During the simulations, ATCOs had to assess complexity 

and give subjective complexity score based on actual traffic. Radišić proved that with the 

increase in TBO traffic, air traffic complexity significantly decreases. The experiment also 

showed that the effect of complexity reduction increases with an increase in traffic difficulty. 

Prandini et al. [27] focused on traffic density and developed a novel method of mapping 

complexity for future Air Traffic Management systems. In their work, it is assumed that aircraft 

are self-separated and that human factor can be neglected.  

Gianazza [28] [29] [30] throughout his research, explored prediction of air traffic complexity 

with neural networks and tree search algorithms. His hypothesis was that air traffic complexity 

increases before splitting of one sector into two, and it decreases prior to merging two sectors 

into one. To prove his hypothesis, he trained a neural network with historical data, so that it 

could predict an increase in traffic complexity. Afterwards, he used a tree search algorithm to 

select optimal airspace configuration. Optimal airspace configuration is one that generates the 

least workload and complexity for predicted air traffic. 

Lee [31] described airspace complexity as a reaction of airspace to disturbance. In his work, 

airspace, together with the aircraft occupying it, is viewed as a closed loop-controlled system. 

According to Lee, complexity is the level of control activity that has to be applied to 

accommodate disturbances within that system to maintain safety. Complexity increases with 

an increase in the level of control activity. The result is an airspace complexity map that assists 

in developing of new airspace design or helps flow manager to plan future sector 

configurations. 

Antulov-Fantulin et al. [32] [33] proposed a novel method for determining air traffic 

complexity based on air traffic controller tasks. Authors state that current methods of obtaining 

subjective complexity scores, via scoring during human-in-the-loop-simulations, are 

inconsistent; thus, results of models and indicators based on those scores also include such 
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inconsistencies. In his research, a new approach for determining air traffic complexity is 

presented. Air traffic controllers (ATCO) do not score traffic during simulation runs, but rather 

compare two static images of selected traffic situations. When tasked to compare two images, 

one will always be more complex than the other and thus, inconsistency in scoring is 

eliminated.   
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3. Convective weather conditions 

In this chapter definition of convective weather conditions will be presented as well as a 

literature review of significant research performed on the effect of convective weather on air 

traffic management systems. 

3.1. Definition of convective weather conditions 

Cambridge Dictionary defines convection as “the flow of heat through a gas or a liquid” [34]. 

While in meteorology, term convection is specifically used to “describe vertical transport of 

heat and moisture in the atmosphere, especially by updrafts and downdrafts in an unstable 

atmosphere” [35].  

From a meteorological standpoint, “the terms convection and thunderstorms often are used 

interchangeably, although thunderstorms are only one form of convection. Cumulonimbus 

clouds, towering cumulus clouds, and Altocumulus castellanus clouds all are visible forms of 

convection. However, convection is not always made visible by clouds. Convection which 

occurs without cloud formation is called dry convection, while the visible convection processes 

referred to above are forms of moist convection” [35]. 

As defined above, convection in meteorology is a process that, in most cases, produces clouds 

as a side effect. Convection, as a meteorological phenomenon, can vary from small cumulus 

up to severe weather phenomenon. Small cumulus is considered as shallow convection, while 

severe weather phenomenon (i.e., thunderstorm) is regarded as deep convection. In most 

meteorological literature, when the term convective weather is used, it is referred to as deep 

convection. Alternative terms that are also used in various literature are adverse weather, severe 

weather or, as it is stated in the definition above, just convection. 

In aviation, deep convection is a phenomenon that is considered hazardous and should be 

avoided as much as possible, whereas shallow convection can be neglected. Throughout this 

research, the term “Convective weather conditions” is referring to deep convection.  

3.2. Convective weather and air traffic complexity 

So far, in scientific literature, only Krozel et al. [36] researched the impact of convective 

weather on the air traffic complexity. In their research, traffic complexity is expressed as a 

function of velocity variance and traffic density. They have concluded that the complexity is 

most affected when the weather is occupying between 30-40% of available airspace; below 
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that percentage, there are too few clouds to affect traffic, and above that percentage, flights 

avoid targeted airspace. 

There are many studies that explore the impact of convective weather on the flight trajectory, 

air traffic controller workload, airspace sectorization and airspace capacity, which is essentially 

the core of the air traffic complexity and complexity reduction measures. Nilim et al. [37] were 

one of the first to describe the impact of convective weather on the aircraft using Markov 

decision process and dynamic programming to minimize fuel burn and trip cost or to maximize 

profit and safety. DeLaura et al. [38] used trajectory data of aircraft flown through convective 

weather to develop a model for predicting pilot decisions and aircraft trajectories in the three-

dimensional space. McNally et al. [39] proposed a weather avoidance system for near-term 

trajectory-based operations. Taking into account the shortcomings of previous research, 

Hentzen et al. [40] proposed a method for modelling uncertain thunderstorm development and 

combined developed method with an optimum trajectory planning algorithm based on the 

reach-avoid methodology. 

Although all studies on controller workload indicate that with degrading weather, workload 

increases, Cho et al. [41], were the first to use regression analysis to develop a model that 

calculates airspace capacity based on controller workload during convective weather. Welch et 

al. [42] have upgraded the controller workload calculation model and repeated the regression 

process on a new set of data. Results of the regression process are a more accurate capacity 

prediction in all sectors and all-weather conditions. 

Hadley and Sollenberger [43], were the first to combine dynamic sectorization and convective 

weather in their study on the effect of dynamic resectorization on air traffic controllers by 

designing one scenario with convective weather. Klein et al. [44] demonstrated that dynamic 

sectorization, together with rerouting, can evenly distribute sector occupancy and reduce its 

peak load. In all previous research, dynamic sectorization was applied to two-dimensional 

space, i.e., the horizontal plane. Klein et al. [45] published a method of dynamic sectorization 

in the three-dimensional space. 

Although Schmidt [11] tried to determine the capacity of airspace through the controller 

workload, Mitchell at al. [46] were the first to determine the distribution of potential airspace 

capacity with given probabilistic weather forecast. Krozel et al. [36] published a 

comprehensive survey assessing airspace capacity in convective weather. In their paper, four 
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specific types of traffic flows have been considered passing through defined airspace in two 

operational concepts (free flights and centralized packing systems). 
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4. Complexity reduction measures 

In this chapter, an introduction and definition of complexity reduction measures will be 

presented. Also, the current measures used in operations will be explained in detail.  

4.1. Introduction to STAMs 

Short Term ATFCM Measures (STAMs) is a Dynamic Demand Capacity Balancing (DCB) 

procedure that enables the Local Traffic Manager (LTM) to recognize pre-regulating hotspots 

(airspace areas where there is an inequality between demand and capacity or where the 

anticipated workload is greater than the normal load) and to apply the appropriate measure to 

reduce them [47]. Dynamic Demand and Capacity Balancing (dDCB) is anticipated as an 

activity that takes place on the day of the operation and focuses on sustaining the balance 

between demand and capacity during daily traffic operations. By applying STAMs to reduce 

ATCO workload, LTM indirectly affects air flow and air traffic complexity; thus, STAM can 

also be considered as a complexity reduction measure. 

After determining the location of the hotspots, LTM begins with an evaluation of the complex 

situation and preparation of STAMs such as ground delays, flight level capping, horizontal re-

routings etc. Once LTM proposes a STAM, the coordination phase commences with the actors 

involved (Area Control Centre LTMs, Airport LTMs, Airspace Users and Network Manager 

(NM)). Involved actors assess and authorize the measure that LTM plans to implement. STAMs 

are usually utilized to a limited number of flights that help avoid the substantial quantity of the 

(sometimes avoidable) ATFCM ground regulations and delays. Network Management 

Operations Center (NMOC) is involved in the STAM process by tracking the network issues 

(list of more complex hotspots, type of proposed measures, delays, etc.) and monitoring the 

implementation of STAMs thanks to business-to-business (B2B) models. That allows NM to 

have a better coordination with the local units. STAM is, therefore, a Collaborative Decision 

Making (CDM) process, including all the partners to ensure that fairness is preserved [47].  

Currently, STAMs can be applied via cherry-picking, a measure impacting a selected flight, by 

flow measures, or applying a measure affecting a group of flights [24]. STAMs used by both 

NMOC and LMT are: 

• Capacity management; 

• Tactical rerouting; 

• Level Capping; 
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• Application of Minimum Departure Intervals; 

• Miles in Trail; 

• Change of SID; 

• Slot Swapping. 

4.2. STAMs used in operations 

4.2.1. Capacity Management 

Air Traffic Service Unit (ATSU) capacity management consists of grouping or segregating the 

sectors, staff management, and constricting traffic flow to adjust airspace capacity according 

to the predicted traffic load. Capacity Management offers three sets of measures [24]: 

• Airspace volume configuration: restructuring, grouping or splitting the sectors and 

governing available personnel to adapt to the sector's capacity for the required traffic load 

(opening additional sectors, using the optimum configuration). This dynamic capacity tuning 

is based on short-notice configuration change notifications (mostly for en-route sectors). 

• Capacity adjustment: By monitoring incoming traffic flow, actual weather situation and 

evaluating available resources, LTM can set limits to the maximum capacity of a sector. 

• Dynamic negotiations with military authorities: adjusting the volume of Airspace 

Reservation (ARES) by changing spatial boundaries of ARES. 

The internal organization of the airspace structure is considered as a capacity measures STAM, 

and it can only be implicated as such. They aim to resolve an overload problem without 

impacting the demand: they are transparent to the Airspace Users (AU), though the 

rearrangement has to be notified to the Network Manager [24]. 

4.2.2. Tactical Rerouting  

The rerouting STAM is used both by cherry-picking and flow methods of dDCB. The route 

never changes without the coordination with AUs. En-route flights that are subject to delays 

and could benefit from the rerouting are selected. Rerouting can be done manually either via 

Network Manager or Air Traffic Controller or automatically, where the NM suggests 

alternative routing [24]. 

4.2.3. Level Capping  

The level capping STAM is used both by cherry-picking and flow methods of dDCB. Level 

capping entails a reduction in requested Flight Level by the AUs’ preference that should be 
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known before taking-off. LTM may suggest or require the use of limitations at a certain flight 

level to offload the overloaded sector by shifting excessive flights to a less loaded sector to 

reduce complexity in targeted hotspot [24].  

4.2.4. Application of Minimum Departure Intervals 

The MDI STAM is used both by cherry-picking and flow method of dDCB. Minimum 

Departure Intervals use sequencing for specific flights on the ground by giving each flight 

departure time intervals. As MDI (Minimum Departure Interval) do not use non-invasive 

performance measures, it is often one of the first STAM measures to be used by LTM. Usually, 

MDI is initiated by the LTM, coordinated with the Air Traffic Control Tower (ATC TWR), 

and the last stage is the implementation by the ATC TWR [24].  

4.2.5. Miles in Trail 

The MIT (Miles in Trail) STAM is used both by cherry-picking and flow methods of dDCB 

and is considered as a speed regulation STAM. MIT is a method by which an en-route radar 

air traffic controller issues a clearance to a group of traffic, at least a group of two flights that 

are at the same cruising level to maintain the same speed/Mach number. It is a relatively short-

term STAM that is sometimes used as it is defined in the Letters of Agreement (LOA) between 

two states, and it is utilized to help achieve a reduction in sector complexity, thus removing the 

need to apply a regulation [24]. 

4.2.6. Change of SID 

The Standard Instrument Departure Route (SID) change STAM is used both by cherry-picking 

and flow methods of dDCB. SID STAM is usually a slight alteration of the planned SID to 

offload an overloaded departure sector [24]. 

4.2.7. Slot Swapping  

Slot Swapping is a measure that enables two AUs to swap their designated slot times. 
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5. Model architecture 

In this chapter, the model architecture and every component of the model architecture will be 

explained. Model architecture is depicted in Figure 2 below. To obtain a set of complexity 

reduction measures, it is required to simulate aircraft trajectories in the desired timeframe and 

airspace (Part 1 of model - Trajectory prediction block). During trajectory predictions, 

restrictions such as planned route, aircraft performance, atmosphere conditions, and weather 

phenomenon must be taken into consideration. After all the trajectories are generated, the 

traffic complexity of the given traffic data is calculated based on the modified PRU complexity 

model (Part 2 of model – Complexity calculation block). Traffic complexity is recalculated 

upon applying complexity reduction measures (Part 3 of model – Complexity reduction block). 

Applied complexity reduction measures are resectorisation, reconfiguration, level capping, 

time delay and rerouting. The measure with the highest impact on complexity reduction is 

selected and applied to simulated traffic, and complexity reduction measures are recalculated 

for that modified traffic data. Process of selecting and applying complexity reduction measures 

is repeated with the necessary number of iterations. The result of this algorithm is a set of 

complexity reduction measures that will have the highest impact on complexity reduction for 

the given number of measures.  

 

Figure 2 Model architecture 
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5.1. RDT meteorological data 

5.1.1. Source and validity of data 

According to Nowcasting (NWC) Satellite Application Facilities (SAF) [48], and Guillou et 

al. [49] the Rapidly Developing Thunderstorm - Convection Warning (RDT-CW) is a product 

that has been developed by Meteo-France in the framework of the European Organisation for 

the Exploitation of Meteorological Satellites (EUMETSAT) SAF in support to Nowcasting. It 

uses mainly geostationary satellite data to provide information on clouds related to significant 

convective systems. Objectives of RDT-CW are identification, monitoring, and tracking of 

intense convective system clouds, detection of rapidly developing convective cells, and 

forecast of convective cells. RDT-CW algorithm detects cloud systems from the satellite 

image. Once clouds are detected, they are given track based on previous satellite images. 

Afterwards, detected clouds are filtered using the discrimination method to identify the 

convective objects among all cloud cells. Lastly, based on cloud motion, RDT-CW gives up to 

one hour forecast with a 15-minute update rate. Final products of RDT-CW are current living 

cloud cells, forecasted cloud cells, and achieved cloud trajectories. The image of RDT-CW 

combined products is given in Figure 3. 

 

Figure 3 Example of RDT product [48] 

The discrimination method used to identify convective weather is a discrimination scheme that 

relies upon the previously tuned statistical models [50]. The discrimination method determines 

whether a non-convective object will become convective in the future. Statistical models are 

provided with various parameters and trends associated with a cloud system, with any electrical 

data as ground truth during the tuning process. Before applying the discrimination scheme, 
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cloud systems located in the stable regions (determined by Numerical weather predictions) are 

ignored due to the low probability of convective activity. Discrimination scheme takes into 

consideration maturity stage of a convective object by undertaking a vertical stratification 

linked to the minimum temperature cloud system. According to the vertical stratification, a 

cloud system is considered convective only if it fits in one of the defined categories. The 

discrimination scheme is a combination of statistical decisions and empirical rules. Statistical 

decisions are used to determine if a non-convective object has a chance to become convective. 

In contrast, once a positive decision by statistical analysis is determined, a set of empirical 

rules, based on cooling and global convection index for mature phase, will confirm or 

declassify convective object (e.g., decaying convection or false alarm). 

Validation results [48] [51] show that over a large domain and for an extended period, RDT 

has a detection accuracy of 70%. Considering a moderate electrical activity, the overall 

probability of detection is 74% and reaches 77% on convective periods. The start of a 

convective period is defined as the first lightning occurrence in the convective section. 

Probability of detecting convective cells at a single moment is 65% with about 20% of false 

alarms. In comparison, 25% of good detections are detected before the first lightning 

occurrence and more than 80% within the following 30 minutes. 

Numerical data of RDT-CW are provided in a bulletin-line Network Common Data Form 

(NetCDF) format. Numerical data contains infrared characteristics and movement information 

associated with RDT-CW cells, as well as a map of cloud cells whose numerical values 

correspond to the phase of development of each cloud system. A list of all variables is given in 

Appendix 1. 

Access to the obtained NetCDF was enabled by MatLab’s NetCDF library package. Variables 

used in this research are CTPressure, LonContour, LatContour. Cloud contours were used to 

create 2D polygon while cloud-top pressure variable was used to add an upper and lower limit 

of cloud, thus making a 3D object for aircraft to avoid. Even though,  a cloud profile varies 

with altitude, for this research, all of the clouds are shaped by the vertically extruding base of 

a cloud. As can be seen from the example of variables given in Table 1. CTPressure variable 

has two columns of data which represent cloud measured pressure at cloud top and cloud base. 

LonContour and LatContour are three-dimensional variables (Table 2). The first dimension in 

each variable is latitude (or longitude) of cloud base; the second dimension is latitude (or 
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longitude) of cloud top. The last dimension is an index of cloud to which base and top 

cooridinates refer. 

Table 1 Example of pressure data 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

5.1.2. Weather scenarios used in the thesis 

All weather scenarios used in this research are shown in Figure 4. All weather scenarios split 

per timeframe are given in the Appendix 2. Weather scenarios are titled by weather code 

representing date and time of weather sample. E.g. “160610” is a weather sample from 16th of 

June, recorded at 10:00 (all weather samples are from 2019). By visual analysis, presented 

weather scenarios can be organised into four groups: 

• 1st group: Neighbouring clouds; 

• 2nd group: Few small clouds; 

• 3rd group: Few large clouds; 

• 4th group: Dispersed small clouds. 

Neighbouring clouds group represents weather scenarios that have no clouds or just clouds 

bordering the Croatian airspace. Such weather scenarios are assumed to affect incoming traffic 

because of necessary avoiding actions, it will cause a different trajectory compared to the 

nominal scenarios (without any clouds). Weather scenarios represented in this group are given 

by Figure 4 marked as:  

• Clouds 270618; 

• Clouds 090713 and; 

• Clouds 130712. 

CTPressure [Pa] for all clouds 

Cloud number Top Base 

1 27900 27900 

2 26400 50400 

LonContour [°] LatContour [°] 

15.6602 16.3884 51.1002 50.8592 

15.6039 16.3400 50.9324 50.7480 

 

Table 2 Example of Contour data for one cloud 
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A few small clouds group represents weather scenarios that have a few isolated cumulonimbi 

or towering cumulus clouds usually focused in one sector. These weather scenarios will affect 

aircraft flying through sector occupied by clouds causing them to make avoiding manoeuvres. 

It is expected that such changes in trajectories will affect the complexity of the sector and the 

overall complexity of airspace. Weather scenarios represented in this group are given by Figure 

4 marked as follows: 

• Clouds 160610,  • Clouds 070710,  

• Clouds 160611,   • Clouds 070711,  

• Clouds 190915,  • Clouds 090714,  

• Clouds 190618,  • Clouds 130710, and  

• Clouds 220611,   • Clouds 260713.  

 

A few large clouds group represents weather scenarios that have few cumulonimbus cells 

occupying or bordering Croatian airspace. Cumulonimbus cells occupy large airspace volume 

causing significant aircraft deviations from the desired tracks. The expected effect on 

complexity would be increase in overall complexity with a possible decrease in complexity in 

the occupied sector because occupied sectors will have fewer aircraft flying through them. 

Weather scenarios represented in this group are given by Figure 4 marked as: 

• Clouds 220616,  • Clouds 070714,  

• Clouds 020716, • Clouds 020816, and  

• Clouds 060716, • Clouds 240816.  

 

Dispersed small clouds group represents weather scenarios that have a large number of small, 

isolated cumulonimbus or towering cumulus clouds usually short in duration. Such weather 

scenarios generally represent the movement of the front or unstable atmosphere. Weather 

scenarios depicted in this group are given by Figure 4 marked as: 

• Clouds 190616; 

• Clouds 210611; 

• Clouds 240814; 

• Clouds 010911.  
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Figure 4 Weather scenarios 
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5.2. Base of Aircraft Data 

BADA (Base of Aircraft Data) is an Aircraft Performance Database designed for use in aircraft 

trajectory simulation and prediction algorithms within the domain of Air Traffic Management 

[52]. Since it was introduced by Nuić et al. in 2005 [53], BADA is used as the primary source 

for aircraft performances in many research areas. It is a repository of aircraft performance data 

developed by EUROCONTROL to consolidate performance data of various aircraft types 

given from numerous manufacturers. It is based on a kinetic approach to aircraft performance 

modelling. Currently, BADA is widely used for trajectory simulations in air traffic modelling 

and simulation tools to support research and development of new concepts, procedures, and 

controller support tools [54]. It is also used for trajectory prediction in the ground operational 

ATM systems to support Network Manager and for environmental studies in terms of aircraft 

emissions assessments [54]. BADA can be split into two main components: Model 

specifications and Datasets. Model specifications provide theoretical fundaments used in the 

calculation of aircraft performance parameters. Model specification is given by User manual, 

and it contains the Operations Performance Model, Airline Procedure Models and Global 

Aircraft Parameters [55]. Datasets have aircraft-specific coefficients necessary to perform 

calculations given in Model specifications. Today, there are two versions of BADA: BADA 

Family 3, developed in 2005, provides coverage close to 100% of aircraft types flown in Europe 

airspace and its goal is to model aircraft behaviour over the nominal part of the flight envelope. 

BADA Family 4 is a newly developed model that covers 70% of aircraft types flown in 

European airspace and its goal is to provide increased levels of precision in aircraft 

performance parameters. 

5.2.1. Operation Performance Model 

The operation performance model is a model that defines aircraft performance based on 

operations performance parameters obtained in Operations Performance File (OPF). Aircraft 

performance defined by operation performance mode is flight envelope, aerodynamics, engine 

thrust, reduced climb power, fuel consumption, and ground movement. Operation performance 

model also establishes an atmosphere model used in performance calculations and Total-energy 

model used for power distribution during different flight regimes. 

The OPF is an ASCII file, which for a particular aircraft type specifies the operations 

performance parameters [55]. An example of an OPF file for the A306 (Airbus 300B4-600) 

aircraft is shown in Figure 5. Data is organised into eight blocks with each block separated by 
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a line with block name and equal signs “=”. Eight blocks are as follows: file identification 

block, aircraft type block, mass block, flight envelope block, aerodynamics block, engine thrust 

block, fuel consumption block, and ground movements block. 

 

 

Figure 5 OPF example [55] 
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5.2.2. Airline Procedure Model 

Airline procedure model defines standard airline procedures to provide means of simulating 

standard or nominal aircraft operations [55]. Airline procedure model is provided for three 

separate flight phases: climb, cruise, and descent. For each aircraft model and flight phase, 

airline procedure model determines aircraft speed schedule based on following information: 

airline procedure default speeds provided in Airline Procedure File (APF) and stall speeds for 

take-off and landing configurations provided in Operations Performance File (OPF). 

APF is an ASCII file, which for a particular aircraft type specifies the default aircraft speeds 

for different flight phases. Example of APF is given in Figure 6. 

 

Figure 6 APF example [55] 

 

5.3. Flight plan data 

Flight plan data for trajectory calculation is based on historical data obtained from 

EUROCONTROLs Demand Data Repository portal version 2 (DDR2). DDR2 is a 

EUROCONTROL repository database whose primary function is to collect traffic data from 

various sources, compile them to packages and distribute packages to users [56]. Traffic data 

inputs that DDR2 contains are historical traffic samples, STATFOR forecast, flight intentions, 

airport capacity threshold values and future airspace environment. Historical traffic samples 

are collected in the form of two models: Model 1 (M1) and Model 3 (M3). M1 traffic data is 
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data from the last saved flight plan after all the modifications with initial flight plan 

messages,whereas, M3 traffic data is the actual 4D trajectory recalculated by aligning it to 

existing route points based on radar data obtained from ANSPs.  

To simulate traffic flow as accurately as possible compared to flown trajectories, flight plan 

data was extracted from M3 historical data in the form of so6 data files exported from DDR2 

repository. Example of unpacked so6 data file is given in Pogreška! Izvor reference nije 

pronađen.. So6 data file contains 20 rows of data. Description of each row is given in 

Pogreška! Izvor reference nije pronađen.. 

Table 3 so6 legend 

Column number Description 

1 segment identifier 

2 origin of flight 

3 destination of flight 

4 aircraft type 

5 time at the begining of a segment [DDHHMM] 

6 time at the end of a segment [DDHHMM] 

7 flight level at the begining of a segment 

8 Flight level at the end of a segment 

9 Status (Aircraft flight regime – climb descent, or cruise). 

10 callsign 

11 date at the begining of a segment [YYMMDD] 

12 date at the end of a segment [YYMMDD] 

13 latitude at the begining of a segment [minutes] 

14 longitude at the begining of a segment [minutes] 

15 latitude at the end of a segment [minutes] 

16 longitude at the end of a segment [minutes] 

17 flight identifier (unique code designetad by Eurocontrol) 

18 Sequence 

19 segment length [NM] 

20 segment parity/color (uniqe number for different traffic 

flows but not relevant for this research) 
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Table 4 so6 data example 

 

Since so6 data contains data from multiple aircraft in one array, data had to be sorted and 

filtered before creating a flight plan for a given traffic scenario. As so6 has a complete log of 

historic aircraft movement, that movement includes changes in trajectories caused by ATCOs’ 

instructions to resolve conflicts and pilot’s deviations to avoid convective weather. To avoid 

integrating such deviations to the flight plan data, all automatically generated points in 

historical data were removed during the filtration process. Removing such points causes a 

reduction in model accuracy when compared to historical data. Still, the aim of this research is 

not to analyse and reduce the complexity of historical data but rather to do it on simulated data.   

Flight plan data for the given traffic scenario consists of two sets of data: data required for 

aircraft creation (Pogreška! Izvor reference nije pronađen.) and data necessary for aircraft 

movement (Pogreška! Izvor reference nije pronađen.). Data needed for aircraft creation 

consist of aircraft type, geographical coordinates, altitude, initial aircraft state and time of 

aircraft creation. Data for aircraft movement consist of a list of waypoints defined by 3D 

position in space, flyover or flyby constraints (1 – the point is a flyover, 0 – the point is flyby), 

waypoint name and initial waypoint index. Initial waypoint index describes whether waypoint 

is from an initial flight plan or was created by the model. This value was added so that the 

model is able to distinguish between the points that were initially planned and the points that 

are made by the model to avoid convective weather. 

Table 5 Aircraft creation data 

 

Table 6 Waypoint data 

Waypoint 

number 
WPT 

longitude [°] 

WPT 

latitude 

[°] 

Altitude 

at point 

[m] 

flyover 

constraints 

Initial 

WPT 

Name of 

WPT 

1 49.502 12.429 11586 0 1 'START' 

2 50.075 10.729 11430 0 1 'SULUS' 

3 50.207 10.395 10851 0 1 'TESDU' 

4 50.360 10.000 10180 0 1 'END' 

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20

'DTMB_!AABG' 'DTMB' 'UKBB' 'B738' '215800' '220007' 0 50 0 'SQP3102' 190615 190615 2145.48 645.28 2148.27 650.93 231032376 1 5.36 0

'!AABG_!AABH' 'DTMB' 'UKBB' 'B738' '220007' '220131' 50 90 0 'SQP3102' 190615 190615 2148.27 650.93 2151.07 656.58 231032376 2 5.37 0

'!AABH_!AABI' 'DTMB' 'UKBB' 'B738' '220131' '220216' 90 110 0 'SQP3102' 190615 190615 2151.07 656.58 2152.73 659.97 231032376 3 3.21 0

'!AABI_!AABJ' 'DTMB' 'UKBB' 'B738' '220216' '220354' 110 150 0 'SQP3102' 190615 190615 2152.73 659.97 2156.92 668.43 231032376 4 8.03 0

So6 data example (columns according to so6 legend)

Aircraft ID Type
longitude  

[°]

latitude 

[°]

altitude 

[m]

groud 

speed 

[kt]

heading 

[rad]

rate of 

change 

[ft/min]

Regime 

create 

time 

[s]

Waypoints

'BIRKLDDUN508SNA233748889' 'CL30' 10.383 49.236 12497 234 -0.736 0.000 2 43028 1x15 struct

'BKPREDDLEWG1MUA233749026' 'A319' 12.429 49.502 11586 221 2.755 9.950 0 37800 1x4 struct

'BKPREDDLOTF7414A233751364' 'A320' 21.037 42.557 2181 21 -1.434 1857.143 0 37800 1x8 struct

'BKPREGGWWUK507A233749205' 'A320' 12.976 45.720 10942 229 2.477 0.000 2 37800 1x5 struct
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5.4. Airspace data 

Airspace data required to calculate the complexity score of desired sectors is also acquired via 

EUROCONTROLs DDR2 repository. Airspace data is obtained in the form of two data files, 

one containing all designed sector configurations that can be applied in the researched 

controlled airspace and the second has a sector opening scheme for a given period.  

5.4.1. Airspace information 

The airspace used in this research is airspace under the control of the Area Control Centre of 

Croatia’s Air Navigation Service Provider – Croatia Control Ltd., covering a volume of space 

above Croatia’s and a portion of Bosnia and Herzegovina’s territory, horizontally spanning 

from 41° 45’N to 46° 34’ N latitude and from 12°59’ E to 19° 26’ E longitude (Figure 7) and 

vertically from ground to FL999.   

 

Figure 7 Croatian airspace 

According to the ANSP’s concept of operations, one volume of airspace is monitored and 

controlled by two air traffic controllers. Depending on the traffic demand an airspace can be 

divided into smaller parts called sectors.  

In most of the cases, Croatian airspace is divided horizontally into three sectors: North, South, 

and West, as shown in Figure 8. There are also other combinations of dividing airspace such 

as Central – where portions of the West and of the North sectors are formed into one, and Adria 

– where South and West are combined into one sector.   
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Figure 8 North, South, West sector 

Airspace can be also divided vertically into four segments: Lower, Upper, High, and Top. A 

Lower sector is from ground to FL325, Upper from FL325 to FL 355, High from FL355 to 

FL375 and Top from FL375 to the upper airspace boundary. 

By combining horizontal and vertical airspace division, shift supervisor creates a sector 

configuration that fits the need for a given traffic demand. A list of frequently used sectors is 

shown in Table 7. 

Table 7 Frequently used sectors 

Frequently used sectors: 

Sector: Lower limit: Upper limit: 

LDZOULW – Upper lower West Ground FL355 

LDZOLW – Lower West Ground FL325 

LDZOUW – Upper West FL355 FL325 

LDZOHW – High West FL355 FL375 

LDZOULS – Upper lower South Ground FL355 

LDZOHS – High South FL355 FL375 

LDZOTA – Top Adria FL375 FL999 

LDZOULN – Upper Lower North Ground FL355 

LDZOHN – High North FL355 FL375 

LDZOTN – Top North FL375 FL999 

 

5.4.2. Sector Opening Scheme 

A sector is a virtual division of airspace which enables decomposed provision of air traffic 

services, in the different sectors, into tasks with manageable workload [57]. Sector Opening 

Scheme, as given in Pogreška! Izvor reference nije pronađen., is a list of sequential changes 

of sector configurations during one day. As it can be seen in the example, on a given date (10th 

of June 2019) at 8:00 sector configuration C7Y was opened, and at 8:59 it was changed to C8I. 

   
North South West 
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This information will be used as a starting point for the complexity evaluation of different 

sector configurations. 

Table 8 Sector opening scheme 

Date Airspace Opening time Closing time  Sector 

Configuration  

10.6.2019 LDZOCTA 0:00 2:59 C1 

10.6.2019 LDZOCTA 3:00 3:59 C2B 

10.6.2019 LDZOCTA 4:00 4:59 C3A.DA 

10.6.2019 LDZOCTA 5:00 6:59 C5K 

10.6.2019 LDZOCTA 7:00 7:59 C6U 

10.6.2019 LDZOCTA 8:00 8:59 C7Y 

10.6.2019 LDZOCTA 9:00 14:59 C8I 

 

5.4.3. Sector Configurations 

As mentioned above, the Sector configuration file contains all designed sector configurations 

that can be used by shift supervisor. Sector configuration is a scheme which shows how 

different sectors are assembled into one unit. Sector configuration file contains all information 

required to build a specific sector configuration. The file contains four tables: 

• Configuration table; 

• Collapsed sector table; 

• Elementary sector table; and  

• Airblock table. 

In current operations, airspace is divided into smaller segments called sectors, and each sector 

falls under the responsibility of a pair of ATCOs. Sector configuration is a proposed 

combination of sectors which form one airspace. Configuration is composed of a combination 

of collapsed sectors or a combination of collapsed sectors and elementary sectors. A collapsed 

sector is a combination of at least two elementary sectors. In contrast, the elementary sector is 

the smallest unit of airspace that can be assigned to a pair of ATCOs. Every elementary sector 

is described by a combination of two-dimensional polygons (airblocks) and a vertical span of 

these airblocks. Airblocks are two-dimensional polygons where one dimension is latitude and 

second is longitude. An example of forming configuration is given in Figure 9, where it can be 
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seen that configuration C5D is made of five sectors (two elementary sectors – LDZOLW and 

LDZOUW, and three collapsed sectors LDZON, LDZOTHA and LDZOULS).  

 

Figure 9 Configuration structure 

For the purpose of this research, each airblock coordinate was located within a cell grid defined 

by PRU model, as explained in section 5.6.1, to create a 2D binary matrix of each airblock. 

The sector is a 3D binary matrix where the first and second dimensions are a row and a column 

of cells in the PRU grid, and the vertical dimension is flight level. To create an elementary 

sector, the 2D binary matrix of every airblock listed in the sector table is added to the sector 

flight level. Collapsed sectors are created by merging two sector matrices. The main model 

uses sector binary matrices as a grid mask to determine if PRU grid cell is a part of sector or 

not. 
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Figure 10 Example of sector grid mask 

An example of a Sector mask is given in Figure 10 representing Croatian High South Sector at 

FL360. On the left side is the original sector obtained from Eurocontrol NEST application 

while on the right side is an implementation of that sector into the model. Grid covering area 

above Croatia is PRU grid, and all green marked cells will be given value of 1 within that grid 

layer, while others will have a value of 0. 

5.5. Trajectory prediction 

For the purpose of this research, the trajectory prediction model had to fulfil a certain set of 

requirements. Model needed to have: 

• ability to model different aircraft types; 

• accurate aircraft climb and descent profiles; 

• realistic turn performance; 

• realistic aircraft performance and limitations; 

• adaptive algorithms to convective weather and descent profiles. 

Having considered all the requirements, EUROCONTROL's Base of Aircraft Data (BADA) 

Aircraft Performance Model (APM) was chosen as a starting point for the aircraft model. Its 

main advantages are support for many different aircraft types, easy implementation, and 

excellent documentation. However, BADA can be used only for modelling aircraft 

performance, so the models of aircraft dynamics and Flight Management System (FMS) had 

to be developed from the start.  

In this research, aircraft dynamics and FMS were developed based on a model developed by 

Porretta et al. in 2008. [58]. According to Porretta et al., it is the Aircraft Dynamic system 
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which, based on six state variables, four inputs, and three disturbances, determines the change 

of aircraft state variables. Since three of the six state variables represent aircraft coordinates, 

the output of this system effectively provides aircraft trajectory. The Flight Management 

System (FMS) model is used to determine the change in aircraft inputs in a way which ensures 

fulfilment of flight plan goals (based on aircraft current position, flight plan, operational 

procedures and limitations, weather obstructions, and a number of other factors). Also, the 

atmosphere (including the wind) had to be modelled, so the International Standard Atmosphere 

(ISA) model was used. The overview of the whole aircraft model can be seen in Figure 11. 

 

Figure 11 Trajectory engine architecture 

Since complete model description is highly extensive, in the following sections only the main 

components of the model are described.  

5.5.1. Aircraft dynamics 

As it has been stated, Aircraft Dynamic system is based on six state variables, four inputs, and 

three disturbances. Six state variables are aircraft longitude, latitude, altitude, speed, heading, 

and mass. Four inputs are aircraft thrust, bank, pitch, and drag. Three disturbances are wind 

effects in all three dimensions. Dynamics is explained as a 6-degrees of freedom point mass 

model where each degree of freedom is one of the six state variables.  

It can be seen in Figure 11, that the Aircraft Dynamics model and FMS model are in constant 

loop during trajectory calculations. Aircraft Dynamics obtain four inputs from the FMS model 

to calculate the new state variables which are in return fed to FMS model for calculation of 

new input variables. Aircraft Dynamics model is given by equation 1, Eq.1 [58]: 
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Eq. 1 

Where: 

• 𝑥 and �̇�1 is a change in aircraft longitud;  

• 𝑦 and �̇�2 is a change in aircraft latitude; 

• ℎ and �̇�3 is a change in aircraft altitude; 

• 𝑣 and �̇�4 is a change in aircraft speed; 

• 𝜓 and �̇�5 is a change in aircraft heading; 

• 𝑚 and �̇�6 is a change in aircraft mass; 

• 𝑢1 is engine thrust; 

• 𝑢2 is an aircraft bank; 

• 𝑢3 is aircraft pitch; 

• 𝑢4 is an aircraft coefficient of drag; 

• 𝑤1 , 𝑤2,  and 𝑤3 are wind effect in 𝑥, 𝑦 and ℎ directions: 

• 𝑆 is wing surface area; 

• 𝜌 is the air density; 

• 𝑔 is the standard acceleration of Earth’s gravity; 

• 𝜂 coefficient related to fuel consumption and 

• 𝐶𝐿 is the aerodynamical lift coefficient. 

To calculate lift coefficient 𝐶𝐿 it was assumed that the modelled aircraft is flying fully trimmed 

where the lift coefficient is set to ensure that the vertical component of the lift balances the 

aircraft weight. Lift coefficient 𝐶𝐿 is calculated using following equation (Eq. 2): 

𝐶𝐿 =
[2𝑥6𝑔]

[𝜌 ∗ 𝑥4
2𝑆𝑐𝑜𝑠(𝑢2)]

 
Eq. 2 

As can be seen from the first two lines of equation 1, the reference coordinate system used in 

this model was based on a flat non-rotating plane. In this research, the used reference coordinate 

system was World Geodetic System 84 (WGS-84); therefore, the movement of aircraft in the 
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horizontal plane was replaced with equations for aircraft movement along reference ellipsoid 

given by Snyder [59].    

5.5.2. FMS model 

The primary function of the FMS model is to compare aircraft state with the desired path and 

speed and to modify inputs to Aircraft Dynamics model based on those deviations. The 

secondary function of the FMS model is to adopt the preferred route to mitigate obstructions 

such as volumes with convective weather or areas where STAM is applied.  

Since aircraft are required to fly along three-dimensional trajectories, they are required to 

operate with different operating modes applying various control strategies. For example, an 

aircraft will not apply the same control strategies for the climb as it would for the cruise. To 

firmly distinguish between different operating modes, Porretta et al. defined a set of variables 

that determine the discrete state of the FMS. Discrete state, with the support from BADA, 

selects the most suitable control strategy for actual aircraft operating mode. The discrete state 

of the FMS is defined by the following variables [58]:  

• Acceleration Mode (AM); 

• Climb Mode (CM); 

• Climbing Flight Phase (CL_FP); 

• Descending Flight Phase (DES_FP); 

• Reduced Power Mode (RPM); 

• Speed Hold Mode (SHM); 

• Troposphere Mode (TrM) and  

• Trajectory Change Point Index (TCP). 

5.5.2.1. Acceleration Mode 

The FMS model aims to maintain aircraft speed as close as possible to desired True airspeed 

(TAS, 𝑉𝑛𝑜𝑚) which is defined as optimal speed regarding fuel economy, wind conditions, and 

operational constraints (such as company procedures) for specific aircraft calculated via BADA 

model. AM determines if an aircraft is accelerating (A), decelerating (D) or maintaining 

constant (C) to reach desired TAS, i.e. 𝐴𝑀 ∈  {𝐴, 𝐶, 𝐷}. Value of AM, as shown in Figure 12, 

is set by Finite State Machine (FSM) which prevents from switching directly from acceleration 

to deceleration and vice versa.  
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Figure 12 Acceleration Mode Finite State Machine 

𝑉𝑡𝑜𝑙 is a speed tolerance margin, and it represents the capture condition for constant speed 

flight. This research adopts 𝑉𝑡𝑜𝑙 value of 0.05 m/s from research by Radišić [26] as it is 

appropriate for one second time-step which used in this trajectory prediction part of the model 

and is still more accurate than the standard airspeed indicators. 

5.5.2.2. Climb Mode 

The CM discrete variable determines if an aircraft is on climb (C), descent (D), or flying level 

(L), i.e., 𝐶𝑀 ∈  {𝐿, 𝐶, 𝐷}. The working principle is the same as for Acceleration Mode; FSM 

sets mode by comparing the current altitude (𝑥3), with the required altitude for that segment 

of the route set in the flight plan. Again, FSM prevents switching directly from descent to climb 

and vice versa. The capture condition set in FSM was 15 m. The 15 m margin is precisely 

enough to capture the targeted altitude successfully. 

5.5.2.3. Climbing Flight Phase  

According to BADA recommendations, depending on the aircraft altitude, Climbing Flight 

Phase (CL_FP) is defined by three configuration modes during the climb: Take-Off (TO), 

Initial Climb (IC), and General Climb (GC). If an aircraft is in level flight, the discrete variable 

will have a Non-Climbing value (NC), thus 𝐶𝐿_𝐹𝐿 ∈  {𝑁𝐶, 𝑇𝑂, 𝐼𝐶, 𝐺𝐶}.  

5.5.2.4. Descending Flight Phase 

Based on the same principle as Climbing Flight Phase, Descending Flight Phase (DES_FP) is 

defined by four configuration modes during descent: Upper Descent (UD), Lower Descent 

(LD), Approach (AP), and Landing (LND). If an aircraft is in level flight, the discrete variable 

will have a Non-Descending value (ND), thus 𝐶𝐿_𝐹𝐿 ∈  {𝑁𝐷,𝑈𝐷, 𝐿𝐷, 𝐴𝑃, 𝐿𝑁𝐷}. 

𝐴𝑀 = 𝐶 

ȁ𝑥4 − 𝑉𝑛𝑜𝑚ȁ ≤  𝑉𝑡𝑜𝑙 

𝐴𝑀 = 𝐷 

𝑥4 > 𝑉𝑛𝑜𝑚 +  𝑉𝑡𝑜𝑙 

𝑥4 > 𝑉𝑛𝑜𝑚 +  𝑉𝑡𝑜𝑙 

𝑥4 ≤ 𝑉𝑛𝑜𝑚 +  𝑉𝑡𝑜𝑙 
𝑥4 ≥ 𝑉𝑛𝑜𝑚 −  𝑉𝑡𝑜𝑙 

𝑥4 < 𝑉𝑛𝑜𝑚 −  𝑉𝑡𝑜𝑙 

𝐴𝑀 = 𝐴 

𝑥4 < 𝑉𝑛𝑜𝑚 −  𝑉𝑡𝑜𝑙 
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5.5.2.5. Reduced Power Mode 

Most commercial aircraft in real-life operations will not climb with the maximum thrust but 

rather with a reduced thrust to minimize fuel consumption and maintenance costs. As 

recommended by BADA, if an aircraft is below 80% of its ceiling altitude, FMS will reduce 

thrust by applying functions stated in the BADA manual [52]. 

5.5.2.6. Speed Hold Mode 

The Speed Hold Mode (SHM) is a discrete variable that determines if an FMS should aim to 

maintain a constant Calibrated Air Speed (CAS) or constant Mach number. SHM solely 

depends on a cross-over altitude. Cross-over altitude is an altitude at which aircraft CAS 

converted to True Air Speed (TAS) equals aircraft Mach number converted to TAS. When 

passing cross-over altitude during descent, the aircraft changes from maintaining a constant 

Mach number to maintaining a constant CAS and during the climb from maintaining a constant 

CAS to maintaining a constant Mach number. 

5.5.2.7. Troposphere Mode 

The Tropopause mode is a discrete variable that defines if an aircraft is flying in the troposphere 

or stratosphere. The border between levels, tropopause, is calculated using the ISA atmosphere 

model given by BADA. 

5.5.2.8. Trajectory Change Point Index 

The Trajectory Change Point Index is a discrete variable that defines if an aircraft should 

proceed to a new waypoint or maintain the current direction. 

5.5.3. Bank Angle Controller 

In addition to described discrete variables, the trajectory prediction model implements a bank 

angle controller [26]. The bank angle controller is a part of an FSM that regulates aircraft bank 

to maintain or, to turn into the desired heading. Based on the aircraft distance from the nearest 

point on the desired path (Cross-track error – CTE) and the difference between current heading 

and desired heading (Heading error – HE), while taking into consideration wind effect, the 

bank angle controller calculates intercept angle required for an aircraft to reach desired track. 

The bank angle controller also evaluates the side of turn (left or right) and roll-out distance 

when deciding whether to increase or decrease the bank. The roll-out distance is the cross-track 

error distance at which an aircraft needs to start rolling out of turn. Roll-out distance had to be 

introduced to avoid aircraft overshooting the desired track since the maximum bank angle 

change rate is 2°/s. 
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5.5.4. Adaptive algorithms to convective weather and descent profiles 

To fulfil the secondary function of FMS, to adopt the preferred route to mitigate obstructions, 

it was needed to implement additional horizontal and vertical guidance algorithms. Horizontal 

guidance algorithms consist of a cloud avoidance algorithm and a cloud exit algorithm. Vertical 

guidance algorithm consists of a continuous descent arrival procedure for landing and top of 

descent calculations for reducing altitude. 

5.5.4.1. Cloud avoidance algorithm  

This research implements the A* path search algorithm presented by Einar et al. [60] as the 

main tool to avoid flying into clouds. Since it was introduced by Hart et al. [61] in 1968, it is 

widely used as one of the best solutions for pathfinding problems. As such, Ramée et al. [62] 

used A* as the basis for their research, where they optimized flight paths for aircraft flying en-

route through obstructed airspace. 

A* algorithm used in this research finds the optimal path for aircraft to reach the desired 

waypoint based on the flight plan, aircraft position, and weather conditions. As can be seen 

from a flow chart in Figure 13, before finding the optimal path using A*, the waypoint input 

variable must be checked for invalid values. If the waypoint is within a cloud, A* will not be 

able to find a path to that waypoint. Thus, the point needs to be skipped or moved. In case of a 

rather large obstruction, such as a cumulonimbus cell where the cloud covers the bigger area, 

there is a possibility that multiple consecutive points will be within the cloud. In that instance, 

all points in the cloud will be skipped, and the targeted waypoint will be the first waypoint that 

is not in the cloud. In  case of an isolated cumulonimbus cloud, where only one waypoint is 

blocked by the cloud, that waypoint will be moved outside the cloud. Waypoint shift will be 

along the track towards closer cloud border, whether it be before or after the cloud. 

 

Figure 13 Cloud avoidance algorithm 
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Before A* solution is imported to the active flight plan, some waypoints are removed to make 

the desired flight path less constrained and more representative of the actual pilot actions. The 

following points are removed: 

• Multiple points along the same track – due to A* limitations, multiple points on the 

same track can be generated. Such points generate unwanted constraints to the aircraft 

movement; thus, they are removed. 

• Points that are too close to each other – to guide aircraft around cloud apex, A* tends 

to generate multiple points that are very close to each other. Since aircraft has its own 

turn radius, there is the possibility that it will be able to reach some of these close 

waypoints. Accordingly, all points that are less than 3 NM apart will be combined into 

one point. 

Due to changes in aircraft position and the evolution of weather conditions, the A* algorithm 

is triggered every 60 seconds for the purpose of re-evaluation of the previous solution. 

An example of cloud avoidance is shown in Figure 14. The left image in the figure shows 

planned (red) and actual (green) trajectories of an aircraft, which are taken from the NEST 

database, while planned (red) and simulated (green) trajectories from a model are shown on 

the right side. Compairing red paths, it can be seen that there is a difference between the 

planned trajectories. This is because the goal of the simulated trajectories was to follow the 

actual path of an aircraft and not its original flight plan. By comparing the actually flown and 

the simulated flight path, it can be seen that even though an actual aircraft performed avoinding 

actions earlier than expected, simulated aircraft also avoided convective weather in the same 

manner. 

 

Figure 14 Cloud avoidance - actual vs real 

5.5.4.2. Cloud-exit algorithm 

Even though simulated aircraft tend to avoid clouds, some close encounters are unavoidable. 

An aircraft may enter the cloud due to a too big turn radius or too slow rollout of a turn. Also, 
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due to temporally discrete cloud data, some clouds can form above the aircraft. For such 

instances, a cloud-exit algorithm was developed.  

A cloud-exit algorithm is activated when it is established that an aircraft is in the cloud. The 

cloud-exit algorithm simulates airborne weather radar to look for the shortest path out of the 

cloud. To simulate airborne weather radar, cloud-exit algorithm creates an arc of points at a 

distance of 80 NM spanning 60° left and right of the aircraft heading. Each point is connected 

with the aircraft creating a fan of lines emerging from 

the aircraft. Example of the described fan is showed in 

Figure 15. By finding crossing points of those lines and 

cloud polygons, and calculating the distance between 

the aircraft and crossing points, it is possible to find the 

shortest path and heading for aircraft to fly to leave the 

cloud. Afterwards, the cloud-exit algorithm will update 

the flight plan with a cloud-exit waypoint. During the 

flight through the cloud, the pathfinding algorithm will 

not be triggered. 

5.5.4.3. Continuous descent arrival procedure 

For the purpose of this research, all aircraft are considered to apply Continuous Descent Arrival 

(CDA) when descending towards their final destinations. Continuous descent arrival procedure 

is a procedure when an aircraft performs an uninterrupted descent from its cruising level to its 

destination airport. It starts from the CDA waypoint at which the aircraft starts its descent. In 

this research, vertical and horizontal profile of an aircraft are only relevant until aircraft reaches 

the terminal area, thus, aircraft are free to descend directly to the destination airport regardless 

of the arrival procedures. 

According to the flight plan, the CDA waypoint is determined by retracing descent distance 

along the flight path, starting from the airport along the flight path to the aircraft starting 

position. Descent distance is calculated by descending aircraft in a straight line from its 

maximum flight plan altitude to airport altitude. If the CDA waypoint is located at the flight 

plan segment with a lower planned altitude than the maximum, the CDA point will be 

recalculated with a lower altitude. 

During the simulation, the CDA waypoint is determined on two separate occasions. First, it is 

calculated at the start of the simulation to generally locate the CDA waypoint for use in the A* 

Figure 15 weather radar simulation for cloud-

exit algorithm 
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algorithm. Second, since CDA is highly dependent on aircraft mass, the CDA waypoint is 

recalculated when the aircraft reaches the vicinity of the destination airport (120 NM from 

airport coordinates). 

5.5.4.4. Top of descent procedure 

Top of descent is a point along the route segment at which an aircraft needs to initiate descent 

to successfully reduce level before reaching the desired waypoint. In normal aircraft operations, 

pilots tend to fly as close as possible to optimum cruise altitude. Optimal cruise altitude is the 

altitude where an aircraft will achieve maximum range speed with a given thrust setting. It is 

influenced by atmospheric conditions and aircraft weight. With the increase in aircraft weight, 

optimal cruise altitude is reduced. To maintain optimal cruise altitude as long as possible, pilots 

climb as soon as possible and descend as late as possible. To simulate such actions, aircraft are 

designed to follow two rules upon reaching a waypoint: 

• If the next waypoint is at a higher level, FMS will climb aircraft immediately to that 

level; 

• If the next waypoint is at a lower level, FMS will maintain level until reaching Top of 

Descent (TOD) and then descend to reach the next waypoint. 

TOD is calculated similarly to CDA waypoint; it is determined by retracing descent distance 

along the flight path according to the flight plan, starting from the aimed waypoint toward the 

aircraft starting position. Descent distance is calculated by descending aircraft in a straight line 

from its current altitude to altitude defined by the next waypoint. Afterwards, TOD is integrated 

into the flight plan as an added waypoint.   

5.6. PRU Complexity Model 

In this chapter, the PRU complexity model developed by the EUROCONTROLs Performance 

Review Unit will be explained in detail. Also, modifications made to the PRU model will be 

explained. The PRU complexity model was chosen for this research because of its following 

traits: 

• Simplicity – the model is based on a simple and yet, efficient set of equations that 

require a small amount of information to represent air traffic complexity; 

• Versatility – the model can easily be adapted to a different volume of airspace; 

• Large scale – the model is adept for the calculation of complexity score on a large scale 

both in space and time. 
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5.6.1. Model definition  

To quantify complexity, the EUROCONTROL Working Group identified complexity 

dimensions that were considered most influential on the complexity experienced by an air 

traffic controller. According to them, the following four complexity dimensions and their 

respective indicators  best describe en-route traffic complexity [23] (Table 9): 

Table 9 Complexity dimensions and indicators 

Complexity dimension Indicator 

Traffic density Adjusted density 

Traffic in evolution Potential vertical interactions (VDIF) 

Flow structure Potential horizontal interactions (HDIF) 

Traffic mix Potential speed interactions (SDIF) 

 

Complexity indicators used in this method are calculated based on the number of aircraft 

interactions in a cell of the airspace grid. Airspace grid is defined as a mesh of 4D cells which 

have a size of 20 NM x 20 NM x 3000 ft and time dimension (Figure 16). Time dimension is 

the duration for which values of indicators are assigned to that cell and for PRU model is 60 

minutes. One day of complexity calculation will, therefore, have 24 data sets for each cell. 

Each grid is also shifted four times horizontally, each by 10 NM in all four directions, and three 

times vertically, each by 1000 ft, to reduce the boundary effect.  

 

Figure 16 Example of one cell within a grid 

Aircraft interactions are counted from the perspective of each aircraft. That means that two 

aircraft in the same cell will be counted as two interactions, and three aircraft will be counted 

as six. This method is used to capture the macroscopic view of the complexity; therefore, 

potential interactions, and not actual interactions, are counted. Within the PRU model, aircraft 

are interacting within cells regardless of the cell entry time. For example if one aircraft enters 
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a cell at 11:01 and another at 11:59, according to the base model, they are still considered to 

be in potential interaction, even though it is doubtful they will actually be in any real 

interaction. Aircraft interactions are calculated through the use of the following equation, Eq. 

3: 

𝑇𝑋𝑘𝑖
= 𝑡𝑖𝑘 ∗ ∑ 𝑡𝑗   

𝑗∈ 𝑐𝑒𝑙𝑙 𝑘 𝑎𝑛𝑑 𝑗≠𝑖

 
Eq. 3 

Where: 

 𝑇𝑋𝑘𝑖
 – hours of the interaction of aircraft i within time interval k in the cell;  

𝑡𝑖𝑘 – flight hours of aircraft i within time interval k in the cell; 

𝑡𝑗 - flight hours of aircraft j within time interval k in the cell; 

 

Adjusted density can also be calculated at Area Control Centre (ACC) level by adding together 

flight times across all cells contained within the ACC and, also, adding together all interactions 

and then dividing the two. Furthermore, another indicator, called ‘concentration,’ which is not 

used for complexity assessment, can be calculated by dividing the adjusted density with raw 

density. Raw density is just the number of aircraft per airspace volume in a given time period. 

Concentration can be used to provide further information on the spatial or temporal distribution 

of traffic. 

The second complexity indicator, potential vertical interactions (VDIF), is used to account for 

additional air traffic complexity caused by aircraft climbing or descending. In a cell, aircraft 

that have different attitudes (either climbing, cruising, or descending) are counted as vertically 

interacting with each other. Aircraft with the same attitude will not be considered to be 

interacting. A flight will be considered to be in cruise if its rate of climb or descent remains 

below 500 ft/min. Potential vertical interactions are then calculated by dividing the sum of all 

vertical interaction times by the sum of flight time in the cell. The value of this complexity 

indicator, like in the case of adjusted density, can be calculated at the level of ACC or ANSP 

by first summing all vertical interaction times across all cells and then dividing it by the sum 

of all flight times in all cells. 

The third complexity indicator, potential horizontal interactions (HDIF), is used to measure the 

interactions arising from flights on converging or diverging flight paths. Two aircraft are in 
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horizontal interaction when their headings differ by more than 20°. For each cell, the duration 

of horizontal interaction is calculated by adding together all products of multiplying the flight 

times of aircraft with different headings inside the cell. The value of the indicator is then 

calculated by dividing the duration of horizontal interactions by total flight time inside the cell. 

In the case of the fourth complexity indicator, potential speed interactions (SDIF), only aircraft 

with a speed difference of more than 35 knots are considered to be in interaction. The rest of 

the calculation is the same as for potential horizontal interactions. 

Each of these three DIF indicators correlates with the adjusted density indicator because each 

of the vertical, horizontal, or speed interactions is also included in the adjusted density 

indicator; adjusted density is the one indicator which includes all interactions. Because of this, 

it is necessary to remove the correlation, and that is achieved by dividing each of the DIF 

indicators by adjusted density. The values of these new DIF indicators, so called relative 

indicators (e.g. VDIFr), can be interpreted as percentage of adjusted density interactions which 

are also vertical, horizontal, or speed interactions. The sum, however, of all relative indicators 

can be more than 100% because each regular interaction (such as those captured by adjusted 

density indicator) can be any combination of horizontal, vertical, or speed interactions as well. 

By adding all relative indicators, the structural index, Istr, can be computed, Eq. 4. 

𝐼𝑠𝑡𝑟 = 𝑉𝐷𝐼𝐹𝑟 + 𝐻𝐷𝐼𝐹𝑟 + 𝑆𝐷𝐼𝐹𝑟 Eq. 4 

Complexity score, Cx, is then calculated by multiplying the structural index with adjusted 

density, Eq.5. 

𝐶𝑥 = 𝐼𝑠𝑡𝑟 ∙ 𝐷𝑎 Eq. 5 

A structural index can be used to evaluate, in comparison with other ACCs or ANSPs, the 

contribution of flow structure to the complexity, whereas complexity score takes into account 

both structure and density. 

5.6.2. PRU model modifications 

The current PRU complexity model is designed, and is used, for macroscopic evaluation of 

ANSPs within EUROCONTROL. Minor modifications to the source model were made do that 

it could be used in this research. The first modification was a reduction in the temporal 

dimension of the cell and the second modification was the implementation of a new indicator 

– weather interactions. 
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Reduction in horizontal dimensions of the cell was also considered, but due to inconsistency in 

validation tests, it was rejected.  

5.6.3. Reduction in the temporal dimension of the cell  

As previously mentioned PRU complexity model calculates complexity based on the traffic 

that passed through a cell within 60 minutes. Since this research is based on the more 

microscopic level where complexity scores of individual sectors within single ANSP airspace 

will be evaluated, and due to the short-term nature of convective weather conditions, the 

temporal resolution had to be revised. This chapter is also a part of the model validation which 

is continued in chapter 5.9.  

In EUROCONTORL’s complexity report [23] “Complexity Metrics for ANSP Benchmarking 

Analysis” section 7 Sensitivity Analysis of the Grid, it is stated that different time steps (5, 10, 

20, and 60 minutes) have little impact on the ranking of the ANPSs as well as that 20-minute, 

60-minute, and 24-hour time step results were highly correlated. Also, it is stated that the 20-

minute time step is more sensitive to temporal events.  

To confirm that reduction in temporal dimension would be effective for microscopic analysis 

of complexity performed in this research, a reduction in the cell's temporal dimensions is also 

tested on data obtained during previous research [26]. By correlating complexity scores of 

traffic data calculated in time steps of 10 minutes, 15 minutes, 20 minutes, and 25 minutes and 

subjective scores of air traffic controllers (ATCOs), it was determined that the time step of 20 

minutes was one that gives the best results. 

In their research, Radišić et al. [26] sorted traffic scenarios into three categories: medium, high, 

and future. Each category represented a certain level of difficulty for ATCO, where the medium 

was considered the least complex and the future most complex. During human-in-the-loop 

simulations, ATCOs were asked to give a subjective score of traffic complexity at regular 

intervals.  

To correlate ATCO subjective scores, which were given at a specific point in time, with PRU 

complexity scores, which are calculated for a time segment of fixed duration, the PRU model’s 

time steps had to be ‘wrapped’ around the time point at which subjective score was given 

creating timeframe for that traffic data. Each tested timeframe (10, 15, 20, or 25 min) had 

multiple iterations of correlation with subjective scores due to shifts in the starting time of 

timeframe. Each shift moved the starting time of timeframe for one minute toward the time 

point of subjective score. For example, as shown in Figure 17, the first iteration of the 
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timeframe of 20 minutes had a starting time of 15 minutes before the subjective score and 

ended 5 minutes after the subjective score, and the second iteration had a starting time of 14 

minutes before the subjective score and ended 6 minutes after. Results of correlations are 

shown in Figure 18 below. 

 

Figure 17 Shift in timeframes 

From these graphs, shown in Figure 18, it can be seen that the 20-minute timeframe (grey line) 

has the highest correlation in the Medium and Future traffic categories, while it is second 

highest in the High traffic category. Even though the maximum correlation in respect to shift 

in timeframe varies between traffic categories, it can be concluded that 20-minute time step is 

the best option for reducing the temporal dimension of cells. 

 

Figure 18 Correlation between subjective and objective complexity scores 

 

5.6.4. Weather interaction 

A new complexity indicator introduced in this research is whether interaction. Weather 

interaction indicator represents all interactions between aircraft and ATCO regarding 

avoidance of convections.  

Aircraft is considered to be in weather interaction if it is located in an occupied cell or if it is 

bordering the convective weather. For example, as shown in Figure 19, an aircraft following 

the red trajectory will occupy green, yellow, and red cells. Cells marked green are free of 

clouds; these cells will not generate any weather interactions. Cells marked red are occupied 
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by a cloud and an aircraft; in these cells, an aircraft will most likely perform avoiding 

manoeuvres, thus generating weather interactions. Cells marked yellow are the ones that are 

bordering with cells occupied by clouds. Aircraft occupying yellow cells are considered to 

potentially interact with the clouds. In this research, aircraft potentially interacting with clouds 

will also generate weather interactions. 

     

     

     

     

     

 

PRU model defines the time of interaction of aircraft within a cell as a product of an aircraft's 

flight time within a cell and a sum of flight time of aircraft interacting with it (as shown in 

Eq.3). Following the same principle, time of weather interaction should be the product of the 

flight time of an aircraft and hours of weather interacting with it. An aircraft flying within a 

‘clouded’ cell is considered to interact with itself. Thus, the time of weather interaction of 

aircraft within a cell is calculated as the square of flight hours of an aircraft within that cell, 

Eq.6: 

𝑇𝑋𝑘𝑖
= 𝑡𝑖𝑘

2 Eq. 6 

As stated above, aircraft interactions are counted from the perspective of each aircraft. That 

means that two aircraft in the same cell will be counted as two interactions. Since all 

interactions are counted two times, weather interactions should also be counted twice, as 

aircraft interacting with weather and weather interacting with aircraft. In this research, the 

effect of weather interaction is calculated and evaluated for both possibilities: as only one 

interaction (aircraft interacting with weather) and as two interactions (aircraft interacting with 

weather and weather interacting with aircraft). Second indicator (aircraft-weather-aircraft 

interaction) was introduced to show the effect of increased magnitude of the new indicator. 

Since this new indicator is still theoretical and needs to be validated by the experts, one can be 

 

Figure 19 Example of weather interaction 
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preferred over the other, thus it is important to show results for the both of the proposed 

indicators.  

The time of weather interaction of a cell within the grid is calculated as the sum of time of 

weather interactions of an aircraft within that cell. Lastly, potential weather interaction (WDIF) 

is calculated by dividing the time of weather interaction of a cell by the total flight time inside 

the cell.  

WDIF indicator is divided by adjusted density, by the same principle as other indicators, to 

calculate the relative WDIF indicator (WDIFr). WDIFr is integrated into a structural index by 

adding it to the rest of indicators Eq.7. 

𝐼𝑠𝑡𝑟 = 𝑉𝐷𝐼𝐹𝑟 + 𝐻𝐷𝐼𝐹𝑟 + 𝑆𝐷𝐼𝐹𝑟 + 𝑊𝐷𝐼𝐹𝑟  Eq. 7 

 

5.7. Complexity reduction measures applied in research 

This section presents the methodology that was used to explore the utility of different STAMs 

for the reduction of air traffic complexity. This is not to be confused with possible methods of 

supporting the decision process for selecting appropriate STAMs in real-time situations. In 

real-time situations, there are a lot of uncertainties over the medium-term time period. It is 

difficult to predict the exact trajectories and possible interactions in the future.  

For the purpose of analysis, an exhaustive search method was employd in which each type of 

STAM was used for every flight. Four types of STAMs were used: capacity management, 

tactical rerouting, level capping, and time delay. 

Capacity management was used in the form of two measures: Resectorisation and 

Reconfiguration. Since airspace is composed of multiple sectors, it is possible to reorganize 

sectors to reduce complexity while not influencing traffic or the number of active ATCOs. 

Resectorisation of airspace is the most favourable measure since it does not form delays to 

aircraft and does not require additional resources in the form of additional ATCOs. 

Reconfiguration is another measure that is performed by increasing the number of sectors in 

desired airspace.  

To approximate the effects of STAMs that are applied to aircraft on the ground or in the vicinity 

of an airport, such as slot swapping, change of SIDs (Standard Instrument Departure 

procedure), miles in trail, and minimum departure intervals, a substitute STAM was proposed 
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– Time delay, which is delaying the entry time of targeted aircraft into researched airspace. 

Because in most of the cases the stated STAMs are applied in other ACCs, the effect they have 

on flights passing through Croatia en-route sector is manifested as the time delay. The time 

delay STAM was performed by delaying the aircraft entering the airspace by 15 minutes. Due 

to the short-term nature of convective weather duration, the simulation scenario was 60 

minutes, and the one time-step of the simulation was 20 minutes, thus the duration of the 

hotspots within a simulation will also be 20 minutes. By delaying an aircraft for 15 minutes, it 

will most likely arrive after the hotspot time-step, and even if it arrives at the same time-step, 

it will occupy hotspot for shorter time.  

Level capping was performed by reducing the aircraft's altitude by vertical distance needed to 

move the flight into one cell below. For example, if an aircraft was flying at FL230, it would 

occupy a cell spanning from FL220 up to FL240; thus, an aircraft's altitude (flight level) must 

be capped by 2000 ft, to FL210. 

Finally, rerouting STAM was performed by rerouting the aircraft around the most complex 

cell. The rerouting size was dependent on the size of the hotspot; if the most complex cell was 

surrounded by cells with high complexity, aircraft was rerouted around them also.  

For each traffic scenario that was analysed, the following algorithm was used: 

1. Sort simulated trajectories into the grid according to PRU complexity methodology; 

2. Use the PRU complexity method to calculate air traffic complexity indicators in 

every cell of the grid; 

3. According to the sector opening scheme at the start of a simulation, calculate traffic 

complexity for each sector in a respected timeframe (temporal dimension); 

4. Find sector and timeframe with the highest value of complexity and locate the most 

complex cell within that sector; 

5. Make a list of flights that pass through that cell; 

6. Calculate which flight has the highest impact on the complexity of a selected cell, 

implement every STAM, and recalculate the complexity; 

7. By applying the what-if method on each STAM, find the STAM that reduces 

complexity the most and apply it; 

8. Calculate new complexity levels on a cell and sector basis; 

9. Repeat the process to find four more STAMs that reduce complexity the most. 
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In this algorithm, four STAM measures (one of which had two versions) were applied, but the 

number could be any that the LTM decides. Later, in the analysis, the effect of each STAM is 

presented and it shows how the benefits of STAMs are reduced as the number of flights to 

which they were applied increases. 

For the successful completion of the algorithm, the following constraints were applied: 

• Only one STAM can be applied on single aircraft – not to discriminate against certain 

flights and to exert a dose of fairness towards airspace users, the maximum of one 

STAM measure will be applied to any flight; 

• Once airspace has been restructured, it cannot be restructured again – for example, it is 

possible that in certain traffic scenarios, the first STAM is to restructure airspace, and 

the second, is to apply a measure to the aircraft. With a change in trajectories by the 

second STAM, it is possible that the third suggested STAM is again to restructure the 

airspace. Such a sequence of measures would be illogical and impractical for the local 

traffic manager. Thus, once airspace is restructured, it should not be changed unless it 

is for an increase in the number of sectors. 

5.7.1. Capacity management measure 

Capacity management measure that will be applied is a resectorisation. Resectorisation of 

airspace is a measure where the sector configuration is changed. The change can be either, 

resectorisation with the same number of sectors as a final result, or a resectorisation with an 

increase in the number of sectors in the configuration by one. Based on the sector opening 

scheme, the model determines starting sector configuration and number of active sectors. To 

implement this STAM, the model calculates complexity scores for all available sector 

configurations and selects the most favourable configuration using the following algorithm: 

• Determine current sector configuration and number of sectors; 

• Determine available sector configurations from sector configuration list;  

• Calculate complexity score for each available sector configuration; 

• Determine the most complex sector for each configuration;  

• Select configuration where the most complex sector has the lowest value of 

complexity compared to other possible configurations. 
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5.7.2. Time delay 

Time delay is a STAM that delays the time at which an aircraft is entering airspace without 

interfering with its flight plan. It is implemented in the model by delaying the time at which 

the aircraft is created in simulation for 15 minutes. Algorithm for applying Time delay is 

triggered in the simulation after selecting the flight with the highest impact on the complexity 

of the selected cell, and it consists of the following steps: 

• Apply delay in flight plan of a selected flight; 

• Recalculate trajectory of a selected flight; 

• Replace the old trajectory with a new trajectory; 

• Recalculate complexity scores with new traffic data. 

5.7.3. Level capping 

Level capping is a STAM that limits aircraft flight plan altitude so that aircraft flies below the 

altitude of the complexity hotspot. It is implemented in the model by limiting initial flight plan 

altitude with one that will guide aircraft below the most complex cell. Level capping algorithm 

is, like time delay algorithm, triggered in simulation after selecting the flight that carries the 

highest impact on the complexity of a selected cell. Steps of level capping algorithm are the 

same as time delay algorithm except for the following change in the first step: Replace all 

altitudes above the level cap in initial flight plan of selected flight with the level cap altitude. 

5.7.4. Reroute 

Rerouting is a STAM that forces the aircraft to fly around a designated area to avoid the 

complexity hotspot. It is implemented in the model by creating a volume of space that must be 

avoided similarly to clouds. The size of volume varies depending on the size of the hotspot 

area. While rerouting an aircraft, the rerouting algorithm takes into consideration the 

complexity of the surrounding cells to determine if an aircraft should avoid only one peak cell 

or the entire hotspot. Area that should be avoided is an elliptic cylinder spanning from the 

ground to the highest possible altitude. The elliptic cylinder was selected rather than a circular 

one to force the aircraft to start with avoiding manoeuvres earlier, creating more realistic 

rerouting actions. Even though rerouting is a STAM that affects aircraft in the horizontal 

dimension, some aircraft can be in climb or descent, so the area should span in vertical 

dimension also.  

The size of a rerouting area is determined by a semi-minor and a semi-major axis of the ellipse 

used for the base of the cylinder. If an aircraft was avoiding a single cell, the length of the semi-
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minor axis will be equal to the length of the diagonal connecting opposite horizontal vertices 

of the cell (for purpose of this research it was 28.28 NM) and the length of a semi-major axis 

will be equal to the length of the semi-minor axis increased by 50% (for purpose of this research 

it was 42.42 NM). If an aircraft was avoiding multiple cells, the length of a semi-minor and a 

semi-major axis were doubled.  

To determine if the size of the ellipse will be smaller or larger one, the algorithm is evaluating 

complexity score of cells surrounding the selected most complex cell. Of the eight selected  

cells in total, if more than three have complexity score higher than 50% of the most complex 

cell, the whole area will be considered as a hotspot and rerouted aircraft will have to fly around 

the larger cylinder. Due to aircraft avoiding convective weather, the cells with such weather 

will have very low complexity scores. To avoid false indication of hotspot size, cells occupied 

with clouds in this algorithm will have complexity score equal to score of the most complex 

cell. For example, as show in Figure 20, if an aircraft that is following the green flight path had 

to be rerouted around the cell located at 44.5 N, 14.5 E, it would have to fly around the red 

ellipse in case of smaller rerouting, and around the yellow ellipse in case of larger rerouting. 

 

Figure 20 Rerouting zone 

Once rerouting area has been determined, rerouting STAM will follow the same steps as time 

delay STAM and level capping STAM to calculate the effect of STAM on the complexity 

score. 

 

5.8. Complexity measure selection 

For the purpose of this research, the complexity score was calculated for all sectors in a 

configuration in each time step of simulation and for each cell within those sectors. Complexity 

scores were calculated three times, firstly without using the novel weather-related indicator, 
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secondly with use of just the aircraft-weather interactions, and thirdly with the use of aircraft-

weather-aircraft interactions.  

To appropriately select the adequate STAM, complexity score was initially calculated for each 

sector in configuration in a given temporal dimension. Afterwards, complexity score was 

calculated for each cell of the most complex sector. As it was described in the general algorithm 

for complexity reduction measures (Chapter 485.7), in step 3 complexity score is calculated 

for every timeframe and for each sector. Using those results, algorithm proceeds to step 4 where 

timeframe and sector having the highest value of complexity are identified. To pinpoint the cell 

with the highest complexity score, complexity score of each cell within the selected timeframe 

and sector will be calculated. Flight that has the highest impact on complexity within a cell is 

singled out by applying what-if method. What-if method calculates complexity of cell if one 

of the listed flights is not in that cell. Result with the lowest complexity score indicates that the 

removed flight has the highest impact on the cell complexity. 

The goal of this research is to reduce complexity of the most complex cell in the most complex 

sector. To achieve this, the complexity had to be calculated according to the steps described 

above. First for the most complex sector and then for the most complex cell. If the first step in 

the localization of the most complex cell was skipped, there was a possibility that the most 

complex cell was located in a less complex sector with a single complexity peak at the localised 

cell. Such peaks in a less complex sector would not pose a significant problem for the ATCOs 

in real scenarios, so they should not be considered good STAM targets. The priority of targeted 

cells can easily be adjusted to user preferences.  

 

Figure 21 Complextiy measure selection flowchart 
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Optimal STAM for a given situation is the one that has the highest reduction in complexity 

score. Upon selection of optimal STAM, modification to traffic or configuration data is applied 

and the whole process is repeated to calculate next STAM. 

In case two STAMs have the same impact on complexity score, algorithm will use the 

following priority logic: 

1. Resectorisation STAM has the highest priority and will be applied before other STAMs; 

2. Reconfiguration STAM should be applied before STAMs affecting flight; 

3. Time delay STAM should be applied before other STAMs affecting flight; 

4. Level cap STAM should be applied before rerouting STAM 

Since Restructuring STAM does not affect traffic and it does not require any additional 

resources from ATCOs, it is the most efficient way to reduce complexity. Reconfiguration 

STAM requires additional ATCOs but it does not affects traffic, thus it will not generate delays 

and reduce flight efficiency. Time delay STAM has higher priority than other STAMs that 

affect flight because it has the least effect on flight efficiency because it does not change 

trajectory of an aircraft but rather it delays it. Aircraft will still fly according their desired flight 

plan but at later time. Level cap STAM affect aircraft altitude but it enables flight to maintain 

its desired flight plan, thus it does not generate additional flown distance and keeps horizontal 

flight efficiency equal to planned one. 
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5.9. Model validation 

This chapter will present the results of validation of the presented model. A part of validation 

was already covered in section 5.6.3. where the PRU complexity scores were correlated with 

the subjective complexity scores given by the experts. In this chapter a model is validated by 

comparing the complexity scores of the simulated traffic with complexity scores of the selected 

actual traffic scenarios calculated via official PRU complexity model. 

As it was stated above, the model is validated by comparing it to the official model given by 

EUROCONTROL through EUROCONTROLs NEST (Network Strategic Tool) application. 

Basis of this validation is that simulated flights should follow similar trajectories as actual 

flights. Thus, complexity generated by simulated flights should be like complexity generated 

by actual flights. Calculation of complexity generated by simulated flights was performed by 

the developed model while calculation of complexity generated by historic traffic was 

calculated via model integrated to the NEST application. Results of calculations are given in 

Table . For purpose of validation, temporal dimension of the complexity model was increased 

to 60 minutes to match the official model. 

Table 10 Model validation complexity scores 

Traffic 

scenarios 

Complexity score – 

NEST (historic traffic) 

Complexity score – 

model (simulated traffic) 

Ratio of simulated towards 

historic (model/NEST) [%] 

'160610' 12.29 12.30 100% 

'160611' 12.63 12.42 98% 

'190615' 10.21 9.82 96% 

'190616' 10.44 9.36 90% 

'190618' 8.16 9.67 119% 

'210611' 11.55 9.88 86% 

'220611' 12.47 11.59 93% 

'220616' 12.16 11.64 96% 

'270618' 7.55 8.30 110% 

'020716' 8.46 9.64 114% 

'060716' 13.39 12.30 92% 

'070710' 14.52 12.91 89% 

'070711' 13.74 10.79 79% 

'070714' 15.07 12.02 80% 

'090713' 12.62 10.25 81% 

'090714' 12.24 10.03 82% 

'130710' 13.36 11.54 86% 
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'130712' 11.52 10.76 93% 

'260713' 10.76 9.44 88% 

'020816' 9.56 10.56 110% 

'240814' 13.91 12.86 92% 

'240816' 14.01 11.43 82% 

'010911' 10.27 9.51 93% 

It can be seen in Table 10 that the complexity score generated by simulated traffic (further in 

the text referred to as simulated complexity) for most traffic scenarios is slightly below 

complexity score generated by actual/historic traffic (further in the text referred to as actual 

complexity). Calculated correlation of simulated complexity and actual complexity is 0.81 

which indicates a strong connection between both complexity scores which is to be expected. 

As shown by histogram (Figure 22), over half of simulated complexity scores are between 90% 

and 100% of the actual complexity scores. Rest of the scores are more inclined towards lower 

complexity. If inspected more closely, simulated complexity scores that are higher than actual 

are the ones that are connected to actual complexity scores under 10, whereas ones that are 

significantly lower than actual, are ones connected to higher actual complexity.  

 

Figure 22 Distribution of simulated vs actual ratio 

There are several possible reasons that the scores underperform or overperform. First and most 

importantly, as explained in section 5.3., some of the waypoints recorded in historic data were 

intentionally removed during flight plan import. That will create differences in simulated and 

actual trajectories causing the flight to occupy different cells during complexity score 

calculations. Second, similar to first, cloud avoidance algorithm might choose different 

avoiding path than the one chosen by the flight crew, which will also create differences in 

trajectories. Third, due to sector importing algorithm, bordering cells which are not included 

in calculation of the complexity indicators by the official model were included in the developed 

model. This will cause increase in flight time without interactions, which will reduce traffic 
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complexity. Lastly, grid positioning can also affect complexity score. Since it is not known 

where the official model position generated grid for its calculations, there is a chance that grids 

from two models do not overlap, which creates deviations in calculated scores. 

In conclusion, with strong correlation in complexity scores of 0.81 and with known causes of 

differences between simulated complexity and actual complexity scores, the developed model 

proved to be viable and that it can be used in this research.  
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6. Results and analysis  

This chapter presents the results and the analysis of the simulations performed. The chapter is 

divided into two main parts. The first part presents the results and the analysis of the effect of 

convective weather conditions on the air traffic complexity. This includes cumulative 

complexity scores of one-hour and 20-minute time step, complexity scores per defined weather 

group and lastly case analysis of the selected scenarios. The second part presents the overall 

STAM effect and the effect of convective weather conditions on the proposed set of STAMs, 

with an analysis of the effect of weather on the selection of the set of STAMs and STAM sets 

case analysis. Finally, all observations and conclusions of the analysis are elaborated in 

discussion. 

For the purpose of this research a total of 344 simulations for 23 specific traffic scenarios were 

performed. On each of the specific 23 traffic scenarios multiple weather scenarios were applied. 

Unique combination of the traffic scenario and a weather scenario is one simulation run. 23 

simulations were done for traffic scenarios without clouds  to compare differences in applied 

STAM measures in convective and nominal weather conditions.  

All calculations of complexity scores and STAM measures were performed three times: 

• without new weather-interaction indicator; 

• with aircraft-weather interaction indicator; and 

• with aircraft-weather-aircraft interaction indicator. 

6.1. Effect of convective weather conditions on air traffic complexity 

As it was stated in introduction, one of the expected scientific contributions is to determine 

the effect of convective weather conditions on air traffic complexity. This chapter displays 

calculated complexity scores in nominal weather conditions (without clouds) and compares 

them with scores calculated after applying weather with and without new indicators. Also, the 

effect of flight avoidance manoeuvres can be shown in changed traffic complexity.  

6.1.1. Summative complexity scores (one-hour time step) 

In this part summative results of all scenarios will be presented as well as analysis of presented 

data. Since originally complexity scores are calculated on one-hour time-step, the first results 

will be present in the same manner.  
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Summative complexity scores presented in Table 11 are mean values of calculated complexity 

score for each traffic scenario with various weather scenarios based on the one-hour time-step 

for complete Croatian airspace i.e. each simulation gives one complexity value and values are 

grouped so that traffic is the same and weather changes. The mean value of calculated results 

for all traffic scenarios is in the last row. Table is split in five main columns, first represents 

traffic scenario (e.g. ‘270618’ is traffic scenario of historic data on 27th June starting from 

18:00h), second column shows complexity scores of nominal scenarios (scenario without 

weather), and the last three columns are calculated complexity scores. In each of the three main 

columns there are six sub columns, the first one is mean complexity score, the second is ratio 

of mean and nominal score, the third is minimum recorded complexity score from all weather 

scenarios, the fourth is a ratio of minimum recorded complexity score and nominal score, the 

fifth is maximum recorded complexity score from all weather scenarios, and the sixth is a ratio 

of maximum recorded score and nominal complexity. This table format will also be used for 

other summative results. All the results for thepresented complexity scores can be found in 

Appendixes 3 and 4. 

Table 11 Summative one-hour complexity score 

 

At first glance, just looking at the mean of all the results in the last row of Table 11, one could 

conclude that the weather has no influence on the Complexity Score. And this is true if the 
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problem is observed at a global level, because on average, the complexity score does not 

change. However, on a smaller scale, one can see that there are some complexity scores that 

are lower than the mean and some that are higher than the mean. This indicates that, depending 

on the weather scenario, the complexity may be higher or lower. In some cases, the complexity 

score decreases for up to 73% of the nominal values, while in other cases it can be as high as 

137% of the nominal value. The average of the calculated minimum complexity scores for each 

traffic scenario is 99% of the nominal value, while the average of the peak complexity for each 

traffic scenario is 111% of the nominal value. It is important to note that cases with high 

complexity reductions are isolated events. The box plots shown in Figure 23 show cumulative 

one-hour complexity scores for each traffic scenario. The first box plot represents the 

complexity scores without a new indicator, the second with the first new indicator, and the third 

with the second new indicator. Each box in box plots represents a traffic scenario, and the 

values in each box are the ratio of the complexity score of that traffic scenario with the weather 

to the complexity score of the same traffic scenario under nominal conditions. As can be seen 

from the box plot of the summed complexity values, in 52% (12 of 23) of the traffic scenarios 

the complexity value is higher than the nominal value, in 43% (10 of 23) of the traffic scenarios 

the complexity value is lower than the nominal value and only in one traffic scenario (5%) the 

complexity value has not changed. With the introduction of the second complexity indicator, 

which is not affected, there is a slight increase in complexity, indicating a higher than nominal 

group.  
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Figure 23 Box plot summative one-hour complexity score 

Potential reasons for the reduction of complexity are the effects of clouds on flight conflict 

points. Although clouds generate cloud interactions as one of the complexity indicators, they 

force aircraft to fly around them, and where under nominal conditions a conflict would occur, 

there are now clouds that divert aircraft from such points. Since the new indicator does not 

generate as many interactions as other indicators, the impact of weather on complexity is lesser 

than the impact of a potential conflict. This effect will be discussed more in the next sections.  

If the new indicator is observed in a one-hour time step, it has no significant impact on the 

overall complexity score. This is because convective clouds in our weather scenarios, and in 

general, cover smaller and local areas and have a short lifetime (45 minutes on average), so a 

shorter time step and a smaller area should be more effective.  

The only conclusion that can be drawn from the given results is that the air traffic complexity 

score is influenced by weather conditions with increasing and decreasing impact. On average, 

convective weather conditions will influence the complexity value by 15%. 

6.1.2. Summative complexity scores (20-minute time step) 

As it was explained in Chapter 5.6.3, temporal dimension for complexity calculations is 

reduced to 20 minutes so as to determine peak complexity better and locate hotspots. As the 

duration of simulations was one hour, each simulation will have three-time steps. Moreover, 

since complexity is defined as difficulty imposed on an ATCO at a given traffic situation and 
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in everyday operations one unit (sector) of airspace is controlled by one pair of ATCOs, 

complexity scores should be evaluated on a sector basis and not on complete airspace. The 

example of importance for analysis on such a scale, as seen in Figure 24, shows the distribution 

of complexity score per each sector for every time step for traffic scenario “240814” with 

weather scenario “220616”. Blue bars (Nominal PS – per sector) is complexity score per sector 

in nominal conditions, orange bars (Weather PS) is complexity score per sector with weather 

scenario, grey lines (Nominal LD – entire airsapce) is one-hour traffic complexity for complete 

airspace (divided by three to reduce it to the 20-minute range) in nominal conditions. The 

yellow line is one-hour traffic complexity for entire airspace with weather scenario. 

 

Figure 24 Example of complexity distribution 

From Figure 24 it can be seen that different sectors have different complexity scores, even 

though complexity score of traffic for entire airspace is 3.4 and 4.8. Some sectors have almost 

double complexity (LDZOHS), compared to nominal one-hour complexity, while others have 

a score lower than 1 (LDZOLW). From this example, it is evident that ATCO working at HS, 

HW or HN sector will be significantly more overloaded compared to the one working at LW 

sector. By examining complexity scores between nominal scenario and weather scenario, it can 

be seen that weather completely changes complexity score for some sectors. In the second time 

step, complexity of HN sector grew so high that HN sector became the most complex sector 

compared to HW that was the most complex in nominal conditions. Also, TN sector, which is 

scored average in the second time step shifted to highly complex. Considering such variations 

in complexity between sectors, further analysis will be focused on the most complex sectors 

instead of the complete airspace.  

Table 12 contains data of the summative complexity scores for the calculated complexity score 

of the most complex sector during the entire simulation. Similar to one-hour summative 

complexity, the mean scores of the complete data result in only a small increase in complexity 
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(2-3% depending on the indicators used). When looking at the minimum and maximum 

recorded complexity compared to the summative one-hour complexity scores, some reduction 

in minimum recorded complexity is noticeable, while the increase in maximum recorded 

complexity is significantly higher. The mean value of the minimum recorded complexity for 

all traffic scenarios is 96%, while the mean value of the maximum recorded complexity is 

between 122% and 128%, depending on the indicators used.   

Table 10 Summative most complex sector score 

 

In the extreme cases, the minimum recorded complexity decreases to 93% of the nominal value 

and the maximum recorded complexity increases to 184% of the nominal value. As can be seen 

from the box plot shown in Figure 25, there is only one case of extreme complexity decrease. 

While most traffic scenarios show an increase in the complexity score of the most complex 

sector, in some scenarios the traffic complexity is virtually unaffected by weather conditions. 

It can be assumed that in these scenarios, the traffic that generates the greatest complexity is 

concentrated in sectors that are not occupied by clouds. The influence of weather on certain 

traffic scenarios will be explained in more detail in the following chapters. On average, 

convective weather conditions influence the complexity score of the most complex sector by 

3.6%, but with significant extreme cases of increased complexity. 
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Looking at the impact of new indicators on each traffic scenario, it can be seen that new 

indicators increase the overall calculated complexity score, as shown in Figure 25. With the 

introduction of the new complexity indicator, the effect of convective weather conditions on 

the complexity score of the most complex sector is increased; on average, it will influence 

complexity by 4% for the first new indicator and by 4.4% for the second indicator.  

 

Figure 25 Box plot of most complex sectors 
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Figure 26 Complexity scores of entire airspace as one unit in the most complex time step 

Even though in some cases the complexity score of the most complex cell is equal to, or lower 

than the nominal complexity, the complexity score of the whole airspace (Figure 26) increases 

in this most complex time step. In almost all traffic scenarios, the complexity score of entire 

airspace in the most complex time step shows a slight increase compared to the complexity 

score of entire airspace under nominal conditions. 

Using box plots and summative tables, traffic scenarios can be divided into three groups:  

- Lower than the nominal complexity group; 

- Group with higher than nominal complexity;and 

- Significantly higher than the nominal complexity group. 

In the group with lower than nominal complexity, all traffic scenarios are included in which 

the complexity score of the most complex sector is lower than the nominal complexity. In the 

higher than nominal complexity group, all traffic scenarios are included where the complexity 

score is between 100% and 110% of the nominal traffic scenario, and in the significantly higher 

than nominal complexity group, all traffic scenarios are included where the complexity score 

is above 110% of the nominal score. Further analysis focuses on each group with an explanation 

of the reason for a reduction or increase in the complexity. 
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As described above, convective weather conditions can influence changes in the most complex 

sector and time step. Figure 27 shows the influence of weather conditions on the position of 

the most complex sector and time step. The blue part of the bars is a number of time steps and 

sectors (or a combination of both) where the most complex sector or time step is not the same 

as under nominal conditions. There are three bars, the first bar representing the results for the 

second new indicator, the second for the first new indicator and the last for results without new 

indicator. Out of 321 traffic scenarios with the weather, in case of scenarios without new 

indicator, 56 scenarios (17.4%) will have a different position of the most complex sector. In 34 

(11%) scenarios the position of the time step of the most complex sector will change. 

In comparison, 21 scenarios (6.5%) will have a different position of the most complex sector. 

Only one scenario will have both the most complex sector and the most complex time step 

different. With the introduction of new indicators, the total number of differences has increased 

by one scenario for the first new indicator and by two for the second indicator. For the scenarios 

without the new indicator, only one scenario will have both the most complex time step and 

the most complex time step different, while the addition of the new indicator will increase the 

number of scenarios to three.  

 

Figure 27 Overlapping of most complex sector or time step 

From the above analysis of the position of the most complex sector and/or time step, it can be 

concluded that with the introduction of convective weather conditions, the position of the most 

complex sector and/or time step is shifted in 17% of cases for situations without new indicator 

and in 18% of cases with new indicator.  

It is important to note that all results presented above include weather scenarios with hardly 

any clouds or even no clouds (but adjacent) in the calculated airspace.  
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6.1.3. Complexity scores per weather group 

By grouping results by weather scenarios, it is possible to distinguish which type of weather 

scenarios affect complexity the most.  

6.1.3.1. The complexity of entire airspace in most complex time step 

Each window in Figure 28 presents one weather group while each bar within the window 

presents ratio of weather complexity and nominal complexity. Figure 28 presents a box plot of 

complexity scores of traffic in the entire airspace in most complex time step per weather group.  

 

Figure 28 Complexity score of entire airspace in most complex time step per weather group 

Table 13 shows a number of recorded scenarios in each weather group, sorted by the percentage 

difference compared to nominal traffic complexity when the whole airspace is considered as 

one sector. As expected, the complexity score in Weather group 1 is closest to the nominal 

value, as Weather group 1 has only a few clouds at the boundary of the airspace. Out of 41 

scenarios recorded, three (7.3%) have increased the complexity by more than 5%, 26 (63.4%) 

had an increase in complexity of up to 5%, and 12 (29.3%) had decreased complexity (Table 

13). If new indicators are taken into account, some of the traffic scenarios will change from 

decreasing to <5% category, and two will shift from <5% category to >5% category. Although 

the second weather group has convective clouds within the airspace, these clouds are isolated 

and have little impact on the overall complexity of the airspace. The results are similar to the 

results of the first group. With the introduction of new indicators, the number of scenarios that 

changed from the category <5% to >5% category and from the decreasing to the <5% category 

has increased slightly. The Weather group 3 has the greatest influence on the complexity score 

of the entire airspace. Depending on the indicators used, the scenarios whose complexity has 

increased by more than 5% are between 15.5% and 23.8%, with a peak increase in the 
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complexity of the whole airspace between 49% and 54% (depending on the indicators used/not 

used). In the last weather group there is no significant change in the complexity value even 

with scattered convective clouds in the airspace. The reason for this is that these scattered 

clouds are of short duration, and when viewed on a 20-minute scale, there are only a few clouds 

calculated in the airspace. There were also 12 scenarios recorded for calculations without the 

new indicator, where the complexity value was increased by more than 10%, 14 scenarios for 

the first new indicator and 17 scenarios for the second new indicator, most of the scenarios 

being from Weather group 3.   

Table 11 Complexity score of entire airspace in most complex time step per weather group  
Effect on 

complexit

y score 

Weather group 1 Weather Group 2 

No new 

Indicator 

1st new 

indicator 

2nd new 

indicator 

No new 

Indicator 

1st new 

indicator 

2nd new 

indicator 

Over 5% 

increase 
3 7.3% 3 7.3% 5 12.2% 7 5.0% 7 5.0% 7 5.0% 

between 

5% and 

non 

26 63.4% 27 65.9% 27 65.9% 77 55.0% 77 55.0% 79 56.4% 

decrease 12 29.3% 11 26.8% 9 22.0% 56 40.0% 56 40.0% 54 38.6% 

Effect on 

complexity 

score 

Weather Group 3 Weather Group 4 

No new 

Indicator 

1st new 

indicator 

2nd new 

indicator 

No new 

Indicator 

1st new 

indicator 

2nd new 

indicator 

Over 5% 

increase 
13 15.5% 15 17.9% 20 23.8% 1 1.8% 1 1.8% 3 5.4% 

between 

5% and 

non 

32 38.1% 37 44.0% 33 39.3% 36 64.3% 38 67.9% 36 64.3% 

decrease 39 46.4% 32 38.1% 31 36.9% 19 33.9% 17 30.4% 17 30.4% 

 

6.1.3.2. The complexity of the most complex sector 

The complexity of most complex sector can be analysed similarly to the complexity of traffic 

in complete airspace in most complex time step. Box plot given in Figure 29 shows the 

distribution of calculated complexity scores compared to the one in nominal conditions. The 

result distribution of complexity scores of the most complex sector within each weather group 

is similar to the result distribution of complexity scores of entire airspace but with a significant 

increase in magnitude.  
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Figure 29 Complexity score of the most complex sector by weather group 

Table 14 shows that for all weather groups the complexity of the most complex sector is 

increased in 35% to 40% of cases (depending on the indicator used). In the first, second and 

third group, the distribution of scenarios is similar, with about 40% with decreasing 

complexity, 50% increasing by less than 5% and 10% increasing by more than 5%. Even with 

the introduction of new indicators, Weather groups 1 and 2 show a slight upward shift of 

scenarios between the categories. In Weather group 4, the scenarios are the same regardless of 

the indicators used. The reason for this is that in these traffic scenarios the most complex sector 

was not occupied by clouds, but the complexity was slightly influenced by their impact on 

traffic. In Weather group 3 there is a significantly higher number of scenarios in the category 

"above 5%". Depending on the indicator used, the number of scenarios in the "above 5%" 

category is 20% of the total number of scenarios in this group, for calculations without a new 

indicator, and over 33% for calculations with a new indicator. The impact of the new indicator 

in this category is the most significant. It shifts more than 13% of the scenarios into the category 

"above 5%" and 6% of the scenarios from "decreasing" to " less than 5%". 

In total, depending on the indicator used, scenarios 19/26/30 showed an increase in complexity 

of more than 10% for the most complex sector and three scenarios for cases without the new 

indicator show an increase in complexity of more than 50%, while the application of the new 

indicator increases the number of scenarios by two with the highest increase of 84%.  

Table 12 Complexity score of the most complex sector by weather group 

Effect on 

complexity 

score 

Weather group 1 Weather Group 2 

No new 

Indicator 

1st new 

indicator 

2nd new 

indicator 

No new 

Indicator 

1st new 

indicator 

2nd new 

indicator 
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Over 5% 

increase 
6 14.6% 6 14.6% 6 14.6% 16 11.4% 17 12.1% 18 12.9% 

between 

5% and 

non 

19 46.3% 21 51.2% 22 53.7% 67 47.9% 68 48.6% 70 50.0% 

decrease 16 39.0% 14 34.1% 13 31.7% 57 40.7% 55 39.3% 52 37.1% 

Effect on 

complexity 

score 

Weather Group 3 Weather Group 4 

No new 

Indicator 

1st new 

indicator 

2nd new 

indicator 

No new 

Indicator 

1st new 

indicator 

2nd new 

indicator 

Over 5% 

increase 
17 20.2% 20 23.8% 28 33.3% 5 8.9% 5 8.9% 5 8.9% 

between 

5% and 

non 

33 39.3% 33 39.3% 27 32.1% 28 50.0% 28 50.0% 28 50.0% 

decrease 34 40.5% 31 36.9% 29 34.5% 23 41.1% 23 41.1% 23 41.1% 

Depending on the size and duration of convective weather (weather group) effect on 

complexity can vary from minor (increase in a couple percentage points) to the extreme (84% 

increase). In most cases, isolated or smaller clouds will produce minor increase, while large 

convective cells significantly increase complexity. 

6.1.3.3. Effect of clouds on complexity in cloud occupied sector 

Even if convective weather would not influence the most complex sector or even reduce its 

complexity, it will definitely influence the complexity of the sector occupied by such weather. 

In this part of the research complexity scores of sectors affected by convective weather 

(occupied by clouds) are analysed.  

Sectors affected by convective weather are those defined as sectors where weather interactions 

have been generated. As described in Chapter 5.6.4, weather interactions are interactions 

between aircraft and clouds; therefore, sectors that have a record of this interaction must have 

clouds within them. A total of 7746 sectors were used in all simulations. Out of these, 1858 

sectors were influenced by convective weather. Out of these 1858 sectors, 976 are considered 

to have relevant complexity scores. To be considered relevant, it was decided that the 

complexity of the sectors within the simulated scenario should be higher than the average 

complexity of all sectors in that simulated scenario. For example, if a simulated scenario has 

three active sectors with complexity scores of one, five and six, the relevant sectors would be 

the second and the third one, as the average score between sectors is three. Most of these sectors 

that are not relevant are those that belong to the lower or top sector through which not much 

traffic flows.   
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Table 13 Ratio of complexity in cloud occupied sector 

The ratio of 

cloud-occupied 

to nominal 

sector 

complexity 

No new indicator 1st new indicator 2nd new indicator 

[number 

of 

scenarios] 

[% of 

total 

number] 

 [number 

of 

scenarios] 

[% of 

total 

number] 

[number 

of 

scenarios] 

[% of 

total 

number] 

>1.5 12 1.2% 15 1.5% 20 2.1% 

>=1.25 & <1.5 15 1.5% 28 2.9% 35 3.6% 

>=1.10 & <1.25 48 4.9% 75 7.7% 92 9.4% 

>=1.05 & <1.10 88 9.0% 108 11.1% 142 14.6% 

>1.00 & <1.05 419 42.9% 458 46.9% 439 45.0% 

Total over 1 582 59.6% 684 70.1% 728 74.6% 

As shown in Table 15, the degree of complexity of cloud-occupied sectors increases from 

59.6% to 74.6% of the relevant scenarios. The increase varies from slight (hardly any increase) 

to extreme (more than twice the nominal value of Figure 30). In complexity calculations 

without the new indicator, about 60% of the sectors show a slight increase. The other 40% are 

distributed over the increase in complexity from 5% more than nominal to over 50% with an 

extreme case where complexity is more than twice as high. With the introduction of the 1st 

new indicator, an increase in the number of sectors with a significant increase in complexity 

can be observed. A similar trend follows with the 2nd new indicator. 

 

Figure 30 Distribution of complexity in cloud occupied sector 

In order not to write off extreme complexity difference as errors in calculations or simulations, 

the scenario where the complexity score has doubled is shown in Figure 31. Figure 31 shows 

a top view of the Croatian Top Adria sector with coloured lines representing trajectories. Red, 

bold lines are outlines of clouds in the calculated time step. It is important to note that the 

displayed trajectories do not end in the middle of the flight but are only paths on the displayed 
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image that were flown in the observed time step. Even if it seems that some flights pass through 

the clouds, they only fly above or below clouds.  

 

Figure 31 Twofold  increase in complexity 

Figure 31 shows that the reason for the doubling of complexity is a combination of high traffic 

flow in a corridor and two cloud cells in the northwest and northeast. All traffic flying in the 

northeast corridor had to pass a cloud that formed along the corridor, while all trajectories were 

merged into a single row of cells, generating aircraft interactions between the planes. With the 

introduction of a new indicator, all flights passing next to the cloud cells in the same area will 

generate additional weather interactions. This case can also represent situations with a reduced 

complexity value compared to the nominal value.  

It is important to notice that, as the Top Adria had an influx of traffic from the Top North 

sector, the Top North sector will have fewer aircraft than in nominal scenarios, so the 

complexity score of this sector will be lower in convective weather conditions than the 

complexity score in non-cloud conditions. 
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Sorting the sectors by weather 

groups (Figure 32) shows that 

the complexity is influenced in 

a similar way as the results of 

the most complex sector. The 

least impact on complexity is 

seen in Weather groups 1 and 4, 

which prove that a few adjacent 

clouds, isolated small clouds, 

and short-lived clouds do not 

significantly increase the 

complexity of the sector. Weather group 2 shows that longer lived cumulonimbus clouds have 

an effect on the complexity of a sector, while the strongest influence of weather on complexity 

is observed in weather group 3 (a few large clouds group).  

6.1.4. Case analysis  

As described in Chapter 7.1.2, the traffic scenarios are divided into three categories: Group 

with lower than nominal complexity, group with higher than nominal complexity and group 

with significantly higher than nominal complexity. In this chapter, representative cases for each 

category are analysed and conclusions are drawn for the cause of such a change in complexity. 

The case analysis will cover the influence of weather on the complexity of the most complex 

sector in the most complex time step. The calculated complexity will be presented in the form 

of bar graphs showing the complexity values of all active sectors in the most complex time 

step. The results are displayed as a comparison of the nominal scenario and the scenario with 

the weather. In addition, the complexity is calculated for each column of vertical cells and 

displayed as an overlay over the borders of Croatia. The first picture in the figure shows the 

distribution of complexity under nominal conditions, while others show the differences in 

complexity caused by weather. The vertical boundaries of the column are decided on a case-

by-case basis according to the vertical limits of the most complex sector. This allows a top 

view of the complexity values within the height layer of the most complex sector, which is 

ideal for visually determining complexity hotspots and shifts in traffic flow due to convective 

weather. 

Weather group 1 Weather group 2 Weather group 3 Weather group 4 

Figure 32 Complexity of cloud occupied sector per weather group 
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6.1.4.1. Lower than nominal complexity group 

In this traffic group there is no significant change in complexity, or there is a decrease in the 

complexity value in relation to nominal scenarios. The convective weather is usually too high 

or too low to affect traffic, and even when this is the case, the results are favourable for 

complexity, as aircraft avoid most congested cells. 

Weather group 1: traffic scenario 190618, weather scenario 130712 

 Scenarios with clouds 

Nominal (no clouds)              Δ without new indicator              Δ with 1st new WX indicator Δ with 2nd new WX indicator 

 

Figure 33 Complexity per cell column WG1 lower complexity 

In the specified weather scenario, the most complex sectors are LDZOHA sector, which 

extends from flight level (FL) 355 to FL375, and 

LDZOULA from the ground to FL355. Figure 34 shows 

that with the introduction of convective weather, the flow 

of traffic is slightly affected by adjacent clouds, which 

slightly reduces the complexity of LDZOHA sector. Such 

an increase in complexity is not very significant when 

looking at the whole sector, which covers the entire 

Croatian coast. Figure 33 also shows that a high 

concentration of traffic in the southern part of a sector is 

distributed among the surrounding sectors. This scenario 

may also fit into the higher than nominal complexity 

category. Looking at a scenario without a new indicator, the complexity of traffic is less than 
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nominal. However, if the second new indicator is applied, the position of the most complex 

sectors shifts from  LDZOHA to LDZOULA.  

 

Weather group 2: traffic scenario 160611, weather scenario 090714 

 Scenarios with clouds 

Nominal (no clouds)              Δ without new indicator              Δ with 1st new WX indicator Δ with 2nd new WX indicator 

 

 Figure 35 Complexity per cell column WG2 lower complexity 

In the presented weather scenario, the most 

complex sectors are LDZOHW and LDZOHS, 

both extending from FL355 to FL375, and 

LDZOULW which spans from FL205 to FL355. 

Figure 36 shows that with the introduction of 

convective weather, there is an initial decrease in 

complexity in LDZOHW (which is why this 

scenario is in a lower than nominal group). 

Traffic flow flew around the clouds and reduced 

the number of interactions by breaking up the most complex cells. But when the new indicator 

is applied, cells that did not generate additional complexity, now generate weather interactions 

and complexity increases in the specified sector, as well as in LDZOUH sector (Figure 36). All 

other sectors show a slight increase in complexity.  

Figure 36 Complexity per sector WG2 lower complexity 
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Weather group 3: traffic scenario 090713, weather scenario 070714 

 Scenarios with clouds 

Nominal (no clouds)              Δ without new indicator              Δ with 1st new WX indicator Δ with 2nd new WX indicator 

 
Figure 37 Complexity per cell column WG3 lower complexity 

In the specified weather scenario, most complex 

sectors are LDZOHW with a vertical span from 

FL355 to FL375 and LDZOTHN from FL375 to 

the upper airspace boundary. Figure 38 shows 

that with the introduction of convective 

weather, the complexity of LDZOHW sector 

decreases slightly, leading to this scenario being 

categorised as Lower than nominal. However, 

with the new indicator, clouds bordering the 

western and southern sectors in Bosnia and 

Herzegovina, generate interactions increasing 

complexity of the most complex sectors. LDZOHS and LDZOULS sectors also show a 

significant increase in complexity in the cells around the clouds. There is also a notable shift 

in the flow of traffic through the northern sector. This shift is probably caused by clouds outside 

the Croatian territory (Figure 37). 

Figure 38 Complexity per sector WG3 lower 

complexity 
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Weather group 4: traffic scenario 010911, weather scenario 010911 

 Scenarios with clouds 

Nominal (no clouds)              Δ without new indicator              Δ with 1st new WX indicator Δ with 2nd new WX indicator 

 

Figure 39 Complexity per cell column WG4 lower complexity 

In the specified weather scenario, the most complex 

sector is LDZOHW with a vertical range from FL355 

to FL375. Figure 39 and Figure 40 show that with the 

introduction of convective weather, the complexity of 

the most complex sector decreases. Even though clouds 

occupy the northern part of Croatia, they are too low to 

affect altitude layer with the most complex sector. The 

reduction in complexity in the most complex sector is 

caused by the clouds surrounding the Croatian airspace. 

Some of the flights have been delayed or slightly 

deviated from the planned route, with these minor 

changes they have avoided the most complex cell and reduced the complexity of the sector.  

6.1.4.2. Higher than nominal complexity group 

In this complexity group, convective weather is an obstacle to aircraft movements and forces 

aircraft to accumulate in hotspots. The effect of these hotspots is a local increase in complexity 

that is concentrated on a few cells. 

Figure 40 Complexity per sector WG4 lower 

complexity 
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Weather group 1: traffic scenario 260713, weather scenario 090713 

 Scenarios with clouds 

Nominal (no clouds)              Δ without new indicator              Δ with 1st new WX indicator Δ with 2nd new WX indicator 

 

Figure 41 Complexity per cell column WG1 higher complexity 

In the specified weather scenario, the most complex 

sectors are LDZOHW with a vertical span from 

FL355 to FL375 and LDZOULW with a span from 

the ground to FL355 (Figure 42). Figure 41 shows 

that with the introduction of convective weather at 

the border of the Croatian airspace (south, west and 

north) there is a slight change in the trajectories of 

aircraft crossing the airspace. The flight had to go 

around the clouds in the north shifting to the 

northern cells. The complexity in LDZOHN was 

slightly more concentrated, but since the other cells were free of interactions (blue cells 

surrounding the red cell in the North), the complexity of the sector decreased. The same effect 

occurred in LDZOHW and in LDZOUW. But with the introduction of a new indicator the 

clouds at the boundary of the Croatian airspace are now creating interactions and increasing 

the complexity.  

Figure 42 Complexity per sector WG1 higher 

complexity 
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Weather group 2: traffic scenario 060716, weather scenario 220611 

 Scenarios with clouds 

Nominal (no clouds)              Δ without new indicator              Δ with 1st new WX indicator Δ with 2nd new WX indicator 

 

Figure 43 Complexity per cell column WG2 higher complexity 

In the given weather scenario the most complex 

sector is the LDZOHW, which extends from FL355 

to FL375. Figure 43 and Figure 44 show that with the 

introduction of convective weather the complexity 

increases in almost all sectors. From studying the 

position of the clouds and the changes in cell colour 

in Figure 34, it can be concluded that the clouds 

positioned to the northwest impede the movement of 

nearby flights. The cells above the north-west side of 

Croatia show a slight increase in complexity in a 

scenario without new indicators, but as the last picture in the figure shows, the complexity in 

these cells increases rapidly (green and yellow north-west cells underneath the clouds on the 

‘Δ without new indicator image’ turning red on the Δ with 2nd new WX indicator.  

Weather group 3: traffic scenario 190615, weather scenario 020816 

 Scenarios with clouds 

Nominal (no clouds)              Δ without new indicator              Δ with 1st new WX indicator Δ with 2nd new WX indicator 

 

Figure 45 Complexity per cell column WG3 higher complexity 

Figure 44 Complexity per sector WG2 higher 

complexity 
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In the specified weather scenario, the most 

complex sector is LDZOHW with a vertical 

range from FL355 to FL375. Figure 45 shows 

how a larger cloud cell affects the complexity. 

Figure 46 shows that the complexity of 

LDZOHW and LDZOHN increases, while the 

other sectors have a drop in complexity. Such an 

effect is caused by large clouds that force flights 

to avoid them. Without considering weather 

interactions, the increase in complexity would be 

negligible. As can be seen in the figures, more and more cells turn orange with each indicator 

due to weather interactions. The complexity of some of the cells also decreases significantly 

(four dark blue cells in the north). A sudden decrease in the complexity of these cells is caused 

by clouds occupying them. Because of the cloud, aircraft had to fly around these cells and 

increase the complexity in the bordering cells.  

Weather group 4: traffic scenario 070711, weather scenario 210611 

 Scenarios with clouds 

Nominal (no clouds)              Δ without new indicator              Δ with 1st new WX indicator Δ with 2nd new WX indicator 

 

Figure 47 Complexity per cell column WG4 higher complexity 

In the specified weather scenario, the most complex 

sector is LDZOHW, followed by LDZOHS and 

LDZOHN with a vertical span from FL355 to 

FL375. Figure 47 and Figure 48 show that with the 

introduction of convective weather there is a 

complexity hotspot created by aircraft flying 

around a cloud group. There is also a remarkable 

decrease in surrounding complexity mostly caused 
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Figure 46 Complexity per sector WG3 higher complexity 

Figure 48 Complexity per sector WG4 higher 

complexity 
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by delayed aircraft. The effects of the new indicator can also be observed on the eastern side 

of Bosnia and Herzegovina.  

6.1.4.3. Significantly higher than nominal complexity group 

This category represents traffic scenarios that had the increase in the traffic complexity by more 

than 10% of nominal traffic. In most cases, this increase is due to the large convective cells 

that occupy the wide area and force aircraft to fly in a line around them, but it can also occur 

in other circumstances as will be shown in the following examples. 

Weather group 1: traffic scenario 190616, weather scenario 090714 

 Scenarios with clouds 

Nominal (no clouds)              Δ without new indicator              Δ with 1st new WX indicator Δ with 2nd new WX indicator 

 

Figure 49 Complexity per cell column WG1 significantly higher complexity 

In the specified weather scenario, the most complex 

sector is LDZOHW, which extends from FL355 to 

FL375 (Figure 50). Figure 49 shows that the most 

significant change in the complexity of the 

scenarios occurs at the boundary of the western 

sector and along the coast. With the introduction of 

new complexity indicators, clouds that were 

originally "invisible" now create additional 

complexity, moving this scenario from a higher 

complexity category to the significantly higher 

category.  

Figure 50 Complexity per sector WG1 significantly  

higher complexity 
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Weather group 2: traffic scenario 190615, weather scenario 090714 

 Scenarios with clouds 

Nominal (no clouds)              Δ without new indicator              Δ with 1st new WX indicator Δ with 2nd new WX indicator 

 

Figure 51 Complexity per cell column WG2 significantly higher complexity 

In the given scenario, it can be seen that the most complex 

sector is LDZOHW, which extends from FL355 to FL375 

(Figure 52). Similar to most cases with isolated weather 

clouds, the most complex sector may not be covered by 

clouds. However, the complexity changes due to the 

"domino" effect caused by changes in the trajectory. 

Large clouds outside a sector cause aircraft to deviate 

from the desired path in the north and east of the cloud 

(Figure 51). It should be noted that the same weather 

scenario has also been presented in a less than nominal 

complexity group. Such difference in effect on 

complexity can only be described as differences caused by a number of aircraft, and the 

direction of traffic flow. 

Figure 52 Complexity per sector WG2 

significantly  higher complexity 
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Weather group 3: traffic scenario 130710, weather scenario 220616 

 Scenarios with clouds 

Nominal (no clouds)              Δ without new indicator              Δ with 1st new WX indicator Δ with 2nd new WX indicator 

 

Figure 53 Complexity per cell column WG3 significantly higher complexity 

In the specified weather scenario, most complex 

sectors are the high west sector with a vertical 

range from FL355 to FL375, while the other 

sectors show a decrease in complexity. Figure 54 

shows that complexity in the given sector has 

increased by about 30%. Figure 53 shows that such 

a high increase in complexity is caused by the 

cumulonimbus cell, which forces all aircraft to 

avoid it over the same flight path that passes 

through the same cells, creating significant 

interactions with each other and with the surrounding clouds.  

 

WG4 has no representative scenario in the significantly higher group. 

6.1.4.4. Conclusions from case analysis 

From the case analysis described, it can be concluded that cases with a few clouds at the 

airspace boundary, isolated small clouds and short-lived clouds have the least impact on 

complexity. But introducing the right combination of traffic flow and cloud formation, the 

impact on the complexity of a sector can be significant.  

Cells that are completely covered by a cloud show a reduction in the complexity value due to 

flights bypassing such areas, which in turn, if a cloud is at the boundary between sectors, can 

lead to a reduction in complexity in a sector occupied by a cloud. 
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In cases where the complexity score of the most complex sector was not mainly affected by 

clouds, the convective weather was usually too high or too low to affect traffic. While in some 

of the cases the effect of clouds favours complexity, because some aircraft avoid most 

congested cells due to mitigation manoeuvres. 

With the introduction of the new indicators, some areas that initially showed signs of reduced 

complexity or remained unaffected, showed an increase in complexity score when compared 

to nominal values. 

6.2. Overall STAM effect 

As described in Section 5.8, the complexity reduction algorithm scans the complexity scores 

to find the most complex sectors and reduce peaks in complexity by using appropriate STAM. 

Thus, the main purpose of the model is to compensate for complexity differences between 

different sectors. A total of 986 sets of STAM were applied. The histogram in Figure 55 shows 

the distribution of the complexity reduction effect calculated after applying a set of STAMs. 

After applying all STAM measures, the complexity score of the most complex sector has 

decreased between 80% and 90% of the baseline for most scenarios and will average 85.4% of 

the baseline, with standard deviation of 7.1%, and the median is 85.1%. Detailed results per 

each scenario and per each indictor set can be found in Appendixes 6, 7 and 8.  

 

Figure 55 STAM effect histogram 

The effect of STAM for each iteration of the model is shown in Figure 56. The blue bars 

represent a mean reduction of the sector complexity score relative to the maximum sector 

complexity score of the previous iteration in percent. In contrast, orange bars represent the 

standard deviation for the same values. As can be seen, the first STAM has the highest impact, 
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with an average reduction of 8.5%. Afterwards, with each next STAM the impact is reduced. 

Although the goal of STAMs is to reduce complexity in the most complex sector, by reducing 

the complexity of the most complex cell within a sector, a surrounding cell will generate more 

interactions and might increase the overall complexity of the sector.   

 

Figure 56 Effect of STAM per model iteration 

Table 16 presents the distribution of used STAMs per model iteration. The most used STAM 

is the Level capping STAM, followed by the Time delay, Horizontal Change, Resectorisation 

and lastly Reconfiguration. Even though, reconfiguration was an option, it was never a choice 

as a STAM for first iteration of simulation. Overall, level capping is the most used measure. 

The most used measure in the first model iteration is resectorisation followed by time delay. 

Afterwards, from the second iteration, most likely STAMs are either level cap or time delay.  

Table 14 Most used STAMs  
Level Cap Time Delay Horizontal 

Change 
Capacity management 

Resectorisation Reconfiguration 

1st STAM 117 11.8% 126 12.8% 94 9.5% 651 65.9% 0 0.0% 

2nd STAM 254 25.7% 309 31.3% 156 15.8% 127 12.9% 142 14.4% 

3rd STAM 276 27.9% 254 25.7% 261 26.4% 62 6.3% 135 13.7% 

4th STAM 383 38.8% 270 27.3% 213 21.6% 45 4.6% 77 7.8% 

5th STAM 295 29.9% 319 32.3% 243 24.6% 23 2.3% 108 10.9% 

TOTAL 1325 26.8% 1278 25.9% 967 19.6% 908 18.4% 462 9.4% 
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6.3. Effect of convective weather on proposed set of STAMs 

This section analyses the effects of convective weather on a selected STAM set. The effect of 

convective weather was analysed from a traffic-same-weather-different point of view. 

Different weather scenarios were tested for the same traffic scenarios and the results of 

proposed STAM sets in tested scenarios were recorded. In total, 321 weather scenarios and 23 

non-weather scenarios were simulated as nominal (referential) scenarios. STAM solution sets 

for scenarios with the weather were compared to STAM solution sets for the reference scenario. 

6.3.1. Summative effect of STAM per indicator 

If a cumulative distribution of the STAMs, given in Table 16, is broken down by the indicator 

used (Table 17), it can be seen that there is no significant difference between the individual 

tables. Overall, the level cap remains the most commonly used STAM, while resectorisation is 

still the first choice for the first iteration in 66% of cases. There is also no significant difference 

between the summative STAM results of the different weather indicator scenarios.   

Table 15 Most used STAMs per indicator 

Without weather indicator 

 Level Cap Time Delay Horizontal 

Change 

Resectorisation 

Restructuring Reconfiguration 

1st STAM 41 12.7% 40 12.4% 30 9.3% 211 65.5% 0 0.0% 

2nd STAM 81 25.2% 101 31.4% 52 16.1% 43 13.4% 45 14.0% 

3rd STAM 91 28.3% 84 26.1% 83 25.8% 20 6.2% 44 13.7% 

4th STAM 128 39.8% 87 27.0% 68 21.1% 15 4.7% 24 7.5% 

5th STAM 96 29.8% 106 32.9% 78 24.2% 7 2.2% 35 10.9% 

TOTAL 437  418  311  296  148  

With the first weather indicator 
 

Level Cap Time Delay Horizontal 

Change 

Resectorisation 

Restructuring Reconfiguration 

1st STAM 37 11.5% 42 13.0% 31 9.6% 212 65.8% 0 0.0% 

2nd STAM 83 25.8% 102 31.7% 50 15.5% 41 12.7% 46 14.3% 

3rd STAM 90 28.0% 80 24.8% 87 27.0% 21 6.5% 44 13.7% 

4th STAM 123 38.2% 89 27.6% 72 22.4% 14 4.3% 24 7.5% 

5th STAM 100 31.1% 96 29.8% 83 25.8% 8 2.5% 35 10.9% 

TOTAL 433  409  323  296  149  

With the second weather indicator 
 

Level Cap Time Delay Horizontal 

Change 

Resectorisation 

Restructuring Reconfiguration 

1st STAM 37 11.5% 42 13.1% 30 9.3% 212 66.0% 0 0.0% 

2nd STAM 83 25.9% 100 31.2% 52 16.2% 39 12.1% 47 14.6% 

3rd STAM 90 28.0% 83 25.9% 87 27.1% 20 6.2% 41 12.8% 
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4th STAM 122 38.0% 87 27.1% 70 21.8% 15 4.7% 27 8.4% 

5th STAM 94 29.3% 108 33.6% 77 24.0% 8 2.5% 34 10.6% 

TOTAL 426  420  316  294  149  

 

6.3.2. Effect of weather on selection of STAMs 

Out of 963 calculated STAM sets (321 per indicator), there are only 87 (9%) cases where the 

STAM set is the same as that used in the nominal conditions. Even when organised according 

to the traffic scenario or according to the weather group, the results do not deviate significantly. 

When sorted according to the traffic scenario, in 40% of scenarios proposed, none of the 

proposed STAM sets overlap with nominal one, while in the rest of scenarios there are only a 

few overlapping sets. Also, if sorted according to the weather group, overlap of the proposed 

STAM set in a convective weather and in the nominal is between 12% and 5%. 

6.3.3. STAM sets - case analysis 

Since each STAM set is unique and best suited to the needs of a particular weather-traffic 

combination, summing up results cannot show the effect of a specific STAM of a particular 

situation. In this chapter, three representative cases are analysed. Two STAM sets will 

demonstrate the high complexity reduction in different weather conditions, and one STAM set 

will show a low complexity reduction. Each STAM will be shown by a set of two images, like 

in the complexity case analysis, one image will show a complexity of the cell column and the 

other will show change in the complexity after a STAM was used. The last pair of images will 

show the total effect of applied STAMs.   
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6.3.3.1. High reduction – a few small clouds scenario 

In the example shown in Figure 57, the 

STAMs were applied to the traffic 

scenario "010911" with the weather 

scenario "240814". The active 

configuration before the application of 

the STAM measures was a C7Y 

configuration with the South High 

sector as the most complex sector. 

STAMs were applied in the following 

order: Level Cap, Time Delay, Level 

Cap, Resectorization and Horizontal 

Reroute. The effect of each STAM, 

except for Resectorization, can be seen 

at the given figure starting from the first 

to the last measure. The Resectorization 

is not shown in the figure because 

STAM has no effect on traffic; 

therefore, the right side of the figure 

would not show any changes in cell 

complexity. As it can be seen in the first 

picture of a figure, STAM was targeted 

at the light red cell (marked with a 

dashed circle) in the middle of the 

southern sector. At first glance it might 

look like the target was missed because 

there are some more complex cells next 

to it, but the figure shows the entire 

vertical span of the sector, so the 

complexity of these cells is vertically distributed. First, second and third STAM remove 

targeted flights altogether from the observed time step, a reduction in complexity within cells 

where the aircraft is removed are showed by dark blue cells visible in the images. The last used 

STAM is rerouting STAM. As can be seen in the 4th picture, the complexity decreases in the 

targeted cell, but the surrounding cells show signs of increased complexity (green and yellow) 

Figure 57 1st example of STAM set 
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due to the redirection. The last picture in the figure shows a cumulative effect of the STAM 

set. By using the given set, the complexity in the most complex sector (High South) was 

reduced by 35%, and as a side effect of the STAM set used the complexity of the High West 

sector was also reduced by 14%.  

6.3.3.2. Low reduction in complexity 

In the example shown in Figure 58, the 

STAMs were applied to the traffic scenario 

"020916" with the weather scenario "190615". 

The active configuration before the application 

of the STAM measures was a configuration 

C7Y with the sector High South as the most 

complex sector. STAM measures that were 

applied are in the following order: Time 

Delay, Level Cap, Level Cap, Horizontal 

Reroute, Time Delay. The first sector for the 

target STAM was the sector High South. From 

the first image, Figure 48, two hotspots can be 

identified (marked with a dotted circle). A 

larger one (circle no. 1) in the western sector 

and a smaller one in the southern sector (circle 

no. 2). Even if there is a hotspot of greater 

complexity within the Western Sector, the 

surrounding cells have low complexity, thus 

sector South is slightly (by 2%) more complex 

than the West. After the southern hotspot has 

been resolved, the 2nd STAM targets one in 

the western sector with a level cap. Since the 

aircraft is only limited by two flight levels, it 

can still generate interactions within the High 

Sector. Therefore, one cell is coloured yellow. 

Again, the third STAM is oriented towards the 

western sector, but the time step for this 

STAM has changed. The first two aimed at the 
Figure 58 2nd example of STAM set 
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3rd time step, and this one aims at the 1st time step (hence change of cloud position). The 4th 

STAM successfully reduces the complexity of a targeted hotspot with a redirection STAM, but 

redirected planes create additional complexity towards the north. Finally, STAM is applied in 

the south. An overall reduction in complexity for a sector in the High South is 15%, and only 

12% in a sector in the High West. In the last picture of the figure, all STAMs are shown 

together. 

6.3.3.3. STAM solution for weather scenario with large convective cloud 

In the example shown in Figure 59, the 

STAMs were applied to the traffic scenario 

"260713" with the weather scenario 

"220616". The active configuration before 

the application of the STAM measures was 

a C9U configuration with the West High 

sector as the most complex sector. STAM 

measures were applied in the order: 

Resectorisation, Level cap and three times 

Horizontal reroute. With the first STAM, 

the West High West sector was divided 

vertically (black circle and dashed line) 

and formed a sector on the west side and a 

central sector inbetween west and north. 

The new configuration C9C23 was created 

and then a Level cap was used to reduce 

the complexity of a hotspot over Istria (red 

cell near the centre of a black circle). Even 

though the hotspot was reduced, additional 

(but smaller) complexity was created at a 

lower level. Next, three rerouting STAMs 

were used. The first rerouting STAM 

shows no additional complexity, as the 

flight was redirected to the north, 

bypassing Croatian airspace completely. 

Rest of rerouting STAMs can be seen by 
Figure 59 3rd example of STAM set 
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yellow and green cells in the right image in the figure. The last picture in the figure shows an 

effect of all STAMs acting on the aircraft. The total reduction in the most complex sector 

compared to the complexity value at the beginning of the simulation is 22%. 

6.4. Discussion 

The analysis of the calculated complexity scores using the proposed model has shown that 

when looking at the entire airspace, with a time step of one hour, the convective weather 

conditions affect the air traffic complexity score on average by ±15%. Depending on weather 

conditions and traffic structure, complexity score of air traffic can either increase or decrease 

with extremes of up to 137% of nominal conditions or down to 73% of nominal. Depending on 

the position and size of convective weather, clouds can either tunnel the traffic in one corridor, 

resulting in a high complexity hotspot, or obstruct traffic flow altogether, thus reducing the 

complexity in that area. Based on the observed effects, it is not possible to automatically 

associate convective weather conditions with increased complexity and increased air traffic 

controller workload. 

Convective clouds are usually short-term manifestations (approximate life cycle of a 

cumulonimbus cloud is 30 minutes). When observed from a strategic standpoint, it is more 

practical to assess complexity on a shorter timescale. Therefore, complexity assessment time-

step of 20 minutes for one-hour simulation is proposed, breaking the original complexity score 

into three. Additionally, one airspace is a combination of multiple sectors which are 

individually monitored and controlled by a pair of air traffic controllers. Logically, complexity 

should be calculated on a sector basis as well, rather than one score for the entire airspace. 

Furthermore, a new complexity indicator was proposed to evaluate the potential increase in 

complexity due to the additional workload imposed on ATCOs by convective weather. The 

rationale for development of this indicator was: new indicator should follow the same principle 

of calculating interactions as the rest of the indicators used in PRU complexity assessment 

method, and it should be easily integrated into the complexity calculation formula.  

Since the target areas of the new indicator are only the cloud-filled cells, the new complexity 

indicator had little impact on the overall results. The summative results of the one-hour 

complexity score show a slight increase in complexity between the results without and with the 

new indicator. In the summative results of the 20-minute complexity scores, the increase in 

complexity without and with new indicator is somewhat more pronounced. The new indicator 

has the strongest effect on traffic in the weather group with large convective cells, while there 
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is almost no effect in the weather group with a small, isolated cloud and with clouds bordering 

on airspace. With the introduction of the new indicator, 15% of sectors have changed from less 

complex than the nominal, to more complex than the nominal, while the number of sectors 

where complexity has increased by more than 10% compared to the nominal indicator has 

doubled. 

The first part of the complexity analysis puts a focus on the most complex sector of airspace. 

It is assumed that the most complex sector was most problematic and should be examined more 

thoroughly. When calculated on sector basis, it can be seen that in some cases, complexity is 

significantly influenced by the convective weather and in some, there was a minimal effect. 

The reason why some of the most complex sectors were almost unaffected by the convective 

weather is reasonably simple; these sectors were not occupied by any clouds in their most 

complex moment. But, with the combination of complex traffic scenario and weather (were the 

clouds tunnel traffic flow) complexity is enormously increased. When compared to the nominal 

conditions, in more than 17% of scenarios temporal or spatial position of the most complex 

will be changed. After sorting complexity scores according to defined weather groups, it was 

concluded that weather group with large convective cells have the highest impact on the 

complexity score (up to 80% increase in complexity compared to nominal). The lowest impact 

on complexity score has weather group with scattered, isolated towering cumulus and 

cumulonimbus clouds (maximum of 12% increase in complexity).  

An issue that emerged is that used weather scenarios had clouds focused in one area of airspace 

while the other side was free of clouds. Since weather conditions were implemented from 

historical data, and not artificially generated, choices for weather scenarios were limited. Thus, 

the focus of the analysis was shifted to sectors occupied by clouds.  

In 60% of cases, where clouds occupied the sector, there was an increase in complexity. If a 

new indicator was added to complexity calculation formula, the number of sectors with 

increase in complexity rose to 75%. In an extreme case, the complexity of the occupied sector 

doubled. Similarly to the most complex sector, weather group that has the highest effect on 

complexity in any sector occupied by weather is weather group with large convective cells. 

Not all sectors that were occupied by clouds were considered relevant. Sectors where there 

were a few aircraft, and the clouds would also have an increase in the complexity. These sectors 

would not be considered relevant as a few aircraft would not represent a significant workload 

for the air traffic controller. Only sectors whose complexity was above the average score of all 
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sectors were considered relevant for this analysis. Most of the sectors that already had complex 

traffic within, with the introduction of clouds had an additional increase in complexity. In 

summary, clouds are not a problem in themselves, but a combination of high traffic 

concentration and convective weather is the cause of more complex scenarios. 

Lastly, the effect of convective weather on proposed STAM set was analysed. A set of five 

STAMs, on average, reduces the complexity of most complex sector by 23%. Only five STAMs 

were applied to each traffic situation, because after the first three STAMs are applied, the 

reduction of complexity with each additional STAM is negligible (approximately 2%). Thus, 

it can be safely assumed that after STAM has been used three to four times, STAM becomes 

inefficient.  

In only 9 % of cases proposed STAM set in convective weather was equal to the one used in 

nominal conditions, which proves the hypothesis that convective weather conditions affect the 

planned set of air traffic complexity reduction measures. Each combination of traffic and 

weather is unique, and there is no universal combination of STAMs applicable to all scenarios. 

A combination of STAMs designed for ideal weather conditions becomes useless with the 

introduction of weather, so a future system proposing STAM must take into account possible 

weather scenarios and be flexible enough to adapt to weather changes. 

In most cases, the first STAM is Resectorisation, while the most used STAM is Level cap (27% 

use rate) followed by Time delay (26% use rate). STAM that was least used is Resectorisation 

with increase in the number of sectors. The issue of why such STAM was not proposed as often 

as others lies in two connected reasons. The first reason is that most of the time the most 

complex sector was either elementary sector that could not be split (reconfigured), or was a 

combination of only a few elementary sectors. Thus, there was a small number of splitting 

options (reconfigurations). The second reason lies in the PRU complexity model itself.  

The basic principle of the PRU model is to calculate the interactions between the aircraft. The 

complexity score is a ratio of the total time of interactions and the time flown within the sector. 

According to the complexity formula, complexity is highly dependent on the airspace volume. 

For example, if two airplanes with the same interaction fly in a smaller airspace, their flight 

time through that airspace will be shorter than if they were flying through a larger airspace. 

Nevertheless, the interaction time between these two planes will remain the same, making a 

larger airspace less complex. Since the PRU model was designed for macroscopic evaluation 

of traffic complexity, the size of the airspace was not normally a problem. However, for a 
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microscopic analysis such as this, the size of the airspace could be an issue. For this reason, 

when selecting the STAM, algorithm tended to avoid splitting the most complex sector 

(Reconfiguration STAM), as it would reduce flight time without reducing interactions, which 

makes the split sector more complex. On the other hand, according to the PRU model, the 

preferred Resectorization STAM would be to merge the most complex sector with the adjacent 

sector adding the flight time of this sector in the complexity formula, thus "mellowing" the 

complexity score of the combined sector. The latter problem was solved by limiting the choices 

of the STAM selection algorithm.  

List of all observations and conclusions: 

• The convective weather conditions affect the air traffic complexity score on average by 

±15%; 

• Depending on weather conditions and traffic structure, complexity score of air traffic 

can either increase or decrease; 

• It is not possible to automatically associate convective weather conditions with 

increased complexity and increased air traffic controller workload; 

• Traffic scenarios with few clouds at the airspace boundary, isolated small clouds and 

short-lived clouds have the least impact on complexity; 

• Traffic scenarios where the complexity score of the most complex sector was not 

mainly affected by clouds are the ones where the convective weather was usually too 

high or too low to affect traffic; 

• In some traffic scenarios the effect of clouds favours complexity because some aircraft 

avoid most congested cells due to mitigation manoeuvres; 

• Sectors that are covered with large clouds might have reduced complexity score since 

some of the flights have diverted to other sectors due to weather avoidance; 

• With the combination of traffic flow and weather (were the clouds tunnel traffic flow) 

air traffic complexity is significantly higher than it would be in idle weather; 

• Clouds by themselves are not a cause of complex traffic situation; in contrast a 

combination of high traffic concentration and convective weather is the cause of high 

increase in complexity; 

• After the first three stams are applied, the reduction of complexity with each additional 

stam is negligible (approximately 2%); 
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• Each combination of traffic and weather is unique, and there is no universal 

combination of STAMs applicable to all scenarios; 

• In only 9 % of cases proposed STAM set in convective weather was equal to the one 

used in nominal; 

• PRU complexity mode is not optimal for microscopic evaluations of complexity due to 

high dependence on airspace volume. 
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7. Conclusion and future work 

This research was motivated by the fact that it is known that convective weather influences the 

complexity of air traffic, but it was still not known exactly to what extent and in what way. 

Although there are many methods and models for determining the complexity of air traffic in 

calm conditions, only a few have taken convective weather into account. Research was 

explicitly aimed at the effect of convective weather conditions and possible solutions that 

would benefit the future development of new concepts for workload reduction and capacity 

balancing. 

The research objective was to evaluate the influence of convective weather on air traffic 

complexity, and to develop a method to select a set of measures to reduce the complexity of air 

traffic in convective weather conditions. Based on the research results presented, it can be 

concluded that by applying the proposed method it is possible to determine the influence of 

convective weather on the complexity of air traffic. By using the proposed model, it is possible 

to determine a set of air traffic complexity reduction measures which are adjusted for the given 

convective weather conditions. The results presented in this thesis confirm the hypothesis that 

convective weather conditions influence the planned set of measures to reduce the complexity 

of air traffic. 

Even if the model successfully determines a set of planned air traffic complexity reduction 

measures, there are still a lot of improvements of the model that could be made. In future 

research, the proposed weather indicator should be validated by experts (air traffic controllers). 

As the novel indicator still needs to be validated by experts, one of the possible directions of 

research is to form a group of experts to validate the results indicated by the weather interaction 

indicator.  

From the presented research, it can be concluded that proposed indicator can successfully 

detect and locate cells where aircraft are interacting with convective weather. Proposed 

indicator could be used in the ATFM operations for detected hotspots in convective weather. 

Also, as it was concluded, in some cases where convective weather complexity is reduced due 

to reduced number of aircraft in the observed airspace, these situations can still be very complex 

to an ATCO due to the increased number of requests by pilots to avoid the weather. With the 

introduction of the new indicator, it is possible to determine complexity of the given traffic 

situation more realistically. 
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Proposed indicators had the overall low global impact on the complexity score of a sector and 

the entire airspace. The reason for such a low impact is due to the lower number of weather 

interactions compared to the other indicators, because the weather interactions were triggered 

locally around convective weather, while other indicators were triggered in the entire airspace. 

Also, the weather interaction is calculated as an interaction where aircraft is only interacting 

with itself, while other interactions in that same calls are calculated as interaction where aircraft 

is interacting with all other aircraft within that cell. To improve global impact of proposed 

indicator, it could be weighted by the experts or it could be calculated separately using a 

different method before adding it to complexity formula. 

Another direction for future research is to improve the PRU model towards a better microscopic 

calculation of complexity. As described in the discussion, PRU is developed for macroscopic 

estimation of air traffic complexity. When applied at the microscopic level, it has some 

shortcomings, such as the high dependency on airspace volume. A normalisation method 

should be developed to allow better sectoral assessment. Another drawback of PRU is that it 

calculated potential interactions and not the actual ones. For example, if one aircraft enters a 

cell at 11:01 and another at 11:59, they would still be considered in potential interaction, even 

though it is doubtful they areactually  in any real interaction. In future work, a novel method to 

detect such interactions should be developed to filter out such irregularities. 

The entire model can be improved by implementing a probability aspect to the various stages 

of the model. Since BADA usees standard mass for each aircraft of its model, every aircraft 

type will have the same performance, fly at the same speed and follow the same operational 

procedure every time. In normal operations aircraft have different take-off mass, depending on 

route and number of passengers or weight of cargo. Also, different operators fly by different 

cost indexes. Depending on a situation, the cost index will vary even for the same operator. By 

implementing stochastic mass and cost index, with a defined probability for the cost index and 

aircraft mass, it is possible to simulate more valid situations. Probability value for the cost 

index and aircraft mass can be modelled based on the historic data of aircraft movement. 

In the proposed model, a “pilot” decisions regarding cloud avoiding actions are deterministic; 

simulated pilot will avoid convective clouds and pass through the thin cloud layers. By 

observing pilots in the normal operations, it can be concluded that some pilots will fly through 

the convective weather, while the others will avoid that same weather by high margin. 

Analyzing historic aircraft movement, it is possible to determine the probability of avoiding 
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convective weather. By combining determined probability and the RDT cloud description, it is 

possible to develop a probability matrix which will describe how likely the pilot will avoid 

different convective weather phenomenon.   

In future research, weather conditions should also be considered as a probabilistic outcome of 

the given weather forecast. Probabilistic weather forecast, such as Ensemble Weather Forecast, 

are performed by running an ensemble of weather forecasts so that the output is a representative 

sample of the possible (deterministic) realizations of the potential weather outcome (referred 

to as member). For each member of ensemble, a traffic complexity can be calculated. 

Combining complexity scores of each member, it is possible to determine probability of 

complexity for a given traffic scenario, and not just the deterministic value of complexity.   

Using the current model, it is possible to determine the effect of convective weather on flight 

efficiency. By analyzing flight efficiency in the convective weather conditions, it is possible to 

determined which avoiding strategies are more efficientand which could be used as guidelines 

to ATCOs in future operations. Additionally, flight efficiency can be used as one of the criteria 

for selectingSTAM when the two suggested STAMs have the same effect. 
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Appendices 

Appendix 1 – List of RDT variables 

Variables Content 

 overview description 

NbSigCell  number of significant cloud cells 

NbConvCell  number of convective cloud cells 

NbCloudCell  number of analyzed and tracked cloud cells 

NbElecCell  number of cloud cells with electric activity 

NbHrrCell  number of cloud cells with high rain rate 

nx  Latitudes 

ny  Longitudes 

MapCellCatType  Map of Type and category of cell 

MapCell_conditions  Common Geophysical and Processing Conditions 

MapCell_quality  Common Quality Indicators 

MapCellCatType_pal  Palette for MapCellCatType 

Variables Content 

 main description 

NumIdCell  identification number of cell 

NumIdBirth  identification number of cell at birth 

DecTime  time gap with date of image 

LeadTime  time range for forecast cells 

Duration  duration since birth 

ConvType  result of convective diagnosis 

ConvTypeMethod  method of convective diagnosis 

TypeMethodQuality  quality of convective diagnosis 

PhaseLife  phase of life of cloud cell 

MvtSpeed  moving speed 

MvtDirection  moving to direction 

MvtQuality  moving processing quality 

DTimeRate  time gap with previous for trends computation 

ExpansionRate  expansion rate 

CoolingRate  cooling trend 

LightningRate  lightning trend 

CTPressRate  Top Pressure trend 

LightningJump  occurence of lightning jump 

SeverityType  type of severity 

SeverityIntensity  intensity of severity 

LatIncG  latitude of gravity center of including cell 
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LonIncG  longitude of gravity center of including cell 

EllIncGaxe  great axis of ellipse approaching including cell 

EllIncPaxe  small axis of ellipse approaching including cell 

EllIncAngle  angle of ellipse approaching including cell 

LatG  latitude of gravity center for given level 

LonG  longitude of gravity center for given level 

BTemp  brightness temperature threshold for given level 

BTmoy  average brightness temperature for given level 

BTmin  minimum brightness temperature for given level 

Surface  surface for given level 

EllipseGaxe  great axis of ellipse for given level 

EllipsePaxe  small axis of ellipse for given level 

EllipseAngle  angle of ellipse for given level 

NbPosLightning   nb of positive strokes paired for given level 

NbNegLightning  nb of negative strokes paired for given level 

NbIntraLightning   nb of intracloud strokes paired for given level 

DtLightning  time period for input electric data 

MaxFlashRate  maximum flash rate in cloud cell 

CType  cloud type for given level 

CTPhase  phase of cloud for given level 

CTPressure  cloud top pressure for given level 

CTCot  Cloud Optical Thickness 

CTReff  Radius Effective 

CTCwp  Cloud water path 

CTHicgHzd  High Icing Hazard index 

CRainRate  rain rate for given level 

Variables Content 

 vertical surface description 

BTempSlice  slice brightness temperature threshold 

SurfaceSlice  slice surface 

Variables Content 

 severity area description and contour overshooting top description 

NumIdCellOT  identification number of cell for overshoot 

LatPixOT  latitude of overshoot main pixel 

LonPixOT  longitude of overshoot main pixel 

BTminOT  minimum brightness temperature of overshoot 

BtdOT  BTD(WV-IR) of overshoot 

DTtropoOT   temperature gap over tropopause 

AreaOT  area extension of overshoot 

Variables Content 
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historical (trajectory) description 

DTimeTraj  time gap with current cell 

LatTrajCellCG  latitude of gravity center of previous cell 

LonTrajCellCG  longitude of gravity center of previous cell 

BTempTraj  threshold temperature of previous cell 

BTminTraj  minimum brightness temperature of previous cell 

BaseAreaTraj  area of tower base level of previous cell 

TopAreaTraj  area of tower top level of previous cell 

CoolingRateTraj  temperature change rate of previous cell 

ExpanRateTraj  expansion rate of previous cell 

SpeedTraj  motion speed of previous cell 

DirTraj  direction of motion of previous cell 
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Appendix 2 – Weather scenarios per each RDT-CW cloud image 
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Appendix 3 – Complexity scores of nominal scenarios 

Traffic Scenario Complexity score of most 
complex sector 

Complexity score of entire airspace 
for most complex time step 

'010911' 5.805669891 3.461924033 

'020716' 5.053121022 3.101609369 

'020816' 5.992882697 4.166462089 

'060716' 6.755157307 4.295644124 

'070710' 7.137625771 4.826358369 

'070711' 6.842092049 4.279737883 

'070714' 7.396669535 4.537104148 

'090713' 7.836289988 4.454036625 

'090714' 6.428187855 3.605019439 

'130710' 7.089130265 4.36085444 

'130712' 7.646247154 4.141297896 

'160610' 8.628493767 4.697704439 

'160611' 7.788168006 4.918493847 

'190615' 6.094647968 3.82406923 

'190616' 5.633178686 3.636540039 

'190618' 5.058288856 3.795560388 

'210611' 7.81278759 3.470483133 

'220611' 8.800138442 4.854883981 

'220616' 6.985136544 4.297377932 

'240814' 7.702299638 4.663960491 

'240816' 7.464479618 4.395202065 

'260713' 6.239031466 3.566739548 

'270618' 4.708322461 2.914897044 
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Appendix 4 – Complexity scores of all traffic-weather scenarios 

Traffic 
Scenario 

Weather 
Scenario 

Complexity score of most 
complex sector 

Complexity score of entire 
airspace for most complex time 

step 

Wea-
ther 

group 

No new 
indicator 

1st new 
idicator 

2nd new 
indicator 

No new 
indicator 

1st new 
idicator 

2nd new 
indicator 

'010911' '010911' 5.9466 5.9466 5.9466 3.456392 3.462154 3.467915 4 

'010911' '020716' 5.724628 5.724628 5.724628 3.490594 3.498478 3.506362 3 

'010911' '020816' 5.56419 5.973229 6.656606 3.415179 3.43274 3.528001 3 

'010911' '060716' 5.705639 5.705639 5.705639 3.437437 3.437437 3.437437 3 

'010911' '070710' 5.708288 5.708288 5.708288 3.485349 3.488627 3.491905 2 

'010911' '070711' 5.780744 5.780744 5.780744 3.57471 3.574714 3.574718 2 

'010911' '070714' 5.750295 5.77994 5.809584 3.440574 3.464865 3.489157 3 

'010911' '090713' 5.578021 5.578021 5.578021 3.44974 3.451428 3.453115 1 

'010911' '090714' 5.832387 5.832387 5.832387 3.589983 3.610393 3.630803 2 

'010911' '130710' 5.707335 5.707335 5.707335 3.425952 3.425952 3.425952 2 

'010911' '130712' 5.907437 5.907437 5.907437 3.506333 3.508807 3.51128 1 

'010911' '240814' 6.072338 6.072338 6.072338 3.485119 3.485119 3.485119 4 

'010911' '240816' 5.707306 5.707306 5.707306 3.536596 3.537126 3.537657 3 

'010911' '260713' 5.726407 5.726407 5.726407 3.447624 3.447624 3.447624 2 

'020716' '010911' 5.250797 5.254142 5.257488 3.111667 3.116943 3.122219 4 

'020716' '020716' 5.298397 5.298397 5.298397 3.085337 3.091611 3.099608 3 

'020716' '020816' 5.164899 5.518816 5.901848 3.276794 3.420113 3.563432 3 

'020716' '160610' 5.323659 5.323659 5.323659 3.106138 3.106138 3.106138 2 

'020716' '160611' 5.703888 5.703888 5.703888 3.228768 3.22971 3.230653 2 

'020716' '190615' 5.70823 5.70823 5.70823 3.395883 3.408638 3.421392 2 

'020716' '190616' 5.412762 5.412762 5.412762 3.041918 3.042996 3.047277 4 

'020716' '190618' 5.338795 5.338795 5.338795 3.085542 3.088277 3.091011 2 

'020716' '210611' 5.635811 5.637692 5.639573 3.165712 3.212347 3.258981 4 

'020716' '220611' 5.308368 5.308368 5.308368 3.266021 3.310797 3.355572 2 

'020716' '220616' 7.111315 7.111315 7.111315 3.801623 3.88604 3.970458 3 

'020716' '240814' 5.326588 5.326588 5.326588 3.127977 3.129078 3.130179 4 

'020716' '240816' 5.241245 5.241245 5.241245 3.095691 3.103401 3.11111 3 

'020716' '270618' 5.256997 5.256997 5.256997 3.080899 3.083256 3.085612 1 

'020816' '020716' 6.071426 6.082975 6.094524 4.317129 4.322655 4.328181 3 

'020816' '020816' 6.024926 6.13025 6.235574 4.165662 4.238925 4.312187 3 

'020816' '060716' 6.000905 6.000905 6.000905 4.171416 4.171416 4.171416 3 

'020816' '070710' 6.082259 6.082259 6.082259 4.23623 4.237165 4.238099 2 

'020816' '070711' 6.001785 6.003857 6.005928 4.17945 4.181108 4.182766 2 

'020816' '070714' 5.900446 5.942232 5.984018 4.078952 4.106437 4.133922 3 

'020816' '090713' 6.064393 6.071444 6.078496 4.194886 4.197978 4.20107 1 

'020816' '090714' 5.775073 5.814906 5.854739 4.081588 4.09916 4.116733 2 

'020816' '130710' 6.000823 6.000823 6.000823 4.177855 4.177855 4.177855 2 

'020816' '130712' 6.064939 6.064939 6.064939 4.261804 4.266527 4.27125 1 
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'020816' '220611' 6.011676 6.050274 6.088871 4.192442 4.205176 4.21791 2 

'020816' '220616' 6.626869 6.737805 6.848741 4.202995 4.21331 4.310534 3 

'020816' '260713' 5.939079 5.939079 5.939079 4.11033 4.12136 4.13239 2 

'020816' '270618' 6.039586 6.039586 6.039586 4.210571 4.212455 4.214339 1 

'060716' '010911' 6.847858 6.847858 6.847858 4.397281 4.409878 4.422475 4 

'060716' '020716' 6.701103 6.701103 6.701103 4.355349 4.355349 4.355349 3 

'060716' '060716' 6.744382 6.744382 6.744382 4.352734 4.352734 4.352734 3 

'060716' '160610' 6.791803 6.791803 6.791803 4.303024 4.303024 4.303024 2 

'060716' '160611' 6.679929 6.679929 6.679929 4.272776 4.273735 4.274693 2 

'060716' '190615' 7.349522 7.349522 7.349522 4.461341 4.483807 4.506273 2 

'060716' '190616' 6.842251 6.842251 6.842251 4.370131 4.37456 4.378988 4 

'060716' '190618' 6.723188 6.723188 6.723188 4.428851 4.430657 4.432464 2 

'060716' '210611' 6.443925 6.443925 6.443925 4.243243 4.245795 4.248347 4 

'060716' '220611' 7.07873 7.21709 7.35545 4.383664 4.441793 4.499922 2 

'060716' '220616' 7.412731 7.499192 7.585652 4.808085 4.900152 4.992218 3 

'060716' '240814' 6.745723 6.745723 6.745723 4.268743 4.270932 4.273121 4 

'060716' '240816' 6.733984 6.733984 6.733984 4.282935 4.283827 4.284719 3 

'060716' '270618' 6.622198 6.625472 6.628745 4.322479 4.329898 4.337318 1 

'070710' '010911' 7.198086 7.198086 7.198086 4.894162 4.899797 4.905433 4 

'070710' '020716' 7.019806 7.019806 7.019806 4.930965 4.935011 4.939056 3 

'070710' '060716' 7.160256 7.160256 7.160256 4.819895 4.819895 4.819895 3 

'070710' '070710' 7.200577 7.200577 7.200577 4.84408 4.847409 4.850738 2 

'070710' '160610' 7.163176 7.163176 7.163176 4.793797 4.793797 4.793797 2 

'070710' '160611' 7.208022 7.208022 7.208022 4.814655 4.814655 4.814655 2 

'070710' '190615' 7.020804 7.028413 7.036023 4.729751 4.742822 4.755893 2 

'070710' '190616' 7.114451 7.114451 7.114451 4.843308 4.850454 4.857601 4 

'070710' '190618' 7.363018 7.363018 7.363018 4.772225 4.772931 4.773638 2 

'070710' '210611' 7.022138 7.022138 7.022138 4.846473 4.851473 4.856472 4 

'070710' '220611' 7.194355 7.194355 7.194355 4.845754 4.846588 4.847421 2 

'070710' '220616' 10.23545 10.28933 10.40777 6.035214 6.132277 6.22934 3 

'070710' '240816' 7.290753 7.290753 7.290753 4.876621 4.877488 4.878355 3 

'070710' '270618' 7.159446 7.159446 7.159446 4.849545 4.850409 4.851273 1 

'070711' '010911' 6.956217 6.956217 6.956217 4.314148 4.354171 4.394194 4 

'070711' '020716' 7.14997 7.178581 7.207192 4.277919 4.285174 4.292429 3 

'070711' '060716' 6.832612 6.832612 6.832612 4.280909 4.280909 4.280909 3 

'070711' '070710' 6.717343 6.733955 6.750568 4.257298 4.263012 4.268725 2 

'070711' '070711' 6.658756 6.661501 6.664247 4.246416 4.248653 4.250891 2 

'070711' '160610' 6.708433 6.708433 6.708433 4.221619 4.221619 4.221619 2 

'070711' '160611' 6.9799 6.9799 6.9799 4.31079 4.310892 4.310993 2 

'070711' '190615' 6.80505 6.812478 6.819906 4.290609 4.309413 4.328217 2 

'070711' '190616' 6.948432 6.948432 6.948432 4.251643 4.257149 4.262656 4 

'070711' '190618' 6.89737 6.89737 6.89737 4.246918 4.249048 4.251178 2 

'070711' '210611' 6.636991 6.728694 6.820396 4.23797 4.242375 4.246781 4 

'070711' '220611' 6.874623 6.887724 6.900826 4.29809 4.299831 4.301572 2 
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'070711' '220616' 8.064288 8.147448 8.230608 4.449882 4.527027 4.604171 3 

'070711' '240814' 6.696679 6.696679 6.696679 4.238089 4.238089 4.238089 4 

'070711' '270618' 6.995316 6.99801 7.000704 4.315836 4.318513 4.32119 1 

'070714' '020716' 7.446126 7.446126 7.446126 4.415293 4.415293 4.415293 3 

'070714' '060716' 7.329314 7.329314 7.329314 4.506271 4.507019 4.507767 3 

'070714' '070710' 7.377691 7.388583 7.404186 4.606254 4.613144 4.620033 2 

'070714' '070711' 7.332536 7.332536 7.332536 4.408971 4.408971 4.408971 2 

'070714' '070714' 7.583465 7.643211 7.702956 4.608788 4.642767 4.676745 3 

'070714' '160610' 7.340257 7.340257 7.340257 4.396186 4.396253 4.396319 2 

'070714' '160611' 7.332536 7.338685 7.344833 4.408971 4.413513 4.418056 2 

'070714' '190615' 7.254643 7.278047 7.301451 4.311808 4.323688 4.335567 2 

'070714' '190616' 7.76971 7.76971 7.76971 4.621036 4.621338 4.621641 4 

'070714' '190618' 7.353558 7.353558 7.353558 4.482161 4.482574 4.482988 2 

'070714' '210611' 7.403484 7.403484 7.403484 4.470281 4.473235 4.476189 4 

'070714' '220611' 7.514692 7.65445 7.794208 4.640592 4.698543 4.756494 2 

'070714' '220616' 7.37307 8.254653 9.136237 4.447413 4.609529 4.771645 3 

'070714' '270618' 7.47324 7.473853 7.474466 4.540948 4.544089 4.54723 1 

'070716' '220611' 5.268547 5.278822 5.289098 3.757435 3.770576 3.783716 2 

'090713' '020716' 8.204159 8.226055 8.247952 4.498155 4.507702 4.51725 3 

'090713' '060716' 7.827712 7.827712 7.827712 4.443748 4.443947 4.444146 3 

'090713' '070710' 7.997691 8.002236 8.006781 4.469079 4.473516 4.477952 2 

'090713' '070711' 7.938255 7.938255 7.938255 4.466402 4.466843 4.467284 2 

'090713' '070714' 7.807076 7.92035 8.033624 4.558968 4.617722 4.676475 3 

'090713' '090713' 7.149279 7.154945 7.160611 4.31002 4.312672 4.315324 1 

'090713' '160611' 7.9105 7.9105 7.9105 4.488506 4.489478 4.49045 2 

'090713' '190615' 7.90854 7.915693 7.922845 4.514465 4.547964 4.581463 2 

'090713' '190616' 7.935696 7.935696 7.935696 4.674402 4.675409 4.676416 4 

'090713' '190618' 7.800618 7.800618 7.800618 4.446742 4.448882 4.451022 2 

'090713' '210611' 7.863513 7.863513 7.863513 4.466836 4.474031 4.481227 4 

'090713' '220611' 7.913698 7.947183 7.980667 4.442734 4.448769 4.454803 2 

'090713' '220616' 7.91686 7.921168 7.925475 4.366011 4.367164 4.368317 3 

'090713' '270618' 7.955209 7.955209 7.955209 4.473174 4.475998 4.478822 1 

'090714' '020716' 6.653388 6.653388 6.653388 3.620653 3.620653 3.620653 3 

'090714' '060716' 6.431151 6.431151 6.431151 3.599419 3.599625 3.599832 3 

'090714' '070710' 6.19214 6.19214 6.19214 3.619958 3.629458 3.638958 2 

'090714' '070711' 6.491738 6.491738 6.491738 3.59905 3.59905 3.59905 2 

'090714' '070714' 6.262277 6.262277 6.262277 3.580279 3.614367 3.648455 3 

'090714' '090713' 6.371374 6.380227 6.38908 3.517654 3.55523 3.592806 1 

'090714' '090714' 6.4701 6.4701 6.4701 3.705159 3.705159 3.705159 2 

'090714' '190615' 6.92499 6.92499 6.92499 3.627558 3.630823 3.651357 2 

'090714' '190616' 6.109931 6.109931 6.109931 3.645485 3.648827 3.652169 4 

'090714' '190618' 6.228261 6.228261 6.228261 3.571805 3.574729 3.577653 2 

'090714' '210611' 6.566316 6.566317 6.566317 3.621848 3.636163 3.650478 4 

'090714' '220611' 6.312288 6.312288 6.312288 3.666222 3.695247 3.724272 2 
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'090714' '220616' 11.8048 11.8048 11.8048 4.777065 4.881553 4.986042 3 

'090714' '270618' 6.410644 6.410644 6.410644 3.588703 3.598338 3.607972 1 

'130710' '020716' 7.001219 7.001219 7.001219 4.284347 4.284347 4.284347 3 

'130710' '060716' 7.135054 7.135054 7.135054 4.317832 4.317832 4.317832 3 

'130710' '070710' 7.197928 7.197928 7.197928 4.386365 4.388886 4.391406 2 

'130710' '070711' 7.097581 7.097581 7.097581 4.108327 4.112169 4.116011 2 

'130710' '070714' 7.387928 7.425457 7.462985 4.354545 4.355424 4.356303 3 

'130710' '090713' 7.406496 7.421494 7.436491 4.423395 4.471386 4.519377 1 

'130710' '090714' 7.25156 7.25156 7.25156 4.396634 4.396634 4.396634 2 

'130710' '130710' 7.283554 7.33948 7.395407 4.272453 4.276254 4.280055 2 

'130710' '190616' 7.170706 7.170706 7.170706 4.381105 4.384128 4.38715 4 

'130710' '190618' 7.165229 7.165229 7.165229 4.3529 4.355699 4.358497 2 

'130710' '210611' 7.115573 7.217136 7.318699 4.321994 4.377129 4.432263 4 

'130710' '220611' 7.053651 7.118027 7.182404 4.321572 4.356687 4.391801 2 

'130710' '220616' 10.7047 10.87457 11.04444 5.94347 6.03879 6.13411 3 

'130710' '270618' 7.245015 7.249478 7.253941 4.378877 4.378877 4.378877 1 

'130712' '020716' 7.249649 7.250779 7.251908 3.979897 3.980193 3.980489 3 

'130712' '060716' 7.493738 7.493738 7.493738 4.122296 4.122657 4.123018 3 

'130712' '070710' 7.657454 7.657454 7.657454 4.165351 4.171576 4.177801 2 

'130712' '070711' 7.05781 7.081618 7.112431 3.987605 3.995154 4.002702 2 

'130712' '070714' 7.828137 7.846355 7.864572 4.280135 4.300249 4.320363 3 

'130712' '090713' 7.798114 7.802215 7.806315 4.252578 4.254236 4.255894 1 

'130712' '090714' 8.368011 8.507425 8.646839 4.359206 4.402839 4.446471 2 

'130712' '130710' 7.769518 7.769518 7.769518 4.20081 4.20081 4.20081 2 

'130712' '130712' 7.569873 7.603631 7.649979 4.136378 4.144069 4.15176 1 

'130712' '190618' 8.084698 8.090838 8.096977 4.23686 4.237868 4.238876 2 

'130712' '210611' 7.213814 7.213814 7.213814 3.918111 3.923015 3.927919 4 

'130712' '220611' 7.670503 7.684882 7.725033 4.169623 4.174694 4.179765 2 

'130712' '220616' 10.20698 10.29935 10.39171 4.815245 4.888241 4.961237 3 

'130712' '270618' 7.806589 7.806589 7.806589 4.207212 4.209491 4.21177 1 

'130713' '130710' 7.287344 7.287344 7.287344 3.814844 3.815387 3.81593 2 

'160610' '010911' 8.870025 8.888931 8.907837 4.742732 4.748579 4.754425 4 

'160610' '020816' 10.14615 10.77779 11.40944 4.887192 5.073813 5.260434 3 

'160610' '060716' 8.429267 8.429267 8.429267 4.642544 4.642544 4.642544 3 

'160610' '070710' 8.481367 8.481367 8.481367 4.6842 4.684879 4.685558 2 

'160610' '070711' 8.15756 8.173257 8.188954 4.559481 4.565713 4.571945 2 

'160610' '070714' 8.458925 8.458925 8.458925 4.582887 4.582887 4.582887 3 

'160610' '090713' 9.161711 9.269976 9.378242 4.856135 4.91089 4.965645 1 

'160610' '090714' 8.764168 8.764168 8.764168 4.79342 4.79342 4.79342 2 

'160610' '130710' 8.970822 9.009206 9.047589 4.710638 4.717717 4.724796 2 

'160610' '130712' 8.527154 8.527154 8.527154 4.682441 4.682441 4.682441 1 

'160610' '160610' 8.544818 8.544818 8.544818 4.691082 4.691082 4.691082 2 

'160610' '240814' 8.743871 8.743871 8.743871 4.775309 4.776615 4.77792 4 

'160610' '240816' 8.524176 8.524176 8.524176 4.685567 4.688947 4.692327 3 
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'160610' '260713' 8.334546 8.334546 8.334546 4.757397 4.757397 4.757397 2 

'160611' '010911' 7.952011 7.952011 7.952011 5.064165 5.076274 5.088383 4 

'160611' '020816' 7.949663 8.15697 8.364277 5.078888 5.126179 5.173471 3 

'160611' '070710' 7.920607 7.923564 7.92652 4.999483 5.002418 5.005353 2 

'160611' '070711' 7.663925 7.663925 7.663925 4.972962 4.975038 4.977114 2 

'160611' '070714' 7.998703 8.015527 8.032352 5.089166 5.1202 5.151233 3 

'160611' '090713' 7.717227 7.729204 7.741182 5.035075 5.037005 5.038935 1 

'160611' '090714' 7.681651 7.80566 7.92967 4.982885 5.01578 5.048674 2 

'160611' '130710' 7.861538 7.861538 7.861538 4.984923 4.984923 4.984923 2 

'160611' '130712' 8.231316 8.231316 8.231316 5.082969 5.086118 5.089266 1 

'160611' '160610' 9.882339 9.882339 9.882339 4.990939 4.990939 4.990939 2 

'160611' '160611' 8.066422 8.066422 8.066422 5.049755 5.052414 5.055073 2 

'160611' '240814' 7.809426 7.809426 7.809426 4.971554 4.971554 4.971554 4 

'160611' '240816' 7.861538 7.861538 7.861538 4.987783 4.987783 4.987783 3 

'160611' '260713' 7.754699 7.754699 7.754699 4.970049 4.97014 4.970232 2 

'190615' '010911' 6.05447 6.056791 6.059112 3.796311 3.80386 3.811409 4 

'190615' '020816' 6.143193 6.334069 6.524945 3.654153 3.710998 3.767842 3 

'190615' '070711' 6.222869 6.222869 6.222869 3.8778 3.880889 3.883978 2 

'190615' '070714' 6.228502 6.268985 6.309468 3.840781 3.861352 3.881923 3 

'190615' '090713' 6.015613 6.024553 6.033492 3.730567 3.734975 3.739382 1 

'190615' '090714' 6.672287 6.795874 6.919461 4.065423 4.104521 4.14362 2 

'190615' '130710' 6.094648 6.094648 6.094648 3.8266 3.8266 3.8266 2 

'190615' '130712' 6.556389 6.556389 6.556389 4.102041 4.107605 4.11317 1 

'190615' '160610' 6.078327 6.078327 6.078327 3.806635 3.806635 3.806635 2 

'190615' '160611' 6.072124 6.072124 6.072124 3.854637 3.856344 3.85805 2 

'190615' '190615' 6.457594 6.47358 6.489566 3.970766 3.982497 3.994228 2 

'190615' '240814' 6.106627 6.106627 6.106627 3.832229 3.832229 3.832229 4 

'190615' '240816' 6.091708 6.091708 6.091708 3.812522 3.812522 3.812522 3 

'190615' '260713' 6.098854 6.098854 6.098854 3.810524 3.812921 3.815317 2 

'190616' '010911' 5.815046 5.83218 5.849313 3.675662 3.679358 3.683053 4 

'190616' '020816' 7.39726 7.978202 8.559143 4.297419 4.487643 4.677866 3 

'190616' '070714' 5.569764 5.569764 5.569764 3.605775 3.605775 3.605775 3 

'190616' '090713' 6.004047 6.104993 6.205938 3.743605 3.795205 3.846805 1 

'190616' '090714' 5.608413 5.608413 5.608413 3.649871 3.649871 3.649871 2 

'190616' '130710' 5.91823 5.930827 5.943425 3.715337 3.717639 3.719942 2 

'190616' '130712' 5.604536 5.604536 5.604536 3.636114 3.636114 3.636114 1 

'190616' '160610' 5.671017 5.671017 5.671017 3.669584 3.669584 3.669584 2 

'190616' '160611' 5.604951 5.609392 5.613833 3.540048 3.557812 3.575576 2 

'190616' '190615' 6.441101 6.441101 6.441101 3.917186 3.928889 3.940592 2 

'190616' '190616' 5.619755 5.619755 5.619755 3.660551 3.670331 3.680111 4 

'190616' '240814' 5.402413 5.402413 5.402413 3.604506 3.604506 3.604506 4 

'190616' '240816' 5.375845 5.375845 5.375845 3.560864 3.565111 3.569359 3 

'190616' '260713' 5.37456 5.37456 5.37456 3.528154 3.528154 3.528154 2 

'190618' '010911' 5.057158 5.057158 5.057158 3.759829 3.761495 3.763161 4 
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'190618' '020816' 6.249341 6.607139 6.964936 4.410723 4.553894 4.697064 3 

'190618' '090713' 5.168719 5.170136 5.171553 3.807221 3.815423 3.823626 1 

'190618' '090714' 5.076695 5.083894 5.091094 3.770256 3.772546 3.774836 2 

'190618' '130710' 4.930722 4.930722 4.930722 3.716601 3.728614 3.740627 2 

'190618' '130712' 5.022479 5.060684 5.123858 3.806083 3.826361 3.846639 1 

'190618' '160610' 5.010447 5.010447 5.010447 3.781322 3.781322 3.781322 2 

'190618' '160611' 5.128164 5.128164 5.128164 3.850204 3.850204 3.850204 2 

'190618' '190615' 4.990837 4.990837 4.990837 3.756335 3.765292 3.774249 2 

'190618' '190616' 5.134316 5.134316 5.134316 3.879029 3.88109 3.88315 4 

'190618' '190618' 5.124694 5.124694 5.124694 3.848707 3.849473 3.850239 2 

'190618' '240814' 5.086126 5.086126 5.086126 3.805664 3.806162 3.806659 4 

'190618' '240816' 5.025014 5.025014 5.025014 3.802292 3.803197 3.804102 3 

'190618' '260713' 5.034057 5.034057 5.034057 3.634136 3.634136 3.634136 2 

'210611' '010911' 7.84427 7.84427 7.84427 3.521327 3.526723 3.532118 4 

'210611' '020816' 7.734856 7.734856 7.734856 3.49888 3.54537 3.591859 3 

'210611' '090714' 7.965427 7.966865 7.968304 3.710171 3.736684 3.763196 2 

'210611' '130710' 7.836541 7.836541 7.836541 3.523845 3.523845 3.523845 2 

'210611' '130712' 8.823678 8.823678 8.823678 3.977376 3.980225 3.983075 1 

'210611' '160610' 8.017829 8.017829 8.017829 3.557164 3.557164 3.557164 2 

'210611' '160611' 8.081919 8.081919 8.081919 3.502875 3.502998 3.503121 2 

'210611' '190615' 7.122342 7.131888 7.141434 3.509209 3.526257 3.543305 2 

'210611' '190616' 7.688869 7.688869 7.688869 3.512933 3.514659 3.516386 4 

'210611' '190618' 7.093817 7.093817 7.093817 3.319598 3.319659 3.319719 2 

'210611' '210611' 7.678505 7.678505 7.678505 3.483852 3.486126 3.4884 4 

'210611' '240814' 8.32799 8.32799 8.32799 3.644281 3.644281 3.644282 4 

'210611' '240816' 7.802858 7.802858 7.802858 3.519884 3.521643 3.523402 3 

'210611' '260713' 7.856707 7.856707 7.856707 3.555425 3.555425 3.555425 2 

'220611' '010911' 8.808825 8.811323 8.81382 4.977833 4.986005 4.994176 4 

'220611' '020816' 9.005586 9.226928 9.44827 4.983604 5.043584 5.103564 3 

'220611' '130710' 8.809452 8.809452 8.809452 4.856061 4.856061 4.856061 2 

'220611' '130712' 8.764564 8.764564 8.764564 5.013007 5.014971 5.016936 1 

'220611' '160610' 8.864279 8.864279 8.864279 4.862941 4.862941 4.862941 2 

'220611' '160611' 8.587588 8.587588 8.587588 4.651291 4.655766 4.660241 2 

'220611' '190615' 8.658595 8.672112 8.685628 4.729702 4.740525 4.751347 2 

'220611' '190616' 9.163172 9.163172 9.163172 4.760829 4.767836 4.774842 4 

'220611' '190618' 8.640394 8.640394 8.640394 4.851647 4.853176 4.854705 2 

'220611' '210611' 8.745294 8.745294 8.745294 4.71559 4.718199 4.720809 4 

'220611' '220611' 8.722884 8.775347 8.827809 4.911602 4.921077 4.930552 2 

'220611' '240814' 8.759362 8.759362 8.759362 4.85669 4.85669 4.85669 4 

'220611' '240816' 8.847174 8.847174 8.847174 4.867261 4.868887 4.870513 3 

'220611' '260713' 8.756496 8.756496 8.756496 4.851936 4.851936 4.851936 2 

'220616' '010911' 7.062813 7.062813 7.062813 4.454866 4.462548 4.47023 4 

'220616' '020816' 7.615227 7.933885 8.252542 4.142156 4.17851 4.214863 3 

'220616' '130712' 6.806761 6.806761 6.806761 4.225768 4.227475 4.229181 1 
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'220616' '160610' 6.980508 6.980508 6.980508 4.349717 4.349717 4.349717 2 

'220616' '160611' 6.719515 6.719515 6.719515 4.29233 4.29233 4.29233 2 

'220616' '190615' 6.464912 6.470793 6.476674 4.206645 4.22989 4.253134 2 

'220616' '190616' 6.880315 6.880315 6.880315 4.254767 4.261747 4.268728 4 

'220616' '190618' 7.026503 7.026503 7.026503 4.316282 4.319566 4.322851 2 

'220616' '210611' 6.862363 6.862363 6.862363 4.19198 4.198996 4.206013 4 

'220616' '220611' 7.000881 7.016787 7.032693 4.320985 4.324718 4.328451 2 

'220616' '220616' 7.013102 7.013102 7.013102 4.227452 4.227707 4.227961 3 

'220616' '240814' 6.962535 6.962535 6.962535 4.157523 4.157523 4.157523 4 

'220616' '240816' 6.968666 6.968666 6.968666 4.267551 4.269253 4.270955 3 

'220616' '260713' 7.020725 7.020725 7.020725 4.27153 4.271696 4.271861 2 

'240814' '020716' 7.745612 7.745612 7.745612 4.569638 4.569638 4.569638 3 

'240814' '020816' 8.214287 8.578646 8.943006 4.996279 5.120838 5.245397 3 

'240814' '060716' 7.730269 7.730269 7.730269 4.68576 4.686142 4.686524 3 

'240814' '070710' 7.775412 7.799351 7.82329 4.673028 4.68413 4.695232 2 

'240814' '070711' 7.734748 7.734748 7.734748 4.609367 4.609367 4.609367 2 

'240814' '070714' 7.778965 7.858143 7.937322 4.727455 4.783205 4.838955 3 

'240814' '090713' 7.601529 7.621373 7.641217 4.71122 4.720131 4.729041 1 

'240814' '090714' 7.733903 7.733903 7.733903 4.81599 4.81599 4.81599 2 

'240814' '130710' 7.619676 7.682898 7.746121 4.626066 4.638019 4.649972 2 

'240814' '130712' 7.804954 7.804954 7.804954 4.698958 4.701334 4.70371 1 

'240814' '220616' 7.322361 7.606654 8.183456 4.653508 4.825522 4.997536 3 

'240814' '240814' 7.437224 7.437224 7.437224 4.662635 4.662745 4.662854 4 

'240814' '260713' 7.588734 7.588734 7.588734 4.64094 4.64094 4.64094 2 

'240814' '270618' 7.76925 7.772038 7.774826 4.679384 4.685357 4.69133 1 

'240816' '020716' 7.927421 7.927421 7.927421 4.118468 4.118779 4.119091 3 

'240816' '020816' 7.939082 8.317408 8.695734 4.441291 4.53023 4.619169 3 

'240816' '060716' 7.581395 7.581395 7.581395 4.433325 4.433325 4.433325 3 

'240816' '070710' 7.554927 7.559457 7.563987 4.450614 4.455145 4.459676 2 

'240816' '070711' 7.723054 7.723054 7.723054 4.390203 4.391598 4.392993 2 

'240816' '070714' 7.623084 7.678416 7.733747 4.276117 4.304694 4.333271 3 

'240816' '090713' 7.6629 7.679037 7.695174 4.595667 4.599247 4.602826 1 

'240816' '090714' 7.755396 7.755396 7.755396 4.526755 4.554336 4.581916 2 

'240816' '130710' 7.589284 7.620892 7.652501 4.45492 4.455294 4.455669 2 

'240816' '130712' 7.613287 7.613287 7.613287 4.566621 4.568421 4.57022 1 

'240816' '240816' 7.549793 7.549793 7.549793 4.417365 4.417365 4.417365 3 

'240816' '260713' 7.512027 7.512027 7.512027 4.389145 4.390237 4.391329 2 

'240816' '270618' 7.612793 7.618217 7.623641 4.426097 4.428387 4.430678 1 

'260713' '020716' 6.226316 6.226316 6.226316 3.581955 3.581955 3.581955 3 

'260713' '060716' 6.213858 6.213858 6.213858 3.538261 3.538261 3.538261 3 

'260713' '070710' 6.234609 6.234609 6.234609 3.562576 3.564102 3.565627 2 

'260713' '070711' 6.448016 6.448016 6.448016 3.606663 3.606663 3.606663 2 

'260713' '070714' 6.171679 6.171679 6.171679 3.561429 3.561429 3.561429 3 

'260713' '090713' 6.205985 6.324201 6.442416 3.51685 3.564649 3.612448 1 
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'260713' '090714' 6.825757 6.825757 6.825757 3.708075 3.708075 3.708075 2 

'260713' '130710' 5.984065 5.995014 6.005964 3.43242 3.434172 3.435923 2 

'260713' '130712' 8.329434 8.329434 8.329434 4.62184 4.62184 4.62184 1 

'260713' '210611' 6.298615 6.346965 6.395315 3.576675 3.610985 3.645295 4 

'260713' '220611' 6.244278 6.304167 6.364056 3.680472 3.709382 3.738292 2 

'260713' '220616' 7.26062 7.369659 7.478698 3.955653 4.025061 4.094469 3 

'260713' '260713' 6.254007 6.254007 6.254007 3.555367 3.555367 3.555367 2 

'270618' '010911' 4.648381 4.670739 4.693097 3.015132 3.021753 3.028375 4 

'270618' '020816' 4.868902 5.110514 5.352127 3.170075 3.310471 3.450867 3 

'270618' '160610' 4.710335 4.710335 4.710335 2.937369 2.937369 2.937369 2 

'270618' '160611' 4.736883 4.736883 4.736883 2.932789 2.937913 2.943038 2 

'270618' '190615' 4.985025 4.985025 4.985025 3.087748 3.090831 3.093913 2 

'270618' '190616' 4.829467 4.829467 4.829467 2.987144 2.99321 2.999276 4 

'270618' '190618' 4.626623 4.626623 4.626623 2.965081 2.965081 2.965081 2 

'270618' '210611' 4.676301 4.676301 4.676301 2.989267 3.045767 3.102267 4 

'270618' '220611' 4.721931 4.74497 4.76801 2.95811 2.983234 3.008359 2 

'270618' '220616' 7.125909 7.184133 7.242356 4.336299 4.416588 4.496877 3 

'270618' '240814' 4.651351 4.651351 4.651351 2.971563 2.971563 2.971563 4 

'270618' '240816' 4.691841 4.691841 4.691841 2.891448 2.896538 2.901627 3 

'270618' '260713' 4.67346 4.67346 4.67346 2.932324 2.932324 2.932324 2 

'270618' '270618' 4.653861 4.653861 4.653861 2.888331 2.888331 2.888331 1 
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Appendix 5 – STAM results for nominal traffic scenarios 

Traffic 
scenario 

Initial 
configu-
ration 

1st STAM Target-
ed AC 
from list 

2nd STAM Targe-
ted AC 
from 
list 

3rd STAM Target-
ed AC 
from list 

4th STAM Target-
ed AC 
from list 

5th STAM Targeted 
AC from 
list 

'010911' 'C7Y' 'STAM LC' 524 'STAM LC' 465 'STAM LC' 381 'C7C1' 520 'STAM HC' 287 

'020716' 'C7Y' 'STAM TD' 401 'STAM LC' 118 'C7C1' 397 'STAM LC' 485 'STAM TD' 349 

'020816' 'C7S' 'C7D' 508 'STAM LC' 478 'STAM LC' 121 'STAM LC' 349 'STAM TD' 138 

'060716' 'C7Y-DN' 'C7C1' 207 'STAM LC' 169 'STAM HC' 317 'C7A' 476 'STAM HC' 354 

'070710' 'C9U' 'STAM HC' 131 'C9C23' 536 'STAM HC' 596 'STAM HC' 427 'STAM TD' 259 

'070711' 'C9U' 'STAM HC' 619 'C9C1' 610 'STAM HC' 139 'STAM HC' 78 'STAM TD' 348 

'070714' 'C9U' 'C9C23' 423 'STAM LC' 344 'C9A' 3 'STAM HC' 356 'STAM TD' 505 

'090713' 'C8I' 'C8C1' 234 'STAM TD' 74 'C8A' 408 'STAM TD' 222 'STAM LC' 237 

'090714' 'C8I' 'STAM TD' 366 'STAM TD' 415 'STAM LC' 402 'STAM LC' 568 'STAM HC' 253 

'130710' 'C10H' 'C10C10' 656 'STAM TD' 624 'STAM LC' 564 'STAM HC' 637 'STAM TD' 68 

'130712' 'C10H' 'C10C10' 619 'STAM LC' 496 'STAM LC' 45 'STAM LC' 319 'STAM LC' 443 

'160610' 'C9U' 'C9C23' 270 'STAM LC' 471 'C9A' 181 'STAM LC' 279 'STAM TD' 415 

'160611' 'C9U' 'C9C10' 624 'STAM LC' 389 'STAM HC' 247 'STAM TD' 204 'STAM TD' 390 

'190615' 'C8W' 'STAM LC' 422 'C8C10' 18 'STAM LC' 427 'C8B' 519 'STAM HC' 280 

'190616' 'C7Y' 'C7C2' 400 'STAM TD' 372 'C7BD' 14 'STAM LC' 135 'STAM LC' 423 

'190618' 'C5T' 'C5DL2' 325 'STAM TD' 165 'STAM LC' 194 'STAM LC' 4 'STAM HC' 460 

'210611' 'C7Y' 'STAM LC' 529 'STAM HC' 535 'STAM LC' 391 'STAM LC' 348 'STAM TD' 524 

'220611' 'C9U' 'C9C1' 556 'STAM TD' 61 'STAM LC' 442 'STAM TD' 91 'C9F-DN' 492 

'220616' 'C8I' 'C8C1' 533 'STAM HC' 440 'C8A' 409 'STAM TD' 345 'STAM HC' 4 

'240814' 'C10E' 'C10C20' 26 'STAM TD' 385 'STAM TD' 389 'STAM LC' 437 'STAM LC' 382 

'240816' 'C8W' 'C8C14' 519 'STAM TD' 601 'STAM HC' 370 'STAM HC' 388 'STAM HC' 257 

'260713' 'C9U' 'C9C15' 256 'STAM LC' 163 'STAM LC' 547 'STAM TD' 542 'STAM LC' 165 

'270618' 'C5T' 'C5B-DA' 289 'STAM LC' 111 'STAM TD' 17 'STAM LC' 93 'STAM LC' 304 
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Complexity 
score 
before 
STAM 

Complexity 
after 1st 
STAM 

Complexity 
after 2nd 
STAM 

Complexity 
after 3rd 
STAM 

Complexity 
after 4th 
STAM 

Complexity 
after 5th 
STAM 

Weather 
Scenario 

5.80566989 5.32791135 5.07392083 4.80610238 4.18606806 4.11312541 0 

5.05312102 4.72537021 4.63083299 4.30379638 4.22181095 4.18984285 0 

5.9928827 5.18388217 5.03857548 4.75353606 4.71946524 4.71621101 0 

6.75515731 6.07977556 5.68319974 5.67678414 5.15161472 5.04586288 0 

7.13762577 6.86682448 6.60541182 6.50704948 6.35842874 6.24348778 0 

6.84209205 6.62083659 6.36068704 6.05398997 5.63862828 5.38914596 0 

7.39666953 6.11073972 6.08078269 5.64619821 5.64350395 5.27834734 0 

7.83628999 6.89425955 6.28164172 5.50181696 5.15985696 5.08898038 0 

6.42818786 6.08111945 5.81712262 5.78708917 5.8117503 5.55800899 0 

7.08913026 6.39365118 6.09071049 6.03291275 5.88793207 5.82106687 0 

7.64624715 7.15953269 6.9109831 6.40059614 6.33160767 5.9858819 0 

8.62849377 7.9005514 7.53481057 6.82192538 6.73383321 6.6074695 0 

7.78816801 7.08872399 6.72717992 6.54443599 6.4832559 6.29658085 0 

6.09464797 5.8564213 5.73492712 5.45490445 4.90613763 4.85320601 0 

5.63317869 5.48762913 5.12227574 4.95086389 4.91739971 4.81215892 0 

5.05828886 4.99311083 4.29168648 4.09323775 3.84551149 3.84639326 0 

7.81278759 7.13555404 6.74159641 6.30908115 5.90896775 5.80270329 0 

8.80013844 7.96744926 6.83642883 6.69879289 6.41368603 6.27254455 0 

6.98513654 6.4036358 5.64902977 4.86913009 4.74426507 4.74141512 0 

7.70229964 7.24796596 6.87759781 6.68033032 6.57883941 6.46114227 0 

7.46447962 6.55343494 6.20179385 5.94251633 5.78808183 5.7675963 0 

6.23903147 5.25988883 4.94265539 4.93685515 4.74277646 4.57364221 0 

4.70832246 3.87394516 3.67854583 3.62154745 3.40896901 3.40204547 0 
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Appendix 6 - STAM results for traffic-weather scenarios without new indicator 

Traffic scenario Initial 
configu-
ration 

1st STAM Targe-
ted AC 
from 
list 

2nd STAM Targe-
ted AC 
from 
list 

3rd STAM Targe-
ted AC 
from 
list 

4th STAM Tar-
gete
d AC 
from 
list 

5th STAM Targe-
ted AC 
from 
list 

tr010911cl010911 'C7Y' 'STAM LC' 524 'STAM LC' 465 'STAM LC' 381 'C7C1' 520 'STAM HC' 287 

tr010911cl020716 'C7Y' 'STAM LC' 524 'STAM TD' 520 'STAM LC' 381 'C7C1' 355 'STAM TD' 39 

tr010911cl020816 'C7Y' 'STAM LC' 465 'C7C1' 180 'STAM HC' 130 'STAM LC' 242 'STAM TD' 381 

tr010911cl060716 'C7Y' 'STAM LC' 524 'STAM LC' 465 'STAM LC' 381 'C7C1' 520 'STAM HC' 287 

tr010911cl070710 'C7Y' 'STAM LC' 524 'STAM LC' 465 'STAM LC' 381 'C7C1' 520 'STAM TD' 39 

tr010911cl070711 'C7Y' 'STAM LC' 524 'STAM LC' 465 'STAM LC' 381 'C7C5' 539 'STAM HC' 39 

tr010911cl070714 'C7Y' 'STAM LC' 524 'STAM LC' 252 'STAM TD' 520 'C7C1' 539 'STAM TD' 372 

tr010911cl090713 'C7Y' 'STAM LC' 524 'STAM LC' 465 'C7C1' 349 'STAM LC' 177 'STAM LC' 514 

tr010911cl090714 'C7Y' 'STAM LC' 524 'STAM LC' 465 'STAM LC' 381 'C7C5' 520 'STAM HC' 287 

tr010911cl130710 'C7Y' 'STAM LC' 524 'STAM LC' 465 'STAM LC' 381 'C7C1' 520 'STAM TD' 287 

tr010911cl130712 'C7Y' 'STAM LC' 524 'STAM LC' 465 'STAM TD' 520 'STAM LC' 381 'C7C5' 355 

tr010911cl240814 'C7Y' 'STAM LC' 524 'STAM TD' 520 'STAM LC' 465 'C7C1' 355 'STAM HC' 514 

tr010911cl240816 'C7Y' 'STAM LC' 524 'STAM LC' 465 'STAM LC' 381 'C7C1' 520 'STAM TD' 287 

tr010911cl260713 'C7Y' 'STAM LC' 524 'STAM LC' 465 'STAM LC' 381 'STAM TD' 520 'C7C5' 355 

tr020716cl010911 'C7Y' 'STAM TD' 196 'STAM TD' 504 'STAM LC' 118 'C7C1' 397 'STAM HC' 267 

tr020716cl020716 'C7Y' 'STAM TD' 196 'STAM LC' 118 'STAM TD' 504 'STAM LC' 397 'STAM TD' 349 

tr020716cl020816 'C7Y' 'STAM TD' 196 'STAM LC' 421 'STAM TD' 504 'STAM HC' 397 'STAM LC' 118 

tr020716cl160610 'C7Y' 'STAM TD' 196 'STAM TD' 504 'C7C1' 211 'STAM TD' 432 'STAM LC' 60 

tr020716cl160611 'C7Y' 'STAM TD' 196 'STAM TD' 504 'STAM TD' 320 'STAM LC' 118 'STAM TD' 402 

tr020716cl190615 'C7Y' 'STAM TD' 196 'STAM LC' 414 'STAM LC' 118 'STAM HC' 397 'STAM TD' 504 

tr020716cl190616 'C7Y' 'STAM TD' 196 'STAM TD' 504 'STAM TD' 401 'STAM HC' 397 'STAM LC' 118 

tr020716cl190618 'C7Y' 'STAM TD' 196 'STAM HC' 401 'STAM LC' 118 'C7C1' 397 'STAM LC' 485 
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tr020716cl210611 'C7Y' 'STAM TD' 196 'STAM TD' 401 'STAM TD' 504 'STAM TD' 211 'STAM TD' 185 

tr020716cl220611 'C7Y' 'STAM TD' 196 'STAM TD' 401 'STAM LC' 397 'STAM TD' 349 'C7C2' 118 

tr020716cl220616 'C7Y' 'STAM TD' 196 'STAM HC' 435 'STAM TD' 355 'STAM LC' 284 'STAM LC' 397 

tr020716cl240814 'C7Y' 'STAM TD' 196 'STAM LC' 118 'STAM TD' 504 'STAM TD' 185 'STAM TD' 211 

tr020716cl240816 'C7Y' 'STAM TD' 196 'STAM TD' 504 'STAM LC' 118 'C7C1' 397 'STAM TD' 349 

tr020716cl270618 'C7Y' 'STAM TD' 196 'STAM TD' 504 'STAM TD' 185 'STAM LC' 397 'STAM LC' 118 

tr020816cl020716 'C7S' 'C7BD' 508 'STAM TD' 138 'STAM LC' 349 'STAM LC' 121 'STAM TD' 507 

tr020816cl020816 'C7S' 'C7D' 508 'STAM LC' 108 'STAM LC' 478 'STAM LC' 121 'STAM TD' 38 

tr020816cl060716 'C7S' 'C7D' 508 'STAM LC' 478 'STAM LC' 121 'STAM TD' 138 'STAM LC' 174 

tr020816cl070710 'C7S' 'C7D' 508 'STAM HC' 478 'STAM LC' 138 'STAM LC' 121 'STAM LC' 174 

tr020816cl070711 'C7S' 'C7D' 508 'STAM HC' 478 'STAM LC' 121 'STAM LC' 349 'STAM TD' 424 

tr020816cl070714 'C7S' 'C7D' 508 'STAM HC' 478 'STAM LC' 349 'STAM LC' 174 'STAM LC' 121 

tr020816cl090713 'C7S' 'C7D' 508 'STAM LC' 478 'STAM LC' 349 'STAM LC' 138 'STAM LC' 174 

tr020816cl090714 'C7S' 'C7D' 508 'STAM LC' 478 'STAM HC' 138 'STAM LC' 349 'STAM TD' 9 

tr020816cl130710 'C7S' 'C7D' 508 'STAM LC' 478 'STAM LC' 121 'STAM LC' 174 'STAM LC' 349 

tr020816cl130712 'C7S' 'C7D' 508 'STAM HC' 478 'STAM LC' 340 'STAM LC' 349 'STAM HC' 121 

tr020816cl220611 'C7S' 'C7D' 508 'STAM LC' 478 'STAM LC' 121 'STAM TD' 138 'STAM LC' 349 

tr020816cl220616 'C7S' 'C7D' 120 'STAM HC' 325 'STAM LC' 144 'STAM LC' 508 'STAM LC' 202 

tr020816cl260713 'C7S' 'C7D' 508 'STAM LC' 478 'STAM LC' 138 'STAM LC' 349 'STAM LC' 121 

tr020816cl270618 'C7S' 'C7D' 508 'STAM LC' 478 'STAM LC' 121 'STAM LC' 368 'STAM HC' 488 

tr060716cl010911 'C7Y-DN' 'C7C2' 207 'STAM LC' 169 'STAM HC' 354 'C7D' 588 'STAM TD' 317 

tr060716cl020716 'C7Y-DN' 'C7C2' 169 'STAM TD' 588 'C7BD' 207 'STAM TD' 105 'STAM HC' 354 

tr060716cl060716 'C7Y-DN' 'C7C2' 169 'STAM TD' 588 'C7D' 207 'STAM LC' 197 'STAM HC' 354 

tr060716cl160610 'C7Y-DN' 'C7C2' 207 'STAM TD' 588 'STAM LC' 169 'C7BD' 354 'STAM HC' 1 

tr060716cl160611 'C7Y-DN' 'C7C1' 207 'STAM LC' 169 'STAM HC' 354 'STAM HC' 317 'C7A' 476 

tr060716cl190615 'C7Y-DN' 'C7C2' 169 'STAM LC' 1 'STAM HC' 354 'C7BD' 588 'STAM HC' 317 

tr060716cl190616 'C7Y-DN' 'C7C1' 207 'STAM LC' 169 'STAM HC' 354 'C7A' 476 'STAM HC' 309 

tr060716cl190618 'C7Y-DN' 'C7C1' 207 'STAM LC' 169 'STAM HC' 354 'C7A' 476 'STAM TD' 317 

tr060716cl210611 'C7Y-DN' 'C7C1' 207 'STAM HC' 317 'STAM LC' 354 'C7A' 440 'STAM LC' 227 
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tr060716cl220611 'C7Y-DN' 'C7C2' 207 'STAM LC' 169 'C7BD' 354 'STAM HC' 1 'STAM LC' 174 

tr060716cl240814 'C7Y-DN' 'C7C2' 207 'STAM TD' 588 'STAM LC' 169 'STAM HC' 354 'C7BD' 146 

tr060716cl240816 'C7Y-DN' 'C7C2' 207 'STAM TD' 580 'STAM LC' 169 'STAM HC' 354 'C7A' 476 

tr060716cl270618 'C7Y-DN' 'C7C1' 207 'STAM LC' 169 'STAM TD' 317 'STAM LC' 440 'C7A' 274 

tr070710cl010911 'C9U' 'STAM HC' 471 'C9C23' 536 'STAM LC' 596 'C9A' 409 'STAM HC' 438 

tr070710cl020716 'C9U' 'STAM LC' 471 'C9C10' 536 'STAM LC' 596 'STAM LC' 587 'C9A' 438 

tr070710cl060716 'C9U' 'STAM HC' 471 'STAM TD' 536 'C9C23' 43 'STAM HC' 596 'C9A' 409 

tr070710cl070710 'C9U' 'STAM HC' 131 'C9C23' 471 'STAM HC' 596 'STAM HC' 548 'STAM TD' 259 

tr070710cl160610 'C9U' 'STAM TD' 427 'C9C23' 536 'STAM HC' 596 'STAM LC' 471 'C9A' 451 

tr070710cl160611 'C9U' 'STAM HC' 427 'C9C19' 536 'STAM LC' 596 'STAM LC' 259 'C9A' 452 

tr070710cl190615 'C9U' 'STAM HC' 596 'STAM LC' 536 'STAM HC' 471 'STAM TD' 622 'STAM TD' 559 

tr070710cl190616 'C9U' 'STAM TD' 451 'STAM LC' 536 'STAM LC' 131 'STAM HC' 471 'C9C23' 367 

tr070710cl190618 'C9U' 'STAM HC' 471 'STAM LC' 536 'STAM LC' 445 'STAM LC' 596 'STAM HC' 548 

tr070710cl210611 'C9U' 'STAM TD' 259 'STAM TD' 131 'C9C23' 596 'STAM TD' 153 'C9A' 471 

tr070710cl220611 'C9U' 'STAM HC' 131 'C9C19' 596 'STAM HC' 300 'STAM LC' 471 'C9A' 452 

tr070710cl220616 'C9U' 'STAM LC' 458 'STAM HC' 536 'STAM HC' 621 'STAM TD' 623 'STAM LC' 34 

tr070710cl240816 'C9U' 'STAM LC' 255 'STAM HC' 471 'C9C23' 536 'STAM HC' 596 'C9A' 548 

tr070710cl270618 'C9U' 'STAM HC' 471 'STAM LC' 536 'C9C23' 596 'STAM HC' 117 'C9A' 409 

tr070711cl020716 'C9U' 'STAM HC' 619 'C9C1' 610 'STAM HC' 139 'STAM HC' 78 'STAM TD' 165 

tr070711cl060716 'C9U' 'STAM HC' 619 'C9C1' 610 'STAM HC' 139 'STAM HC' 78 'STAM TD' 348 

tr070711cl070710 'C9U' 'STAM HC' 619 'C9C1' 445 'STAM LC' 610 'STAM HC' 139 'STAM LC' 392 

tr070711cl070711 'C9U' 'STAM HC' 619 'C9C1' 445 'STAM LC' 610 'STAM HC' 139 'STAM LC' 392 

tr070711cl160610 'C9U' 'STAM TD' 619 'C9C1' 412 'STAM TD' 610 'STAM HC' 175 'STAM HC' 165 

tr070711cl160611 'C9U' 'STAM HC' 619 'C9C1' 149 'STAM LC' 610 'STAM LC' 139 'STAM TD' 407 

tr070711cl190615 'C9U' 'STAM TD' 610 'C9C1' 401 'STAM TD' 619 'STAM LC' 348 'STAM HC' 258 

tr070711cl190616 'C9U' 'STAM TD' 610 'C9C1' 619 'STAM TD' 348 'STAM TD' 471 'STAM HC' 148 

tr070711cl190618 'C9U' 'STAM HC' 619 'STAM TD' 610 'C9C1' 445 'STAM HC' 78 'STAM TD' 165 

tr070711cl210611 'C9U' 'C9C1' 445 'STAM TD' 619 'STAM HC' 412 'STAM LC' 392 'STAM HC' 78 

tr070711cl220611 'C9U' 'STAM HC' 619 'STAM TD' 610 'C9C1' 348 'STAM LC' 401 'STAM HC' 78 
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tr070711cl220616 'C9U' 'C9C1' 149 'STAM TD' 457 'STAM TD' 392 'STAM HC' 178 'STAM TD' 407 

tr070711cl240814 'C9U' 'STAM HC' 619 'C9C1' 412 'STAM LC' 610 'STAM TD' 471 'STAM TD' 629 

tr070711cl270618 'C9U' 'STAM HC' 619 'C9C1' 610 'STAM HC' 139 'STAM HC' 78 'STAM TD' 348 

tr070714cl020716 'C9U' 'C9C1' 505 'STAM LC' 439 'STAM LC' 415 'STAM LC' 423 'STAM TD' 3 

tr070714cl060716 'C9U' 'C9C23' 505 'STAM LC' 3 'STAM LC' 423 'STAM LC' 439 'STAM LC' 276 

tr070714cl070710 'C9U' 'C9C23' 423 'STAM LC' 53 'STAM LC' 344 'C9A' 3 'STAM HC' 356 

tr070714cl070711 'C9U' 'C9C1' 505 'STAM LC' 439 'STAM LC' 423 'STAM LC' 3 'STAM HC' 514 

tr070714cl070714 'C9U' 'C9C23' 423 'STAM LC' 344 'C9A' 3 'STAM TD' 356 'STAM TD' 505 

tr070714cl160610 'C9U' 'C9C10' 505 'STAM LC' 439 'STAM LC' 3 'C9A' 528 'STAM HC' 432 

tr070714cl160611 'C9U' 'C9C1' 505 'STAM LC' 439 'STAM HC' 423 'STAM LC' 3 'STAM LC' 344 

tr070714cl190615 'C9U' 'C9C1' 481 'STAM LC' 505 'STAM LC' 28 'STAM TD' 3 'STAM LC' 439 

tr070714cl190616 'C9U' 'C9C23' 423 'STAM LC' 505 'STAM LC' 344 'C9A' 528 'STAM TD' 356 

tr070714cl190618 'C9U' 'C9C10' 423 'STAM LC' 344 'STAM HC' 356 'STAM TD' 166 'STAM TD' 505 

tr070714cl210611 'C9U' 'C9C23' 344 'STAM LC' 505 'STAM LC' 3 'STAM LC' 423 'STAM TD' 409 

tr070714cl220611 'C9U' 'C9C23' 423 'STAM LC' 344 'C9A' 3 'STAM HC' 356 'STAM TD' 505 

tr070714cl220616 'C9U' 'C9C10' 505 'STAM TD' 439 'STAM TD' 61 'STAM LC' 528 'STAM HC' 423 

tr070714cl270618 'C9U' 'C9C23' 423 'STAM LC' 344 'C9A' 3 'STAM HC' 356 'STAM LC' 505 

tr070716cl220611 'C8I' 'STAM HC' 329 'STAM TD' 451 'STAM LC' 357 'STAM LC' 497 'C8C14' 110 

tr090713cl020716 'C8I' 'C8C1' 234 'STAM TD' 74 'C8A' 408 'STAM TD' 222 'STAM HC' 33 

tr090713cl060716 'C8I' 'C8C1' 234 'STAM TD' 74 'C8A' 408 'STAM TD' 222 'STAM LC' 237 

tr090713cl070710 'C8I' 'C8C1' 234 'STAM TD' 74 'C8A' 408 'STAM TD' 222 'STAM LC' 237 

tr090713cl070711 'C8I' 'C8C1' 234 'STAM HC' 408 'C8A' 74 'STAM TD' 222 'STAM HC' 33 

tr090713cl070714 'C8I' 'C8C1' 234 'STAM HC' 408 'C8A' 74 'STAM LC' 265 'STAM LC' 118 

tr090713cl090713 'C8I' 'C8C1' 237 'STAM LC' 384 'C8D-DN' 33 'STAM LC' 118 'STAM LC' 164 

tr090713cl090714 'C8I' 'C8C10' 576 'STAM TD' 211 'STAM TD' 425 'C8C1' 232 'STAM TD' 375 

tr090713cl160611 'C8I' 'C8C1' 234 'STAM TD' 74 'C8A' 408 'STAM TD' 222 'STAM LC' 237 

tr090713cl190615 'C8I' 'C8C1' 234 'STAM TD' 74 'C8A' 408 'STAM TD' 222 'STAM LC' 237 

tr090713cl190616 'C8I' 'C8C1' 234 'STAM TD' 74 'C8A' 408 'STAM HC' 222 'STAM LC' 237 

tr090713cl190618 'C8I' 'C8C1' 234 'STAM TD' 74 'C8A' 408 'STAM TD' 222 'STAM LC' 33 
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tr090713cl210611 'C8I' 'C8C1' 234 'STAM TD' 74 'C8A' 408 'STAM TD' 222 'STAM HC' 33 

tr090713cl220611 'C8I' 'C8C1' 234 'STAM TD' 74 'C8A' 408 'STAM TD' 222 'STAM LC' 237 

tr090713cl220616 'C8I' 'C8C1' 234 'STAM TD' 74 'C8BF' 211 'STAM HC' 408 'C8B' 237 

tr090713cl270618 'C8I' 'C8C1' 234 'STAM TD' 74 'C8A' 408 'STAM TD' 222 'STAM LC' 237 

tr090714cl020716 'C8I' 'STAM TD' 415 'STAM TD' 366 'STAM LC' 402 'STAM LC' 568 'STAM HC' 253 

tr090714cl060716 'C8I' 'STAM TD' 366 'STAM TD' 415 'STAM TD' 253 'STAM LC' 402 'STAM HC' 490 

tr090714cl070710 'C8I' 'STAM TD' 366 'STAM TD' 253 'STAM LC' 402 'STAM HC' 490 'C8C10' 568 

tr090714cl070711 'C8I' 'STAM TD' 415 'STAM TD' 366 'STAM LC' 402 'STAM HC' 253 'C8C1' 568 

tr090714cl070714 'C8I' 'STAM TD' 415 'STAM TD' 366 'STAM HC' 253 'C8C1' 475 'STAM TD' 406 

tr090714cl090713 'C8I' 'STAM TD' 415 'STAM TD' 366 'STAM TD' 402 'C8C1' 568 'STAM TD' 119 

tr090714cl090714 'C8I' 'STAM TD' 366 'STAM TD' 415 'STAM LC' 406 'STAM LC' 402 'C8BFDN' 253 

tr090714cl190615 'C8I' 'STAM TD' 415 'STAM HC' 467 'STAM TD' 402 'STAM TD' 119 'STAM TD' 366 

tr090714cl190616 'C8I' 'STAM TD' 415 'STAM LC' 475 'STAM TD' 366 'STAM HC' 253 'C8C1' 568 

tr090714cl190618 'C8I' 'STAM TD' 415 'STAM TD' 366 'STAM TD' 253 'STAM LC' 568 'STAM HC' 490 

tr090714cl210611 'C8I' 'STAM TD' 402 'STAM TD' 415 'STAM TD' 253 'STAM TD' 366 'STAM HC' 490 

tr090714cl220611 'C8I' 'STAM TD' 415 'STAM TD' 366 'C8C1' 568 'STAM TD' 253 'STAM TD' 537 

tr090714cl220616 'C8I' 'STAM TD' 537 'STAM HC' 528 'STAM HC' 557 'STAM LC' 413 'STAM TD' 415 

tr090714cl270618 'C8I' 'STAM TD' 366 'STAM TD' 415 'STAM LC' 402 'STAM HC' 253 'C8C1' 568 

tr130710cl020716 'C10H' 'C10C10' 656 'STAM TD' 624 'STAM LC' 564 'STAM TD' 498 'STAM LC' 506 

tr130710cl060716 'C10H' 'C10C10' 656 'STAM TD' 624 'STAM LC' 564 'STAM HC' 637 'STAM TD' 498 

tr130710cl070710 'C10H' 'C10C10' 624 'STAM TD' 56 'STAM LC' 142 'STAM HC' 637 'STAM TD' 82 

tr130710cl070711 'C10H' 'C10C10' 212 'STAM LC' 564 'STAM TD' 417 'STAM LC' 589 'STAM HC' 637 

tr130710cl070714 'C10H' 'C10C10' 656 'STAM TD' 624 'STAM HC' 637 'STAM LC' 564 'STAM TD' 498 

tr130710cl090713 'C10H' 'C10C10' 212 'STAM TD' 624 'STAM HC' 637 'STAM LC' 564 'STAM TD' 498 

tr130710cl090714 'C10H' 'C10C10' 624 'STAM TD' 498 'STAM TD' 19 'STAM HC' 637 'STAM LC' 564 

tr130710cl130710 'C10H' 'C10C10' 656 'STAM TD' 19 'STAM LC' 212 'STAM HC' 637 'STAM LC' 564 

tr130710cl190616 'C10H' 'C10C10' 656 'STAM TD' 624 'STAM LC' 564 'STAM TD' 498 'STAM HC' 637 

tr130710cl190618 'C10H' 'C10C10' 624 'STAM TD' 498 'STAM LC' 564 'STAM TD' 19 'STAM HC' 637 

tr130710cl210611 'C10H' 'C10C10' 624 'STAM TD' 19 'STAM LC' 564 'STAM TD' 498 'STAM HC' 637 
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tr130710cl220611 'C10H' 'C10C10' 656 'STAM TD' 624 'STAM TD' 8 'STAM LC' 564 'STAM TD' 19 

tr130710cl220616 'C10H' 'STAM TD' 142 'STAM LC' 564 'STAM LC' 200 'C10C10' 624 'STAM LC' 546 

tr130710cl270618 'C10H' 'C10C10' 656 'STAM TD' 82 'STAM LC' 142 'STAM HC' 637 'STAM LC' 171 

tr130712cl020716 'C10H' 'C10C10' 619 'STAM LC' 496 'STAM TD' 98 'STAM LC' 319 'STAM LC' 443 

tr130712cl060716 'C10H' 'C10C10' 619 'STAM LC' 496 'STAM LC' 45 'STAM LC' 443 'STAM LC' 319 

tr130712cl070710 'C10H' 'STAM TD' 606 'STAM LC' 619 'STAM LC' 622 'STAM LC' 496 'STAM LC' 443 

tr130712cl070711 'C10H' 'STAM TD' 606 'STAM LC' 619 'C10C10' 443 'STAM TD' 319 'STAM LC' 271 

tr130712cl070714 'C10H' 'C10C10' 619 'STAM LC' 496 'STAM LC' 45 'STAM LC' 319 'STAM LC' 443 

tr130712cl090713 'C10H' 'STAM TD' 606 'STAM HC' 619 'C10C10' 45 'STAM LC' 443 'STAM LC' 573 

tr130712cl090714 'C10H' 'STAM LC' 622 'C10C10' 619 'STAM LC' 496 'STAM TD' 45 'STAM LC' 319 

tr130712cl130710 'C10H' 'C10C10' 619 'STAM LC' 496 'STAM LC' 45 'STAM LC' 319 'STAM LC' 443 

tr130712cl130712 'C10H' 'C10C10' 619 'STAM HC' 496 'STAM LC' 45 'STAM LC' 443 'STAM LC' 586 

tr130712cl190618 'C10H' 'STAM TD' 606 'STAM HC' 619 'C10C10' 45 'STAM LC' 573 'STAM TD' 496 

tr130712cl210611 'C10H' 'C10C10' 619 'STAM LC' 496 'STAM TD' 253 'STAM LC' 319 'STAM LC' 443 

tr130712cl220611 'C10H' 'STAM TD' 606 'STAM LC' 619 'STAM LC' 622 'STAM TD' 516 'STAM HC' 168 

tr130712cl220616 'C10H' 'STAM TD' 135 'STAM TD' 500 'C10C20' 168 'STAM TD' 606 'STAM LC' 619 

tr130712cl270618 'C10H' 'C10C10' 619 'STAM LC' 496 'STAM LC' 90 'STAM LC' 471 'STAM LC' 45 

tr130713cl130710 'C10H' 'C10C10' 488 'STAM HC' 185 'STAM TD' 438 'STAM LC' 453 'STAM LC' 279 

tr160610cl010911 'C9U' 'C9C23' 270 'STAM LC' 471 'C9A' 279 'STAM HC' 181 'STAM TD' 415 

tr160610cl020816 'C9U' 'C9C19' 471 'STAM LC' 181 'C9A' 270 'STAM TD' 278 'STAM TD' 487 

tr160610cl060716 'C9U' 'C9C23' 270 'STAM LC' 471 'C9A' 181 'STAM LC' 279 'STAM TD' 415 

tr160610cl070710 'C9U' 'C9C23' 471 'STAM LC' 278 'C9A' 270 'STAM HC' 279 'STAM HC' 181 

tr160610cl070711 'C9U' 'STAM LC' 270 'C9C23' 471 'STAM TD' 278 'C9A' 181 'STAM TD' 487 

tr160610cl070714 'C9U' 'C9C23' 270 'STAM LC' 471 'C9A' 181 'STAM LC' 279 'STAM TD' 540 

tr160610cl090713 'C9U' 'C9C23' 270 'STAM LC' 471 'C9A' 181 'STAM LC' 279 'STAM TD' 415 

tr160610cl090714 'C9U' 'C9C23' 270 'STAM LC' 471 'C9A' 181 'STAM LC' 279 'STAM TD' 415 

tr160610cl130710 'C9U' 'C9C23' 270 'STAM LC' 471 'C9A' 181 'STAM TD' 415 'STAM LC' 279 

tr160610cl130712 'C9U' 'C9C23' 270 'STAM LC' 471 'C9A' 181 'STAM LC' 279 'STAM TD' 415 

tr160610cl160610 'C9U' 'C9C23' 270 'STAM LC' 471 'C9A' 181 'STAM LC' 279 'STAM TD' 540 
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tr160610cl240814 'C9U' 'C9C23' 270 'STAM LC' 471 'C9A' 181 'STAM LC' 279 'STAM TD' 415 

tr160610cl240816 'C9U' 'C9C23' 270 'STAM LC' 471 'C9A' 181 'STAM LC' 279 'STAM TD' 415 

tr160610cl260713 'C9U' 'STAM LC' 270 'STAM LC' 471 'STAM HC' 181 'STAM LC' 83 'STAM TD' 545 

tr160611cl010911 'C9U' 'C9C10' 624 'STAM HC' 389 'STAM HC' 247 'STAM TD' 390 'STAM TD' 204 

tr160611cl020816 'C9U' 'C9C10' 624 'STAM LC' 389 'STAM HC' 247 'STAM HC' 634 'STAM TD' 390 

tr160611cl070710 'C9U' 'C9C10' 624 'STAM LC' 389 'STAM HC' 247 'STAM TD' 390 'STAM HC' 202 

tr160611cl070711 'C9U' 'STAM LC' 624 'STAM HC' 247 'STAM LC' 389 'STAM LC' 204 'STAM HC' 68 

tr160611cl070714 'C9U' 'STAM LC' 624 'STAM HC' 247 'STAM HC' 389 'STAM HC' 68 'STAM LC' 609 

tr160611cl090713 'C9U' 'C9C10' 247 'STAM HC' 68 'STAM HC' 624 'STAM HC' 202 'STAM TD' 204 

tr160611cl090714 'C9U' 'C9C14' 624 'STAM TD' 389 'STAM LC' 197 'STAM LC' 247 'STAM TD' 390 

tr160611cl130710 'C9U' 'C9C10' 624 'STAM LC' 389 'STAM HC' 247 'STAM HC' 390 'STAM TD' 634 

tr160611cl130712 'C9U' 'STAM LC' 624 'STAM LC' 247 'STAM LC' 563 'STAM LC' 21 'STAM TD' 204 

tr160611cl160610 'C9U' 'C9C19' 272 'STAM TD' 483 'C9A' 284 'STAM TD' 2 'STAM TD' 610 

tr160611cl160611 'C9U' 'C9C10' 247 'STAM HC' 68 'STAM HC' 624 'STAM HC' 202 'STAM HC' 487 

tr160611cl240814 'C9U' 'C9C10' 247 'STAM LC' 68 'STAM LC' 624 'STAM HC' 202 'STAM TD' 204 

tr160611cl240816 'C9U' 'C9C10' 624 'STAM LC' 389 'STAM HC' 247 'STAM TD' 390 'STAM TD' 204 

tr160611cl260713 'C9U' 'C9C10' 624 'STAM HC' 389 'STAM HC' 568 'STAM HC' 247 'STAM HC' 390 

tr190615cl010911 'C8W' 'C8C10' 422 'STAM LC' 18 'C8B' 526 'STAM HC' 427 'STAM LC' 33 

tr190615cl020816 'C8W' 'C8C10' 422 'STAM LC' 18 'C8B' 526 'STAM HC' 427 'STAM LC' 33 

tr190615cl070711 'C8W' 'STAM LC' 422 'C8C10' 18 'STAM LC' 427 'C8B' 136 'STAM LC' 409 

tr190615cl070714 'C8W' 'C8C10' 422 'STAM LC' 18 'C8B' 526 'STAM HC' 427 'STAM LC' 33 

tr190615cl090713 'C8W' 'STAM LC' 422 'STAM LC' 136 'C8D-DN' 112 'STAM LC' 18 'C8D' 254 

tr190615cl090714 'C8W' 'STAM LC' 341 'C8C10' 422 'STAM TD' 18 'C8A' 444 'STAM HC' 526 

tr190615cl130710 'C8W' 'STAM LC' 422 'C8C10' 18 'STAM LC' 427 'C8B' 519 'STAM HC' 280 

tr190615cl130712 'C8W' 'STAM TD' 492 'STAM LC' 422 'C8C1' 18 'STAM LC' 427 'STAM LC' 526 

tr190615cl160610 'C8W' 'STAM LC' 422 'C8C10' 18 'STAM LC' 427 'C8B' 519 'STAM HC' 280 

tr190615cl160611 'C8W' 'STAM LC' 422 'STAM TD' 18 'STAM TD' 526 'STAM HC' 427 'STAM LC' 119 

tr190615cl190615 'C8W' 'STAM LC' 422 'STAM LC' 136 'STAM LC' 444 'C8C1' 18 'STAM HC' 427 

tr190615cl240814 'C8W' 'STAM LC' 422 'C8C10' 18 'STAM LC' 427 'C8D' 519 'STAM HC' 280 
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tr190615cl240816 'C8W' 'STAM LC' 422 'C8C10' 18 'STAM LC' 427 'C8B' 519 'STAM HC' 280 

tr190615cl260713 'C8W' 'STAM LC' 422 'C8C10' 18 'STAM LC' 427 'C8D' 192 'STAM LC' 341 

tr190616cl010911 'C7Y' 'C7C2' 444 'STAM HC' 372 'C7BD' 49 'STAM TD' 143 'C7BH' 400 

tr190616cl020816 'C7Y' 'C7C2' 400 'STAM TD' 372 'STAM HC' 14 'C7BD' 164 'STAM HC' 143 

tr190616cl070714 'C7Y' 'C7C2' 400 'STAM TD' 372 'STAM TD' 135 'STAM TD' 14 'STAM LC' 385 

tr190616cl090713 'C7Y' 'C7C2' 400 'STAM TD' 372 'C7BD' 14 'STAM HC' 143 'STAM TD' 516 

tr190616cl090714 'C7Y' 'STAM TD' 400 'C7C2' 444 'STAM TD' 372 'STAM TD' 135 'STAM LC' 423 

tr190616cl130710 'C7Y' 'STAM HC' 221 'STAM TD' 444 'STAM TD' 400 'STAM LC' 378 'STAM LC' 268 

tr190616cl130712 'C7Y' 'C7C2' 400 'STAM TD' 372 'STAM LC' 135 'C7BD' 14 'STAM TD' 555 

tr190616cl160610 'C7Y' 'C7C2' 400 'STAM TD' 372 'C7BD' 14 'STAM LC' 135 'STAM LC' 423 

tr190616cl160611 'C7Y' 'STAM TD' 372 'STAM TD' 229 'STAM LC' 201 'STAM TD' 135 'C7C2' 423 

tr190616cl190616 'C7Y' 'C7C2' 400 'STAM TD' 135 'STAM TD' 372 'STAM TD' 14 'STAM TD' 436 

tr190616cl240814 'C7Y' 'STAM TD' 444 'STAM LC' 423 'C7G' 135 'STAM HC' 400 'STAM TD' 516 

tr190616cl240816 'C7Y' 'STAM TD' 444 'STAM TD' 516 'STAM LC' 423 'C7G' 135 'STAM HC' 385 

tr190616cl260713 'C7Y' 'C7C2' 400 'STAM HC' 372 'STAM HC' 135 'STAM TD' 516 'STAM LC' 385 

tr190618cl010911 'C5T' 'C5DL2' 194 'STAM TD' 165 'C5F-DA' 339 'STAM LC' 16 'STAM LC' 492 

tr190618cl020816 'C5T' 'STAM LC' 492 'STAM TD' 165 'C5F-DA' 337 'STAM LC' 16 'STAM LC' 435 

tr190618cl090713 'C5T' 'STAM TD' 165 'C5DL2' 325 'STAM HC' 4 'STAM LC' 36 'STAM LC' 194 

tr190618cl090714 'C5T' 'STAM TD' 165 'C5DL2' 492 'STAM LC' 4 'STAM LC' 194 'STAM LC' 16 

tr190618cl130710 'C5T' 'C5DL2' 194 'STAM TD' 165 'C5F-DA' 339 'STAM LC' 16 'STAM TD' 235 

tr190618cl130712 'C5T' 'STAM TD' 492 'STAM TD' 165 'C5F-DA' 194 'STAM LC' 16 'STAM TD' 455 

tr190618cl160610 'C5T' 'C5DL2' 325 'STAM TD' 165 'STAM LC' 337 'STAM LC' 460 'STAM HC' 4 

tr190618cl160611 'C5T' 'C5DL2' 325 'STAM TD' 165 'C5F-DA' 194 'STAM HC' 16 'STAM TD' 455 

tr190618cl190615 'C5T' 'STAM TD' 32 'C5DL2' 194 'STAM LC' 165 'STAM LC' 7 'STAM LC' 339 

tr190618cl190616 'C5T' 'C5DL2' 325 'STAM TD' 165 'STAM LC' 194 'STAM LC' 4 'STAM HC' 36 

tr190618cl190618 'C5T' 'STAM TD' 492 'STAM TD' 165 'C5F-DA' 194 'STAM HC' 455 'C5E' 16 

tr190618cl240814 'C5T' 'STAM TD' 165 'C5F-DA' 325 'STAM HC' 36 'C5A' 16 'STAM LC' 194 

tr190618cl240816 'C5T' 'STAM TD' 165 'C5F-DA' 325 'STAM HC' 36 'STAM HC' 16 'STAM TD' 312 

tr190618cl260713 'C5T' 'C5DL2' 194 'STAM TD' 165 'C5F-DA' 339 'STAM TD' 16 'STAM TD' 312 
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tr210611cl010911 'C7Y' 'STAM LC' 529 'STAM HC' 535 'STAM LC' 171 'STAM LC' 391 'STAM TD' 348 

tr210611cl020816 'C7Y' 'STAM LC' 529 'STAM HC' 535 'STAM LC' 391 'STAM TD' 348 'STAM HC' 171 

tr210611cl090714 'C7Y' 'STAM LC' 529 'STAM HC' 535 'STAM LC' 391 'STAM TD' 348 'STAM TD' 524 

tr210611cl130710 'C7Y' 'STAM LC' 529 'STAM HC' 535 'STAM LC' 391 'STAM TD' 348 'STAM TD' 524 

tr210611cl130712 'C7Y' 'STAM LC' 529 'STAM LC' 535 'STAM LC' 524 'STAM TD' 348 'STAM TD' 499 

tr210611cl160610 'C7Y' 'STAM LC' 529 'STAM HC' 535 'STAM LC' 524 'STAM LC' 391 'STAM TD' 348 

tr210611cl160611 'C7Y' 'STAM LC' 529 'STAM TD' 535 'STAM LC' 391 'STAM LC' 348 'STAM HC' 562 

tr210611cl190615 'C7Y' 'STAM LC' 529 'STAM LC' 391 'STAM HC' 348 'STAM TD' 188 'STAM LC' 171 

tr210611cl190616 'C7Y' 'STAM LC' 529 'STAM HC' 535 'STAM LC' 391 'STAM LC' 171 'STAM HC' 348 

tr210611cl190618 'C7Y' 'STAM HC' 535 'STAM LC' 524 'STAM LC' 529 'STAM TD' 391 'STAM TD' 188 

tr210611cl210611 'C7Y' 'STAM TD' 535 'STAM LC' 524 'STAM LC' 391 'STAM LC' 529 'STAM LC' 171 
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Complexity 
score 
before 
STAM 

Complexity 
after 1st 
STAM 

Complexity 
after 2nd 
STAM 

Complexity 
after 3rd 
STAM 

Complexity 
after 4th 
STAM 

Complexity 
after 5th 
STAM 

Weather 
Scenario 

5.94660008 5.40707322 5.08247426 4.91012997 4.23273631 4.10499995 4 

5.72462781 5.25274307 4.81853954 4.6695155 3.96871731 3.96110122 3 

5.56419038 5.28985315 4.69704185 4.45175692 4.35475961 4.28709425 3 

5.70563939 5.22174366 4.96743498 4.78690136 4.10140235 4.09161809 3 

5.7082881 5.22396146 4.96950728 4.88301322 4.23093187 4.10548849 2 

5.78074372 5.35105562 5.12534758 5.03533828 4.36720872 4.21556758 2 

5.75029509 5.36713533 4.95195509 4.54513195 4.02889145 4.01927374 3 

5.57802111 5.10969037 5.03482307 4.38704981 4.23909919 4.2714572 1 

5.83238674 5.32848979 5.05036536 4.8052492 4.16505368 4.09983832 2 

5.70733459 5.22328104 4.96897366 4.80818143 4.105504 4.09161809 2 

5.9074369 5.44890387 5.18965598 4.7171504 4.60211009 4.02155863 1 

6.07233789 5.60092685 5.05768565 4.77291328 3.98546992 4.03655927 4 

5.70730552 5.22325777 4.96895343 4.74680116 4.10549961 4.1023411 3 

5.72640738 5.24769804 4.99622448 4.74062027 4.57276301 4.02243055 2 

5.25079677 4.9206012 4.70782925 4.56272126 4.35903941 4.19442979 4 

5.29839693 4.97454941 4.7694767 4.61258368 4.59570445 4.45374415 3 

5.16489929 5.13578303 4.84136512 4.75092662 4.73727973 4.3267424 3 

5.32365912 5.00798763 4.88531595 4.66131222 4.68653678 4.53662324 2 

5.70388784 5.40898852 5.07515538 4.67274488 4.45030299 4.37107045 2 

5.70822992 5.61416482 5.55437331 5.23261633 5.16969037 4.95731321 2 

5.41276217 5.10501543 4.7570952 4.7141642 4.59837766 4.4052849 4 

5.33879518 5.06193266 4.70786217 4.63118597 4.30333935 4.24124555 2 

5.63581144 5.28011706 4.87954725 4.73508159 4.55196509 4.46790407 4 

5.30836842 5.03280996 4.80106602 4.78381532 4.65482615 4.59995037 2 

7.11131467 6.83511647 6.39304487 5.71647021 5.23544186 5.22519828 3 
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5.32658779 4.9893166 4.83084414 4.49113488 4.43190123 4.27973742 4 

5.24124521 4.92005057 4.61878346 4.57349963 4.44840073 4.30371945 3 

5.25699665 4.93678773 4.58591411 4.49294042 4.45018989 4.44636067 1 

6.07142642 5.71826592 5.42796649 5.38611119 5.16055448 5.10150439 3 

6.02492588 5.37836072 5.25908147 5.01994078 4.73875079 4.71605162 3 

6.00090527 5.17905416 5.03326286 4.72897273 4.71864916 4.71830298 3 

6.08225912 5.34556384 5.08706457 4.89499148 4.78569659 4.73468891 2 

6.00178536 5.21906463 4.94462602 4.68020124 4.63913436 4.62299468 2 

5.9004465 4.88161168 4.86049462 4.71749475 4.58930311 4.39801306 3 

6.06439297 5.10903647 5.01283846 4.90020508 4.81359636 4.69686041 1 

5.77507337 4.97861981 4.80349024 4.77370334 4.5847547 4.5173081 2 

6.00082315 5.17839378 5.03262962 4.74545808 4.73468891 4.71249436 2 

6.06493908 5.22469928 5.04237084 4.93925883 4.76369252 4.75311248 1 

6.01167633 5.19702818 5.05143933 4.74742693 4.73332588 4.70587059 2 

6.62686881 5.96632578 5.32396756 5.16397645 4.98788206 4.92312055 3 

5.93907926 5.16530629 5.01559835 4.85217002 4.80929069 4.55606939 2 

6.03958647 5.27011158 5.12640255 4.82178059 4.74346165 4.58467668 1 

6.84785769 6.21398849 5.95694538 5.63560222 5.43550676 5.42254407 4 

6.70110306 6.02890757 5.93610394 5.88982759 5.77884046 5.74400133 3 

6.74438193 6.11577879 6.05572981 5.86481717 5.47644598 5.28646654 3 

6.79180311 6.14846736 6.04231965 5.73403341 5.66682294 5.40959989 2 

6.67992944 6.09482318 5.71651652 5.38437797 5.49010977 4.97778415 2 

7.3495224 6.3951578 5.9963788 5.99050188 5.8660567 5.81506815 2 

6.84225138 6.10775583 5.72860468 5.59258014 5.20658164 5.00736803 4 

6.72318788 6.14976529 5.77989359 5.52033956 5.28223578 5.22607741 2 

6.44392514 5.87204697 5.77197348 5.6382261 5.1486054 5.03590343 4 

7.0787299 6.32078438 5.98522394 5.84678576 5.6723608 5.52057204 2 

6.74572262 6.01870227 5.90222676 5.57339956 5.54477104 5.43867172 4 

6.73398354 6.05835895 5.9865542 5.67712395 5.55000975 5.04984359 3 
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6.62219845 5.95420669 5.55901634 5.64855399 5.58491857 5.08793685 1 

7.19808591 6.69966659 6.50054723 6.32711185 6.02056461 5.94559337 4 

7.01980599 6.89520418 6.6719202 6.26500838 6.20286034 6.14201336 3 

7.16025553 6.90668277 6.67571413 6.57545127 6.39724808 6.14260338 3 

7.20057658 6.91689181 6.76839396 6.54188005 6.36949868 6.24879228 2 

7.16317645 6.92112341 6.79695537 6.55537337 6.41763242 6.07153433 2 

7.20802152 6.8623437 6.75670176 6.59534795 6.62934978 6.55200352 2 

7.02080422 6.79767799 6.66361183 6.55771073 6.48818182 6.44073874 2 

7.11445095 7.05694463 6.80588301 6.69431577 6.66439581 6.61442471 4 

7.36301833 6.97187897 6.61790045 6.60665852 6.52961242 6.33837315 2 

7.02213845 6.85091987 6.80330211 6.63706314 6.46244167 6.3166789 4 

7.19435487 6.83382972 6.68136647 6.51078684 6.40716727 6.14080852 2 

10.2354529 9.91305095 8.34850915 7.82993992 7.51140173 6.7878984 3 

7.29075254 7.07759905 6.89217451 6.61075756 6.35661645 6.1963583 3 

7.15944609 6.88397945 6.65233864 6.56140017 6.41738329 6.17347846 1 

7.14996989 6.8988088 6.51593385 6.21794116 5.83817969 5.61101027 3 

6.83261217 6.60994556 6.36268853 6.05608875 5.6409725 5.3942638 3 

6.71734308 6.54725511 6.24184972 5.67012392 5.56984006 5.39863826 2 

6.65875588 6.54920465 6.23803239 5.66822838 5.42942533 5.42546784 2 

6.70843285 6.51126975 6.24770472 5.68055745 5.45724989 5.39712583 2 

6.9799003 6.88198114 6.46856104 5.91843431 5.74433819 5.71037426 2 

6.80505026 6.58684037 6.35413127 5.82884701 5.79251251 5.7744585 2 

6.94843176 6.72663007 6.46459523 6.08981085 5.72580731 5.65412224 4 

6.8973703 6.65166366 6.43845682 6.01866993 5.71367728 5.49572679 2 

6.63699087 6.39454434 6.00345336 5.64691695 5.61705772 5.41832202 4 

6.87462295 6.65419878 6.43177565 5.97702356 5.81588511 5.49277553 2 

8.06428813 7.07890864 6.68223946 6.48909189 6.26846662 6.05993275 3 

6.69667863 6.42103842 6.19205173 5.74610598 5.72186377 5.63739779 4 

6.99531646 6.7596196 6.47569073 6.17349262 5.77051535 5.50981192 1 
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7.4461258 6.17024113 6.01102536 5.8904521 5.8228152 5.78707601 3 

7.32931373 6.10994516 6.01413749 5.72186386 5.67998999 5.5661005 3 

7.37769064 6.2025852 6.10299871 6.04210533 5.78537332 5.64841912 2 

7.33253623 5.94022899 5.75554927 5.69272658 5.58063382 5.37134317 2 

7.58346532 6.34268504 6.17898013 5.8065136 5.79355592 5.48841815 3 

7.34025692 6.00990812 5.57116834 5.56453309 5.58127562 5.39738104 2 

7.33253623 5.94022899 5.75554927 5.67894682 5.62449202 5.58063382 2 

7.25464262 5.99844538 5.89031645 5.67322365 5.66803589 5.42182613 2 

7.76971027 6.42494659 6.32292766 6.0647176 5.76293482 5.61309235 4 

7.35355789 6.17252651 5.74865811 5.55537883 5.4355132 5.31626889 2 

7.40348427 6.09656968 5.99013048 5.91709477 5.70104626 5.55595733 4 

7.51469159 6.22003982 6.08607596 5.7430653 5.73781428 5.55489784 2 

7.37307009 6.20816738 6.01439339 5.91033792 5.90081623 5.56679428 3 

7.47324045 6.13260778 6.0888037 5.71410289 5.64726236 5.32167332 1 

5.26854651 5.06703107 4.81014124 4.80052497 4.75999054 4.5252948 2 

8.20415874 7.08844798 6.51013534 5.4988357 5.24610866 5.18310044 3 

7.82771164 6.89316227 6.28103468 5.5018985 5.14976889 5.08944093 3 

7.99769144 6.89545439 6.28519736 5.53614999 5.20838287 5.12788037 2 

7.93825506 6.93723761 6.46942115 5.83303816 5.45450071 5.28575162 2 

7.80805326 6.60074289 6.09161602 5.83625615 5.33940012 5.17433181 3 

7.14927942 5.93373341 5.6125788 5.02799699 4.91698602 4.69037154 1 

4.74370239 3.8049006 3.63969677 3.43842278 3.41453091 3.33668059 2 

7.91050004 6.8733826 6.25121047 5.52679232 5.20877073 5.11653189 2 

7.90853982 6.88216865 6.27811109 5.56726435 5.25753796 5.15154462 2 

7.93569569 6.74015223 6.16450676 5.67943112 5.57289326 5.47875388 4 

7.80061752 6.62948967 6.041743 5.65430314 5.23032683 5.07628957 2 

7.86351323 7.00013708 6.40376028 5.49685698 5.2118849 5.1475064 4 

7.91369814 6.90488841 6.29039788 5.47090106 5.19687979 5.07007123 2 

7.91686021 6.92267523 6.6448967 6.28016661 6.08566654 5.85770046 3 
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7.95520939 6.8970218 6.28474252 5.50181696 5.19583753 5.08898038 1 

6.65338823 6.36469881 6.01387169 5.91699263 5.88324959 5.7323263 3 

6.43115102 6.08450108 5.85215395 5.820699 5.79886297 5.76309329 3 

6.19214002 5.84053331 5.84011456 5.78892082 5.75595962 5.40965263 2 

6.49173766 6.23265924 5.87586346 5.8702288 5.68280332 5.49544239 2 

6.26227706 6.0131999 5.85961726 5.75092251 5.47062367 5.44707609 3 

6.37137401 6.14336624 5.77525904 5.51723168 5.3793248 5.37268798 1 

6.4701001 6.11505635 5.91577115 5.6565974 5.52554759 5.41663861 2 

6.9249904 6.62650022 6.18431026 5.78257322 5.77321281 5.66325421 2 

6.10993106 5.91277917 5.87735222 5.85118796 5.6067294 5.48902786 4 

6.22826147 5.98736037 5.82791156 5.79810483 5.85792093 5.56775261 2 

6.5663163 6.08930752 5.86027566 5.84627076 5.80699682 5.7666101 4 

6.31228827 6.07163274 5.79889368 5.50477716 5.46415988 5.459994 2 

11.8047977 10.8779721 10.380631 9.9749091 8.98397528 8.00560592 3 

6.41064424 6.06174617 5.80052609 5.78909116 5.72781533 5.40272738 1 

7.00121922 6.4076827 6.20044751 5.99525412 5.75941374 5.72377042 3 

7.1350541 6.3918131 6.18193504 6.03072587 5.97798409 5.70939237 3 

7.19792752 6.64112869 6.4620493 6.03099682 5.63324331 5.63324331 2 

7.09758088 6.14070413 5.92158216 5.89216384 5.86705104 5.59107307 2 

7.38792831 6.47452258 6.28995441 6.24680701 6.04771556 5.75787146 3 

7.40649641 6.55843395 6.54700511 6.34974309 6.15798066 5.99209791 1 

7.25156002 6.52533569 6.10956723 5.96056712 5.86537613 5.79123486 2 

7.28355377 6.20700374 6.12603764 5.90986795 5.88227001 5.65146988 2 

7.17070567 6.50347373 6.28393298 6.08862539 5.98111749 5.75237632 4 

7.1652286 6.63914531 6.19791767 5.98292844 5.95299599 5.74616107 2 

7.1155729 6.48957806 6.29016546 6.07674607 5.90176347 5.64521801 4 

7.05365082 6.46276021 6.36576151 6.09689216 5.89160985 5.80617538 2 

10.7047005 9.6794301 9.30322406 8.34021178 8.09554847 7.98189291 3 

7.24501467 6.28735491 6.28735491 5.98467463 5.63686055 5.54499716 1 
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7.24964907 6.69183242 6.45036623 6.30688833 6.28784084 6.00055869 3 

7.4937377 6.96475353 6.71146442 6.28784084 6.25567761 5.95215313 3 

7.6574538 7.57840196 6.83679961 6.60707135 6.59536553 6.27137698 2 

7.05781039 7.05080454 6.47229762 6.10931554 6.08883944 5.88628466 2 

7.82813734 7.22244157 6.97057739 6.45581352 6.28794705 6.04575265 3 

7.79811445 7.59203757 6.92197702 6.58564645 6.52038887 6.24620878 1 

8.36801128 8.04309856 7.38724369 7.15223083 6.62101589 6.1565966 2 

7.76951805 7.25063795 7.00315004 6.45540934 6.27684807 6.01725045 2 

7.56987281 7.055495 6.80762554 6.58518372 6.27913533 5.98191161 1 

8.08469814 7.75472618 7.21372463 6.73146161 6.47314917 6.30554991 2 

7.21381385 6.65243875 6.43600616 6.40455893 6.21996908 5.96338146 4 

7.6705033 7.64473148 6.85156722 6.59875914 6.59319341 6.59155026 2 

10.2069832 8.74013755 7.65087216 7.59879153 7.31122725 7.03890265 3 

7.80658894 7.39585574 7.1516723 6.73444114 6.331302 6.28784084 1 

7.28734373 6.47346196 6.22441524 5.81034691 5.61992662 5.52262992 2 

8.87002506 7.97840038 7.60668064 6.96802855 6.55230482 6.4425364 4 

10.146152 8.92182521 8.54405546 7.57921175 7.154468 7.00908206 3 

8.42926699 7.75828803 7.40187993 6.62060709 6.5315466 6.40273531 3 

8.48136654 7.86133274 7.41746475 6.53463054 6.47114203 6.42912896 2 

8.15755956 7.51319438 7.01119571 6.7570843 6.31997502 6.03226118 2 

8.45892485 7.54470526 7.18152227 6.72893291 6.6408793 6.51287542 3 

9.16171081 8.28509951 7.90942797 7.09180745 7.00278327 6.87282595 1 

8.76416789 7.90120931 7.5383995 6.90070216 6.81349203 6.68592486 2 

8.97082216 8.12441832 7.7650744 7.05629774 6.92424717 6.83115011 2 

8.52715378 7.82158826 7.45614851 6.72936946 6.64134865 6.51479089 1 

8.54481837 7.84368627 7.47956099 6.74512135 6.65704638 6.54729074 2 

8.74387127 7.91498779 7.54617492 6.86885193 6.78262501 6.65328466 4 

8.52417551 7.82510957 7.45850187 6.71746831 6.62908874 6.50251605 3 

8.33454587 7.73054113 7.25821591 6.96938789 6.72717796 6.71919745 2 
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7.9520108 7.20258068 6.8402754 6.66307489 6.51985421 6.42051879 4 

7.94966313 7.05309817 6.69675291 6.63042096 6.50985909 6.32368704 3 

7.92060711 7.22409102 6.86707658 6.68242241 6.4992799 6.4114708 2 

7.66392492 7.52252547 7.27427547 7.01409691 6.86590547 6.85296721 2 

7.99870312 7.8545128 7.59723746 7.18262734 7.02864999 6.60029483 3 

7.71722676 6.92148213 6.79471425 6.77797309 6.65707818 6.3485669 1 

7.68165107 7.06514664 7.04668921 6.72842252 6.54001961 6.35001752 2 

7.8615376 7.15922252 6.8009235 6.61593685 6.53856529 6.5383972 2 

8.23131564 8.09329442 7.84722586 6.86231811 6.75880218 6.75345624 1 

9.88233949 8.32301081 8.00797468 7.54105259 7.39977868 6.95849913 2 

8.06642248 7.31221783 7.16774704 6.99820402 6.58425779 6.42022727 2 

7.80942594 7.10266142 6.96846838 6.79319944 6.5413522 6.43230833 4 

7.8615376 7.15922252 6.8009235 6.61593685 6.48190415 6.37990271 3 

7.75469858 7.22449072 6.87314064 6.85905663 6.66882742 6.47744094 2 

6.05446997 5.81365006 5.66567536 5.30081931 5.00899147 4.93496307 4 

6.14319311 5.87009427 5.72885563 5.2374017 4.95619658 4.88351996 3 

6.22286927 5.98288478 5.78718037 5.50270248 5.05088924 4.93104349 2 

6.22850223 5.98935381 5.8421087 5.4129771 5.12466842 5.05132519 3 

6.01561325 5.78348741 5.18161468 4.33247236 4.33190416 4.28508866 1 

6.67228691 6.13752482 5.72455077 5.6316456 4.80319526 4.72191936 2 

6.09464797 5.8564213 5.73492712 5.45490445 4.90613763 4.88690252 2 

6.55638904 6.21676784 5.96756844 5.86108892 5.41830531 5.10983225 1 

6.07832665 5.83993362 5.73539723 5.45536578 4.86288402 4.86815027 2 

6.07212359 5.83557406 5.73713623 5.58491891 5.31232932 5.26881501 2 

6.4575943 6.22515574 5.38503607 5.2226429 5.0980426 4.71955811 2 

6.10662721 5.85825064 5.72657393 5.44300339 4.86554142 4.79433932 4 

6.0917084 5.85409416 5.7242688 5.4442323 4.90848309 4.84277573 3 

6.09885392 5.85904171 5.73477002 5.45318144 4.91802656 4.69618974 2 

5.81504639 5.61447289 5.60964296 5.0992595 5.19953082 5.23149089 4 
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7.39725983 6.64405451 6.08032346 5.71453409 5.66167782 5.33968846 3 

5.569764 5.27650551 5.0703204 4.91642668 4.85565368 4.80167751 3 

6.004047 5.76346992 5.39049467 4.86504635 4.82291178 4.61092688 1 

5.60841316 5.50251176 5.39069783 5.20489111 5.05191729 5.03459982 2 

5.9182301 5.46482327 5.11615147 5.01054804 5.00005995 4.93852904 2 

5.60453563 5.43737143 5.15286317 5.08129873 4.83690217 4.88130394 1 

5.67101661 5.51831924 5.15988896 4.91770266 4.81646916 4.7823483 2 

5.60495123 5.11042815 5.01010096 4.93811766 4.916104 4.74482098 2 

5.61975483 5.26585188 5.22017618 4.83903943 4.83632666 4.54892345 4 

5.40241272 5.19332837 5.01698308 4.7423925 4.57990284 4.43272375 4 

5.37584537 5.00371472 4.93944887 4.92878784 4.55846297 4.52374632 3 

5.37456028 5.17416294 5.14938415 4.76899078 4.62050282 4.56144584 2 

5.05715798 4.70802038 4.51781133 4.09927142 3.84639705 3.81857198 4 

6.24934148 5.35464494 5.30186131 4.44235872 4.19073943 4.19289582 3 

5.16871903 4.93884659 4.21878578 4.00261303 3.96860831 3.95466558 1 

5.07669497 4.99506311 4.12133548 4.07035234 3.9722945 3.86098205 2 

4.93072195 4.90462722 4.3437659 4.12357682 3.93705405 3.84750289 2 

5.02247933 4.90613657 4.86778128 4.05428008 4.03085183 3.94553632 1 

5.0104465 4.88051334 4.30819607 4.04573473 4.04398015 3.97826288 2 

5.12816355 5.01151973 4.51910326 4.16293434 4.02427575 3.89869387 2 

4.99083655 4.83606359 4.4364837 4.26430391 4.1817003 4.06403847 2 

5.13431648 5.07544966 4.49413112 4.04497692 3.95406237 3.87840508 4 

5.12469397 4.96815755 4.95411981 4.13467286 4.10540047 4.00062288 2 

5.08612586 5.01978926 4.22913235 4.1256539 3.93062485 3.71560689 4 

5.02501384 5.0143793 4.16836817 4.07041657 3.91246304 3.90742668 3 

5.03405745 4.51868007 4.412078 4.07931688 3.69179942 3.66640762 2 

7.84427011 7.18031295 6.75362322 6.31521699 5.91249702 5.6088781 4 

7.73485616 7.09619064 6.70134995 6.27089569 5.8908297 5.61239256 3 

7.96542693 7.23940635 6.85356775 6.42587424 6.02574553 6.01675514 2 
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7.83654062 7.16394008 6.77228059 6.34266994 5.94612277 5.85248822 2 

8.82367784 8.19670515 7.09648583 6.82213275 6.61530003 6.41845461 1 

8.01782866 7.30532218 6.88264692 6.54243674 6.11167801 5.74720349 2 

8.08191924 7.35925266 7.10474053 6.62750527 6.27993934 6.14635112 2 

7.12234233 6.2731875 5.88198082 5.68775392 5.57308059 5.48195331 2 

7.68886891 7.08883225 6.68884339 6.27317478 5.79231272 5.7028082 4 

7.09381689 6.76942057 6.48552556 5.86713299 5.63456632 5.45676903 2 

7.67850504 7.43627471 7.20731129 6.81629515 6.14495119 5.73682573 4 
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Appendix 7 - STAM results for traffic-weather scenarios with 1st new indicator 

Traffic scenario Configu-
ration 
before 
STAM 

1st STAM Targe-
ted AC 
from 
list 

2nd STAM Targe-
ted AC 
from 
list 

3rd STAM Targe-
ted AC 
from 
list 

4th STAM Tar-
gete
d AC 
from 
list 

5th STAM Targe-
ted AC 
from 
list 

tr010911cl010911 'C7Y' 'STAM LC' 524 'STAM LC' 465 'STAM LC' 381 'C7C1' 520 'STAM HC' 287 

tr010911cl020716 'C7Y' 'STAM LC' 524 'STAM TD' 520 'STAM LC' 381 'C7C1' 355 'STAM TD' 39 

tr010911cl020816 'C7Y' 'C7C1' 395 'STAM LC' 242 'STAM LC' 180 'STAM TD' 84 'STAM HC' 292 

tr010911cl060716 'C7Y' 'STAM LC' 524 'STAM LC' 465 'STAM LC' 381 'C7C1' 520 'STAM HC' 287 

tr010911cl070710 'C7Y' 'STAM LC' 524 'STAM LC' 465 'STAM LC' 381 'C7C2' 520 'STAM HC' 287 

tr010911cl070711 'C7Y' 'STAM LC' 524 'STAM LC' 465 'STAM LC' 381 'C7C5' 539 'STAM HC' 39 

tr010911cl070714 'C7Y' 'STAM LC' 524 'STAM LC' 252 'STAM TD' 520 'C7C5' 539 'STAM TD' 372 

tr010911cl090713 'C7Y' 'STAM LC' 524 'STAM LC' 465 'C7C2' 349 'STAM TD' 381 'STAM LC' 177 

tr010911cl090714 'C7Y' 'STAM LC' 524 'STAM LC' 465 'STAM LC' 381 'C7C5' 520 'STAM HC' 287 

tr010911cl130710 'C7Y' 'STAM LC' 524 'STAM LC' 465 'STAM LC' 381 'C7C1' 520 'STAM TD' 287 

tr010911cl130712 'C7Y' 'STAM LC' 524 'STAM LC' 465 'STAM TD' 520 'STAM LC' 381 'C7C5' 355 

tr010911cl240814 'C7Y' 'STAM LC' 524 'STAM TD' 520 'STAM LC' 465 'C7C1' 355 'STAM HC' 514 

tr010911cl240816 'C7Y' 'STAM LC' 524 'STAM LC' 465 'STAM LC' 381 'C7C1' 520 'STAM TD' 287 

tr010911cl260713 'C7Y' 'STAM LC' 524 'STAM LC' 465 'STAM LC' 381 'STAM TD' 520 'C7C5' 355 

tr020716cl010911 'C7Y' 'STAM TD' 196 'STAM TD' 504 'STAM LC' 118 'C7C1' 397 'STAM HC' 267 

tr020716cl020716 'C7Y' 'STAM TD' 196 'STAM LC' 118 'STAM TD' 504 'STAM LC' 397 'STAM TD' 349 

tr020716cl020816 'C7Y' 'STAM LC' 421 'STAM TD' 196 'STAM HC' 397 'STAM LC' 118 'STAM TD' 504 

tr020716cl160610 'C7Y' 'STAM TD' 196 'STAM TD' 504 'C7C1' 211 'STAM TD' 432 'STAM LC' 60 

tr020716cl160611 'C7Y' 'STAM TD' 196 'STAM TD' 504 'STAM TD' 320 'STAM LC' 118 'STAM TD' 402 

tr020716cl190615 'C7Y' 'STAM TD' 196 'STAM LC' 414 'STAM LC' 118 'STAM HC' 397 'STAM TD' 504 

tr020716cl190616 'C7Y' 'STAM TD' 196 'STAM TD' 504 'STAM TD' 401 'STAM HC' 397 'STAM LC' 118 

tr020716cl190618 'C7Y' 'STAM TD' 196 'STAM HC' 401 'STAM LC' 118 'C7C1' 397 'STAM LC' 485 
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tr020716cl210611 'C7Y' 'STAM TD' 196 'STAM TD' 401 'STAM TD' 504 'STAM TD' 211 'STAM TD' 185 

tr020716cl220611 'C7Y' 'STAM TD' 196 'STAM TD' 401 'STAM LC' 397 'STAM TD' 349 'STAM LC' 118 

tr020716cl220616 'C7Y' 'STAM TD' 196 'STAM HC' 435 'STAM TD' 355 'STAM TD' 284 'STAM HC' 397 

tr020716cl240814 'C7Y' 'STAM TD' 196 'STAM LC' 118 'STAM TD' 504 'STAM TD' 185 'STAM TD' 211 

tr020716cl240816 'C7Y' 'STAM TD' 196 'STAM TD' 504 'STAM LC' 118 'C7C1' 397 'STAM TD' 349 

tr020716cl270618 'C7Y' 'STAM TD' 196 'STAM TD' 504 'STAM TD' 185 'STAM LC' 397 'STAM LC' 118 

tr020816cl020716 'C7S' 'C7BD' 508 'STAM TD' 138 'STAM LC' 349 'STAM LC' 121 'STAM TD' 507 

tr020816cl020816 'C7S' 'C7BD' 508 'STAM TD' 108 'STAM LC' 121 'STAM HC' 502 'STAM LC' 478 

tr020816cl060716 'C7S' 'C7D' 508 'STAM LC' 478 'STAM LC' 121 'STAM TD' 138 'STAM LC' 174 

tr020816cl070710 'C7S' 'C7D' 508 'STAM HC' 478 'STAM LC' 138 'STAM LC' 121 'STAM LC' 174 

tr020816cl070711 'C7S' 'C7D' 508 'STAM HC' 478 'STAM LC' 138 'STAM LC' 349 'STAM LC' 121 

tr020816cl070714 'C7S' 'C7D' 508 'STAM HC' 478 'STAM LC' 349 'STAM LC' 174 'STAM LC' 121 

tr020816cl090713 'C7S' 'C7D' 508 'STAM LC' 478 'STAM LC' 349 'STAM LC' 138 'STAM LC' 174 

tr020816cl090714 'C7S' 'C7D' 508 'STAM LC' 478 'STAM HC' 138 'STAM LC' 349 'STAM TD' 9 

tr020816cl130710 'C7S' 'C7D' 508 'STAM LC' 478 'STAM LC' 121 'STAM LC' 174 'STAM LC' 349 

tr020816cl130712 'C7S' 'C7D' 508 'STAM HC' 478 'STAM LC' 340 'STAM LC' 349 'STAM HC' 121 

tr020816cl220611 'C7S' 'C7D' 508 'STAM LC' 478 'STAM LC' 121 'STAM TD' 138 'STAM LC' 174 

tr020816cl220616 'C7S' 'STAM TD' 120 'C7D' 508 'STAM LC' 478 'STAM LC' 325 'STAM LC' 121 

tr020816cl260713 'C7S' 'C7D' 508 'STAM LC' 478 'STAM LC' 138 'STAM LC' 349 'STAM LC' 121 

tr020816cl270618 'C7S' 'C7D' 508 'STAM LC' 478 'STAM LC' 121 'STAM LC' 368 'STAM HC' 488 

tr060716cl010911 'C7Y-DN' 'C7C2' 207 'STAM LC' 169 'STAM HC' 354 'C7D' 588 'STAM TD' 317 

tr060716cl020716 'C7Y-DN' 'C7C2' 169 'STAM TD' 588 'C7BD' 207 'STAM TD' 105 'STAM HC' 354 

tr060716cl060716 'C7Y-DN' 'C7C2' 169 'STAM TD' 588 'C7D' 207 'STAM LC' 197 'STAM HC' 354 

tr060716cl160610 'C7Y-DN' 'C7C2' 207 'STAM TD' 588 'STAM LC' 169 'C7BD' 354 'STAM HC' 1 

tr060716cl160611 'C7Y-DN' 'C7C1' 207 'STAM LC' 169 'STAM HC' 354 'STAM HC' 317 'C7A' 476 

tr060716cl190615 'C7Y-DN' 'C7C2' 169 'STAM LC' 1 'C7A' 444 'STAM TD' 317 'STAM HC' 354 

tr060716cl190616 'C7Y-DN' 'C7C1' 207 'STAM LC' 169 'STAM HC' 354 'C7A' 476 'STAM HC' 309 

tr060716cl190618 'C7Y-DN' 'C7C1' 207 'STAM LC' 169 'STAM HC' 354 'C7A' 476 'STAM TD' 317 

tr060716cl210611 'C7Y-DN' 'C7C1' 207 'STAM HC' 317 'STAM LC' 354 'C7A' 274 'STAM LC' 440 
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tr060716cl220611 'C7Y-DN' 'C7C2' 207 'STAM LC' 169 'C7BD' 354 'STAM HC' 1 'STAM LC' 440 

tr060716cl240814 'C7Y-DN' 'C7C2' 207 'STAM TD' 588 'STAM LC' 169 'STAM HC' 354 'C7BD' 146 

tr060716cl240816 'C7Y-DN' 'C7C2' 207 'STAM TD' 580 'STAM LC' 169 'STAM HC' 354 'C7A' 476 

tr060716cl270618 'C7Y-DN' 'C7C1' 207 'STAM LC' 169 'STAM TD' 317 'STAM LC' 440 'C7A' 274 

tr070710cl010911 'C9U' 'STAM HC' 471 'C9C23' 536 'STAM LC' 596 'C9A' 409 'STAM HC' 438 

tr070710cl020716 'C9U' 'STAM LC' 471 'C9C10' 536 'STAM LC' 596 'STAM LC' 587 'C9A' 438 

tr070710cl060716 'C9U' 'STAM HC' 471 'STAM TD' 536 'C9C23' 43 'STAM HC' 596 'C9A' 409 

tr070710cl070710 'C9U' 'STAM HC' 131 'C9C23' 471 'STAM HC' 596 'STAM HC' 548 'STAM TD' 259 

tr070710cl160610 'C9U' 'STAM TD' 427 'C9C23' 536 'STAM HC' 596 'STAM LC' 471 'C9A' 451 

tr070710cl160611 'C9U' 'STAM HC' 427 'C9C19' 536 'STAM LC' 596 'C9B' 444 'STAM LC' 259 

tr070710cl190615 'C9U' 'STAM HC' 596 'STAM LC' 536 'STAM HC' 471 'STAM TD' 622 'STAM TD' 559 

tr070710cl190616 'C9U' 'STAM TD' 451 'STAM LC' 536 'STAM LC' 131 'STAM HC' 471 'C9C23' 367 

tr070710cl190618 'C9U' 'STAM HC' 471 'STAM LC' 536 'STAM LC' 445 'STAM LC' 596 'STAM HC' 548 

tr070710cl210611 'C9U' 'STAM TD' 259 'STAM TD' 131 'C9C23' 596 'STAM TD' 153 'C9A' 471 

tr070710cl220611 'C9U' 'STAM HC' 131 'C9C19' 596 'STAM HC' 300 'STAM LC' 471 'C9A' 407 

tr070710cl220616 'C9U' 'STAM HC' 536 'STAM LC' 458 'STAM HC' 621 'STAM TD' 623 'STAM LC' 34 

tr070710cl240816 'C9U' 'STAM LC' 255 'STAM HC' 471 'C9C23' 536 'STAM HC' 596 'C9A' 548 

tr070710cl270618 'C9U' 'STAM HC' 471 'STAM LC' 536 'C9C23' 596 'STAM HC' 117 'C9A' 409 

tr070711cl020716 'C9U' 'STAM HC' 619 'C9C1' 610 'STAM HC' 139 'C9A' 78 'STAM TD' 590 

tr070711cl060716 'C9U' 'STAM HC' 619 'C9C1' 610 'STAM HC' 139 'STAM HC' 78 'STAM TD' 348 

tr070711cl070710 'C9U' 'STAM HC' 619 'C9C1' 445 'STAM LC' 610 'STAM HC' 139 'STAM LC' 392 

tr070711cl070711 'C9U' 'STAM HC' 619 'C9C1' 445 'STAM LC' 610 'STAM HC' 139 'STAM LC' 392 

tr070711cl160610 'C9U' 'STAM TD' 619 'C9C1' 412 'STAM TD' 610 'STAM HC' 175 'STAM HC' 165 

tr070711cl160611 'C9U' 'STAM HC' 619 'C9C1' 149 'STAM LC' 610 'STAM LC' 139 'STAM TD' 407 

tr070711cl190615 'C9U' 'STAM TD' 610 'C9C1' 401 'STAM TD' 619 'STAM LC' 348 'STAM HC' 258 

tr070711cl190616 'C9U' 'STAM TD' 610 'C9C1' 619 'STAM TD' 348 'STAM TD' 471 'STAM HC' 148 

tr070711cl190618 'C9U' 'STAM HC' 619 'STAM TD' 610 'C9C1' 445 'STAM HC' 78 'STAM TD' 165 

tr070711cl210611 'C9U' 'C9C1' 445 'STAM TD' 619 'C9A' 412 'STAM TD' 590 'STAM LC' 255 

tr070711cl220611 'C9U' 'STAM HC' 619 'STAM TD' 610 'C9C1' 348 'STAM LC' 401 'STAM HC' 78 
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tr070711cl220616 'C9U' 'C9C1' 149 'STAM TD' 457 'STAM TD' 392 'STAM HC' 178 'STAM TD' 407 

tr070711cl240814 'C9U' 'STAM HC' 619 'C9C1' 412 'STAM LC' 610 'STAM TD' 471 'STAM TD' 629 

tr070711cl270618 'C9U' 'STAM HC' 619 'C9C1' 610 'STAM HC' 139 'STAM HC' 78 'STAM TD' 348 

tr070714cl020716 'C9U' 'C9C1' 505 'STAM LC' 439 'STAM LC' 415 'STAM LC' 423 'STAM TD' 3 

tr070714cl060716 'C9U' 'C9C23' 505 'STAM LC' 3 'STAM LC' 423 'STAM LC' 439 'STAM LC' 276 

tr070714cl070710 'C9U' 'C9C23' 423 'STAM LC' 53 'STAM LC' 344 'C9A' 3 'STAM HC' 356 

tr070714cl070711 'C9U' 'C9C1' 505 'STAM LC' 439 'STAM LC' 423 'STAM LC' 3 'STAM HC' 514 

tr070714cl070714 'C9U' 'C9C1' 423 'STAM LC' 344 'STAM LC' 439 'STAM TD' 356 'STAM HC' 271 

tr070714cl160610 'C9U' 'C9C10' 505 'STAM LC' 439 'STAM LC' 3 'C9A' 528 'STAM HC' 432 

tr070714cl160611 'C9U' 'C9C1' 505 'STAM LC' 439 'STAM HC' 423 'STAM LC' 3 'STAM LC' 344 

tr070714cl190615 'C9U' 'C9C1' 28 'STAM LC' 505 'STAM TD' 34 'STAM LC' 439 'STAM LC' 3 

tr070714cl190616 'C9U' 'C9C23' 423 'STAM LC' 505 'STAM LC' 344 'C9A' 528 'STAM TD' 356 

tr070714cl190618 'C9U' 'C9C10' 423 'STAM LC' 344 'STAM HC' 356 'STAM TD' 166 'STAM TD' 505 

tr070714cl210611 'C9U' 'C9C23' 344 'STAM LC' 505 'STAM LC' 3 'STAM LC' 423 'STAM HC' 409 

tr070714cl220611 'C9U' 'C9C23' 423 'STAM LC' 344 'C9A' 3 'STAM HC' 356 'STAM TD' 505 

tr070714cl220616 'C9U' 'C9F-DN' 505 'STAM LC' 439 'STAM LC' 528 'C9A' 61 'STAM LC' 423 

tr070714cl270618 'C9U' 'C9C23' 423 'STAM LC' 344 'C9A' 3 'STAM HC' 356 'STAM LC' 505 

tr070716cl220611 'C8I' 'STAM HC' 329 'STAM TD' 451 'STAM TD' 110 'STAM LC' 357 'STAM LC' 497 

tr090713cl020716 'C8I' 'C8C1' 234 'STAM TD' 74 'C8A' 408 'STAM TD' 222 'STAM HC' 33 

tr090713cl060716 'C8I' 'C8C1' 234 'STAM TD' 74 'C8A' 408 'STAM TD' 222 'STAM LC' 237 

tr090713cl070710 'C8I' 'C8C1' 234 'STAM TD' 74 'C8A' 408 'STAM TD' 222 'STAM LC' 237 

tr090713cl070711 'C8I' 'C8C1' 234 'STAM HC' 408 'C8A' 74 'STAM TD' 222 'STAM HC' 33 

tr090713cl070714 'C8I' 'C8C1' 234 'STAM HC' 408 'C8A' 74 'STAM LC' 265 'STAM LC' 118 

tr090713cl090713 'C8I' 'C8C1' 237 'STAM LC' 384 'C8D-DN' 33 'STAM LC' 118 'STAM LC' 164 

tr090713cl090714 'C8I' 'C8C10' 576 'STAM TD' 211 'C8D-DN' 425 'STAM TD' 420 'STAM TD' 232 

tr090713cl160611 'C8I' 'C8C1' 234 'STAM TD' 74 'C8A' 408 'STAM TD' 222 'STAM LC' 237 

tr090713cl190615 'C8I' 'C8C1' 234 'STAM TD' 74 'C8A' 408 'STAM TD' 222 'STAM LC' 237 

tr090713cl190616 'C8I' 'C8C1' 234 'STAM TD' 74 'C8A' 408 'STAM HC' 222 'STAM LC' 237 

tr090713cl190618 'C8I' 'C8C1' 234 'STAM TD' 74 'C8A' 408 'STAM TD' 222 'STAM LC' 33 
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tr090713cl210611 'C8I' 'C8C1' 234 'STAM TD' 74 'C8A' 408 'STAM TD' 222 'STAM HC' 33 

tr090713cl220611 'C8I' 'C8C1' 234 'STAM TD' 74 'C8A' 408 'STAM TD' 222 'STAM LC' 237 

tr090713cl220616 'C8I' 'C8C1' 234 'STAM TD' 74 'C8BF' 211 'STAM HC' 408 'C8B' 237 

tr090713cl270618 'C8I' 'C8C1' 234 'STAM TD' 74 'C8A' 408 'STAM TD' 222 'STAM LC' 237 

tr090714cl020716 'C8I' 'STAM TD' 415 'STAM TD' 366 'STAM LC' 402 'STAM LC' 568 'STAM HC' 253 

tr090714cl060716 'C8I' 'STAM TD' 366 'STAM TD' 415 'STAM TD' 253 'STAM LC' 402 'STAM HC' 490 

tr090714cl070710 'C8I' 'STAM TD' 366 'STAM HC' 253 'STAM LC' 402 'C8C1' 568 'STAM LC' 406 

tr090714cl070711 'C8I' 'STAM TD' 415 'STAM TD' 366 'STAM LC' 402 'STAM HC' 253 'C8C1' 568 

tr090714cl070714 'C8I' 'STAM TD' 415 'STAM TD' 366 'STAM HC' 253 'C8C1' 475 'STAM TD' 406 

tr090714cl090713 'C8I' 'STAM TD' 415 'STAM TD' 366 'STAM LC' 402 'C8C1' 568 'STAM TD' 406 

tr090714cl090714 'C8I' 'STAM TD' 366 'STAM TD' 415 'STAM LC' 406 'STAM LC' 402 'C8BFDN' 253 

tr090714cl190615 'C8I' 'STAM TD' 415 'STAM HC' 467 'STAM TD' 402 'STAM TD' 119 'STAM TD' 366 

tr090714cl190616 'C8I' 'STAM TD' 415 'STAM LC' 475 'STAM TD' 366 'STAM HC' 253 'STAM LC' 568 

tr090714cl190618 'C8I' 'STAM TD' 415 'STAM TD' 366 'STAM TD' 253 'STAM LC' 568 'STAM HC' 490 

tr090714cl210611 'C8I' 'STAM TD' 402 'STAM TD' 415 'STAM TD' 253 'STAM TD' 366 'STAM HC' 490 

tr090714cl220611 'C8I' 'STAM TD' 415 'STAM TD' 366 'C8C1' 568 'STAM TD' 537 'STAM HC' 253 

tr090714cl220616 'C8I' 'STAM TD' 537 'STAM HC' 528 'STAM HC' 557 'STAM LC' 413 'STAM TD' 415 

tr090714cl270618 'C8I' 'STAM TD' 366 'STAM TD' 415 'STAM TD' 253 'STAM LC' 402 'STAM HC' 490 

tr130710cl020716 'C10H' 'C10C10' 656 'STAM TD' 624 'STAM LC' 564 'STAM TD' 498 'STAM LC' 506 

tr130710cl060716 'C10H' 'C10C10' 656 'STAM TD' 624 'STAM LC' 564 'STAM HC' 637 'STAM TD' 498 

tr130710cl070710 'C10H' 'C10C10' 624 'STAM TD' 56 'STAM LC' 142 'STAM HC' 637 'STAM TD' 82 

tr130710cl070711 'C10H' 'C10C10' 212 'STAM LC' 564 'STAM TD' 417 'STAM LC' 589 'STAM HC' 637 

tr130710cl070714 'C10H' 'C10C10' 656 'STAM TD' 624 'STAM HC' 637 'STAM LC' 564 'STAM TD' 498 

tr130710cl090713 'C10H' 'C10C10' 212 'STAM TD' 624 'STAM HC' 637 'STAM LC' 564 'STAM TD' 498 

tr130710cl090714 'C10H' 'C10C10' 624 'STAM TD' 498 'STAM TD' 19 'STAM HC' 637 'STAM LC' 564 

tr130710cl130710 'C10H' 'C10C10' 656 'STAM TD' 19 'STAM LC' 212 'STAM HC' 637 'STAM LC' 564 

tr130710cl190616 'C10H' 'C10C10' 656 'STAM TD' 624 'STAM LC' 564 'STAM TD' 498 'STAM HC' 637 

tr130710cl190618 'C10H' 'C10C10' 624 'STAM TD' 498 'STAM LC' 564 'STAM TD' 19 'STAM HC' 637 

tr130710cl210611 'C10H' 'C10C10' 624 'STAM TD' 19 'STAM LC' 564 'STAM TD' 498 'STAM HC' 637 
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tr130710cl220611 'C10H' 'C10C10' 656 'STAM TD' 624 'STAM TD' 8 'STAM LC' 564 'STAM TD' 19 

tr130710cl220616 'C10H' 'STAM TD' 142 'C10C10' 564 'STAM HC' 577 'STAM LC' 200 'STAM TD' 624 

tr130710cl270618 'C10H' 'C10C10' 656 'STAM TD' 82 'STAM LC' 142 'STAM HC' 637 'STAM LC' 171 

tr130712cl020716 'C10H' 'STAM HC' 619 'STAM TD' 606 'C10C10' 443 'STAM LC' 271 'STAM LC' 319 

tr130712cl060716 'C10H' 'C10C10' 619 'STAM LC' 496 'STAM LC' 45 'STAM LC' 443 'STAM LC' 319 

tr130712cl070710 'C10H' 'STAM TD' 606 'STAM LC' 619 'STAM LC' 622 'C10C10' 443 'STAM LC' 271 

tr130712cl070711 'C10H' 'C10C10' 619 'STAM LC' 496 'STAM LC' 319 'STAM LC' 443 'STAM LC' 573 

tr130712cl070714 'C10H' 'C10C10' 619 'STAM LC' 496 'STAM LC' 45 'STAM LC' 319 'STAM LC' 443 

tr130712cl090713 'C10H' 'STAM TD' 606 'STAM HC' 619 'C10C10' 45 'STAM LC' 443 'STAM LC' 573 

tr130712cl090714 'C10H' 'STAM LC' 622 'C10C10' 619 'STAM LC' 496 'STAM TD' 45 'STAM LC' 319 

tr130712cl130710 'C10H' 'C10C10' 619 'STAM LC' 496 'STAM LC' 45 'STAM LC' 319 'STAM LC' 443 

tr130712cl130712 'C10H' 'STAM TD' 606 'STAM HC' 619 'C10C10' 45 'STAM TD' 586 'STAM LC' 443 

tr130712cl190618 'C10H' 'STAM TD' 606 'STAM HC' 619 'C10C10' 45 'STAM LC' 573 'STAM TD' 496 

tr130712cl210611 'C10H' 'C10C10' 619 'STAM LC' 496 'STAM TD' 253 'STAM LC' 319 'STAM LC' 443 

tr130712cl220611 'C10H' 'C10C10' 619 'STAM LC' 496 'STAM LC' 45 'STAM HC' 168 'STAM LC' 319 

tr130712cl220616 'C10H' 'STAM TD' 135 'STAM TD' 500 'C10C20' 168 'STAM TD' 606 'STAM LC' 619 

tr130712cl270618 'C10H' 'C10C10' 619 'STAM LC' 496 'STAM LC' 90 'STAM LC' 471 'STAM LC' 443 

tr130713cl130710 'C10H' 'C10C10' 488 'STAM HC' 185 'STAM TD' 438 'STAM LC' 453 'STAM LC' 279 

tr160610cl010911 'C9U' 'C9C23' 270 'STAM LC' 471 'C9A' 279 'STAM HC' 181 'STAM TD' 415 

tr160610cl020816 'C9U' 'C9C19' 471 'STAM LC' 181 'C9A' 270 'STAM TD' 565 'STAM TD' 541 

tr160610cl060716 'C9U' 'C9C23' 270 'STAM LC' 471 'C9A' 181 'STAM LC' 279 'STAM TD' 415 

tr160610cl070710 'C9U' 'C9C23' 471 'STAM LC' 278 'C9A' 270 'STAM HC' 279 'STAM HC' 181 

tr160610cl070711 'C9U' 'STAM LC' 270 'C9C23' 471 'STAM TD' 278 'C9A' 181 'STAM TD' 487 

tr160610cl070714 'C9U' 'C9C23' 270 'STAM LC' 471 'C9A' 181 'STAM LC' 279 'STAM TD' 540 

tr160610cl090713 'C9U' 'C9C23' 270 'STAM LC' 471 'C9A' 181 'STAM LC' 279 'STAM TD' 415 

tr160610cl090714 'C9U' 'C9C23' 270 'STAM LC' 471 'C9A' 181 'STAM LC' 279 'STAM TD' 415 

tr160610cl130710 'C9U' 'C9C23' 270 'STAM LC' 471 'C9A' 181 'STAM TD' 415 'STAM LC' 279 

tr160610cl130712 'C9U' 'C9C23' 270 'STAM LC' 471 'C9A' 181 'STAM LC' 279 'STAM TD' 415 

tr160610cl160610 'C9U' 'C9C23' 270 'STAM LC' 471 'C9A' 181 'STAM LC' 279 'STAM TD' 540 
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tr160610cl240814 'C9U' 'C9C23' 270 'STAM LC' 471 'C9A' 181 'STAM LC' 279 'STAM TD' 415 

tr160610cl240816 'C9U' 'C9C23' 270 'STAM LC' 471 'C9A' 181 'STAM LC' 279 'STAM TD' 415 

tr160610cl260713 'C9U' 'STAM LC' 270 'STAM LC' 471 'STAM HC' 181 'STAM LC' 83 'STAM TD' 545 

tr160611cl010911 'C9U' 'C9C10' 624 'STAM HC' 389 'STAM HC' 247 'STAM TD' 390 'STAM TD' 204 

tr160611cl020816 'C9U' 'C9C10' 624 'STAM LC' 389 'STAM HC' 247 'STAM TD' 390 'STAM HC' 634 

tr160611cl070710 'C9U' 'C9C10' 624 'STAM LC' 389 'STAM HC' 247 'STAM TD' 390 'STAM HC' 202 

tr160611cl070711 'C9U' 'STAM LC' 624 'STAM HC' 247 'STAM LC' 389 'STAM LC' 204 'STAM HC' 68 

tr160611cl070714 'C9U' 'STAM LC' 624 'STAM HC' 247 'STAM HC' 389 'STAM HC' 68 'STAM LC' 609 

tr160611cl090713 'C9U' 'C9C10' 247 'STAM HC' 68 'STAM HC' 624 'STAM HC' 202 'STAM TD' 204 

tr160611cl090714 'C9U' 'C9C14' 624 'STAM TD' 389 'STAM TD' 197 'STAM LC' 247 'STAM HC' 202 

tr160611cl130710 'C9U' 'C9C10' 624 'STAM LC' 389 'STAM HC' 247 'STAM HC' 390 'STAM TD' 634 

tr160611cl130712 'C9U' 'STAM LC' 624 'STAM LC' 247 'STAM LC' 563 'STAM LC' 21 'STAM TD' 204 

tr160611cl160610 'C9U' 'C9C19' 272 'STAM TD' 483 'C9A' 284 'STAM TD' 2 'STAM TD' 610 

tr160611cl160611 'C9U' 'C9C10' 247 'STAM HC' 68 'STAM HC' 624 'STAM HC' 202 'STAM HC' 487 

tr160611cl240814 'C9U' 'C9C10' 247 'STAM LC' 68 'STAM LC' 624 'STAM HC' 202 'STAM TD' 204 

tr160611cl240816 'C9U' 'C9C10' 624 'STAM LC' 389 'STAM HC' 247 'STAM TD' 390 'STAM TD' 204 

tr160611cl260713 'C9U' 'C9C10' 624 'STAM HC' 389 'STAM HC' 568 'STAM HC' 247 'STAM HC' 390 

tr190615cl010911 'C8W' 'C8C10' 422 'STAM LC' 18 'C8B' 526 'STAM HC' 427 'STAM LC' 33 

tr190615cl020816 'C8W' 'C8C10' 422 'STAM LC' 18 'C8B' 526 'STAM HC' 427 'STAM LC' 192 

tr190615cl070711 'C8W' 'STAM LC' 422 'C8C10' 18 'STAM LC' 427 'C8B' 136 'STAM LC' 409 

tr190615cl070714 'C8W' 'C8C10' 422 'STAM LC' 18 'C8B' 526 'STAM HC' 427 'STAM LC' 33 

tr190615cl090713 'C8W' 'STAM LC' 422 'STAM LC' 136 'C8D-DN' 112 'STAM LC' 18 'C8D' 254 

tr190615cl090714 'C8W' 'C8C10' 341 'STAM LC' 274 'C8B' 422 'STAM TD' 18 'STAM TD' 526 

tr190615cl130710 'C8W' 'STAM LC' 422 'C8C10' 18 'STAM LC' 427 'C8B' 519 'STAM HC' 280 

tr190615cl130712 'C8W' 'STAM TD' 492 'STAM LC' 422 'C8C1' 18 'STAM LC' 427 'STAM LC' 526 

tr190615cl160610 'C8W' 'STAM LC' 422 'C8C10' 18 'STAM LC' 427 'C8B' 519 'STAM HC' 280 

tr190615cl160611 'C8W' 'STAM LC' 422 'STAM TD' 18 'STAM TD' 526 'STAM HC' 427 'STAM LC' 119 

tr190615cl190615 'C8W' 'STAM LC' 422 'STAM LC' 136 'STAM LC' 444 'C8C1' 18 'STAM HC' 427 

tr190615cl240814 'C8W' 'STAM LC' 422 'C8C10' 18 'STAM LC' 427 'C8D' 519 'STAM HC' 280 
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tr190615cl240816 'C8W' 'STAM LC' 422 'C8C10' 18 'STAM LC' 427 'C8B' 519 'STAM HC' 280 

tr190615cl260713 'C8W' 'STAM LC' 422 'C8C10' 18 'STAM LC' 427 'C8D' 192 'STAM LC' 341 

tr190616cl010911 'C7Y' 'C7C2' 444 'STAM HC' 372 'C7BD' 49 'STAM HC' 143 'STAM TD' 552 

tr190616cl020816 'C7Y' 'C7C2' 400 'STAM TD' 372 'STAM LC' 378 'STAM TD' 49 'STAM TD' 387 

tr190616cl070714 'C7Y' 'C7C2' 400 'STAM TD' 372 'STAM TD' 135 'STAM TD' 14 'STAM HC' 385 

tr190616cl090713 'C7Y' 'C7C2' 400 'STAM TD' 372 'C7BD' 14 'STAM HC' 143 'STAM TD' 516 

tr190616cl090714 'C7Y' 'STAM TD' 400 'C7C2' 444 'STAM TD' 372 'STAM TD' 135 'STAM LC' 423 

tr190616cl130710 'C7Y' 'STAM HC' 221 'STAM TD' 444 'STAM TD' 400 'STAM LC' 378 'STAM LC' 268 

tr190616cl130712 'C7Y' 'C7C2' 400 'STAM TD' 372 'STAM LC' 135 'C7BD' 14 'STAM TD' 555 

tr190616cl160610 'C7Y' 'C7C2' 400 'STAM TD' 372 'C7BD' 14 'STAM LC' 135 'STAM LC' 423 

tr190616cl160611 'C7Y' 'STAM TD' 372 'STAM TD' 229 'STAM LC' 201 'STAM TD' 135 'C7C2' 423 

tr190616cl190616 'C7Y' 'C7C2' 400 'STAM TD' 135 'STAM TD' 372 'STAM TD' 14 'STAM TD' 436 

tr190616cl240814 'C7Y' 'STAM TD' 444 'STAM LC' 423 'C7G' 135 'STAM HC' 400 'STAM TD' 516 

tr190616cl240816 'C7Y' 'STAM TD' 444 'STAM TD' 516 'STAM LC' 423 'C7G' 135 'STAM HC' 385 

tr190616cl260713 'C7Y' 'C7C2' 400 'STAM HC' 372 'STAM HC' 135 'STAM TD' 516 'STAM LC' 385 

tr190618cl010911 'C5T' 'C5DL2' 194 'STAM TD' 165 'C5F-DA' 339 'STAM LC' 16 'STAM LC' 492 

tr190618cl020816 'C5T' 'STAM LC' 492 'C5DL2' 500 'STAM TD' 165 'C5F-DA' 337 'STAM HC' 325 

tr190618cl090713 'C5T' 'STAM TD' 165 'C5DL2' 32 'STAM HC' 4 'STAM TD' 9 'STAM TD' 36 

tr190618cl090714 'C5T' 'STAM TD' 165 'C5DL2' 492 'STAM LC' 194 'STAM LC' 4 'STAM LC' 16 

tr190618cl130710 'C5T' 'C5DL2' 194 'STAM TD' 165 'C5F-DA' 339 'STAM LC' 16 'STAM TD' 235 

tr190618cl130712 'C5T' 'STAM TD' 165 'C5F-DA' 492 'STAM HC' 16 'STAM LC' 4 'STAM HC' 277 

tr190618cl160610 'C5T' 'C5DL2' 325 'STAM TD' 165 'STAM LC' 337 'STAM LC' 460 'STAM HC' 4 

tr190618cl160611 'C5T' 'C5DL2' 325 'STAM TD' 165 'C5F-DA' 194 'STAM HC' 16 'STAM TD' 455 

tr190618cl190615 'C5T' 'STAM TD' 32 'C5DL2' 194 'STAM TD' 165 'STAM HC' 7 'STAM TD' 455 

tr190618cl190616 'C5T' 'C5DL2' 325 'STAM TD' 165 'STAM LC' 194 'STAM LC' 4 'STAM LC' 36 

tr190618cl190618 'C5T' 'STAM TD' 492 'STAM TD' 165 'C5F-DA' 194 'STAM HC' 455 'C5E' 16 

tr190618cl240814 'C5T' 'STAM TD' 165 'C5F-DA' 325 'STAM HC' 36 'C5A' 16 'STAM LC' 194 

tr190618cl240816 'C5T' 'STAM TD' 165 'C5F-DA' 325 'STAM HC' 36 'STAM HC' 16 'STAM TD' 312 

tr190618cl260713 'C5T' 'C5DL2' 194 'STAM TD' 165 'C5F-DA' 339 'STAM TD' 16 'STAM TD' 312 
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tr210611cl010911 'C7Y' 'STAM LC' 529 'STAM HC' 535 'STAM LC' 171 'STAM LC' 391 'STAM TD' 348 

tr210611cl020816 'C7Y' 'STAM LC' 529 'STAM HC' 535 'STAM LC' 391 'STAM TD' 348 'STAM LC' 171 

tr210611cl090714 'C7Y' 'STAM LC' 529 'STAM HC' 535 'STAM LC' 391 'STAM TD' 348 'STAM TD' 524 

tr210611cl130710 'C7Y' 'STAM LC' 529 'STAM HC' 535 'STAM LC' 391 'STAM TD' 348 'STAM TD' 524 

tr210611cl130712 'C7Y' 'STAM LC' 529 'STAM LC' 535 'STAM LC' 524 'STAM TD' 348 'STAM TD' 499 

tr210611cl160610 'C7Y' 'STAM LC' 529 'STAM HC' 535 'STAM LC' 524 'STAM LC' 391 'STAM TD' 348 

tr210611cl160611 'C7Y' 'STAM LC' 529 'STAM TD' 535 'STAM LC' 391 'STAM LC' 348 'STAM HC' 562 

tr210611cl190615 'C7Y' 'STAM LC' 529 'STAM LC' 391 'STAM HC' 348 'STAM TD' 188 'STAM LC' 171 

tr210611cl190616 'C7Y' 'STAM LC' 529 'STAM HC' 535 'STAM LC' 391 'STAM LC' 171 'STAM HC' 348 

tr210611cl190618 'C7Y' 'STAM HC' 535 'STAM LC' 524 'STAM LC' 529 'STAM TD' 391 'STAM TD' 188 

tr210611cl210611 'C7Y' 'STAM TD' 535 'STAM LC' 524 'STAM LC' 391 'STAM LC' 529 'STAM LC' 171 
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Complexity 
score 
before 
STAM 

Complexity 
after 1st 
STAM 

Complexity 
after 2nd 
STAM 

Complexity 
after 3rd 
STAM 

Complexity 
after 4th 
STAM 

Complexity 
after 5th 
STAM 

Weather 
Scenario 

5.94660008 5.40707322 5.08247426 4.91036373 4.23273631 4.10499995 4 

5.72462781 5.25274307 4.81853954 4.6695155 3.96871731 3.96110122 3 

5.97322941 5.51264018 5.35942916 4.95476366 4.68976985 4.64639261 3 

5.70563939 5.22174366 4.96743498 4.78690136 4.10140235 4.09161809 3 

5.7082881 5.22396146 4.96950728 4.90187807 4.25269857 4.16842443 2 

5.78074372 5.35105562 5.12534758 5.03898592 4.37439821 4.21556758 2 

5.77993952 5.39784099 4.98490584 4.63410629 4.02889145 4.01927374 3 

5.57802111 5.10969037 5.04854423 4.39333619 4.23054472 4.21795376 1 

5.83238674 5.32848979 5.05036536 4.8052492 4.16505368 4.09983832 2 

5.70733459 5.22328104 4.96897366 4.8464357 4.105504 4.09161809 2 

5.9074369 5.44890387 5.18965598 4.7171504 4.60211009 4.02155863 1 

6.07233789 5.60092685 5.05768565 4.77291328 3.98546992 4.03655927 4 

5.70730552 5.22325777 4.96895343 4.74680116 4.10549961 4.1023411 3 

5.72640738 5.24769804 4.99622448 4.74062027 4.57276301 4.02243055 2 

5.25414236 4.92404816 4.70782925 4.59545647 4.35903941 4.19747945 4 

5.29839693 4.97454941 4.7694767 4.61258368 4.59570445 4.47741811 3 

5.51881569 5.16601972 5.12964706 4.9727666 4.68585148 4.50323873 3 

5.32365912 5.00798763 4.88531595 4.66131222 4.68653678 4.53662324 2 

5.70388784 5.40898852 5.07515538 4.67274488 4.45030299 4.37107045 2 

5.70822992 5.61416482 5.58379585 5.2457392 5.16969037 4.98182754 2 

5.41276217 5.10501543 4.7570952 4.7141642 4.59837766 4.4052849 4 

5.33879518 5.06193266 4.70786217 4.63118597 4.31082447 4.24124555 2 

5.637692 5.28011706 4.87954725 4.80336997 4.55196509 4.46790407 4 

5.30836842 5.03280996 4.87614669 4.84842439 4.70697011 4.62697761 2 

7.11131467 6.83511647 6.39304487 5.71647021 5.31612999 5.26630314 3 
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5.32658779 4.9893166 4.83084414 4.49113488 4.43190123 4.27973742 4 

5.24124521 4.92005057 4.61878346 4.57349963 4.55241134 4.30371945 3 

5.25699665 4.93678773 4.58591411 4.49294042 4.45018989 4.44636067 1 

6.08297528 5.73576457 5.42796649 5.38611119 5.17878091 5.11900067 3 

6.13025002 5.58799358 5.46780925 5.29827709 5.12393246 5.093968 3 

6.00090527 5.17905416 5.03326286 4.72897273 4.71864916 4.71830298 3 

6.08225912 5.34556384 5.08706457 4.89499148 4.80286217 4.73468891 2 

6.00385687 5.22429395 4.94616357 4.76360804 4.73409174 4.63913436 2 

5.94223232 4.92373335 4.88541381 4.76181757 4.63221877 4.42346124 3 

6.07144431 5.11843413 5.01283846 4.90972967 4.81859269 4.70656279 1 

5.81490618 5.01696278 4.84224869 4.77370334 4.5847547 4.54665677 2 

6.00082315 5.17839378 5.03262962 4.75551008 4.73468891 4.71249436 2 

6.06493908 5.22469928 5.04237084 4.93925883 4.76369252 4.75311248 1 

6.05027353 5.23420418 5.08901634 4.7854907 4.77035328 4.73332588 2 

6.73780466 6.06893263 5.16397645 5.12737263 5.01740779 4.79891221 3 

5.93907926 5.16530629 5.01559835 4.85217002 4.80929069 4.55606939 2 

6.03958647 5.27011158 5.12640255 4.82178059 4.74346165 4.58467668 1 

6.84785769 6.21398849 5.95694538 5.63562961 5.43550676 5.42254407 4 

6.70110306 6.02890757 5.93610394 5.88982759 5.77884046 5.74400133 3 

6.74438193 6.11577879 6.05572981 5.86481717 5.47644598 5.28646654 3 

6.79180311 6.14846736 6.04231965 5.73403341 5.66682294 5.40959989 2 

6.67992944 6.09482318 5.71651652 5.38437797 5.49010977 4.97778415 2 

7.3495224 6.3951578 6.01662853 5.51996796 5.44389161 5.31794171 2 

6.84225138 6.10775583 5.72860468 5.60517943 5.21227048 5.0131334 4 

6.72318788 6.14976529 5.77989359 5.52033956 5.28532432 5.22921379 2 

6.44392514 5.87204697 5.77197348 5.7602613 5.1486054 4.97925936 4 

7.21708996 6.42434524 6.08677013 5.94322204 5.69860361 5.66953389 2 

6.74572262 6.01870227 5.90222676 5.57339956 5.54477104 5.43867172 4 

6.73398354 6.05835895 5.9865542 5.67712395 5.55000975 5.04984359 3 
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6.62547156 5.96088013 5.56576606 5.65541052 5.58491857 5.09028035 1 

7.19808591 6.72396691 6.50054723 6.32711185 6.02056461 5.94559337 4 

7.01980599 6.89520418 6.6719202 6.26500838 6.2155942 6.14201336 3 

7.16025553 6.90668277 6.67571413 6.57545127 6.39724808 6.14260338 3 

7.20057658 6.92436634 6.77035629 6.54238217 6.36949868 6.24879228 2 

7.16317645 6.92112341 6.79695537 6.55537337 6.41763242 6.07153433 2 

7.20802152 6.86910019 6.75670176 6.62201175 6.54880239 6.46121107 2 

7.02841341 6.79767799 6.66361183 6.58512269 6.48818182 6.44081601 2 

7.11445095 7.05694463 6.80588301 6.69431577 6.66439581 6.61442471 4 

7.36301833 6.97187897 6.61790045 6.60665852 6.52961242 6.33837315 2 

7.02213845 6.85091987 6.80330211 6.63706314 6.46244167 6.3166789 4 

7.19435487 6.95477382 6.76340743 6.51280554 6.42096897 6.2095744 2 

10.2893288 8.87305854 8.4694475 7.95323225 7.63637617 6.91572666 3 

7.29075254 7.07759905 6.89217451 6.61075756 6.35661645 6.19638335 3 

7.15944609 6.88397945 6.65234029 6.56140134 6.41738329 6.17347846 1 

7.17858116 6.92765975 6.53345645 6.23568682 5.84392297 5.74992125 3 

6.83261217 6.60994556 6.36268853 6.05608875 5.6409725 5.3942638 3 

6.73395544 6.54725511 6.26826732 5.69722633 5.56984006 5.39863826 2 

6.66150142 6.55853387 6.23803239 5.66822838 5.43229533 5.42546784 2 

6.70843285 6.51126975 6.24770472 5.68055745 5.45724989 5.39712583 2 

6.9799003 6.88340431 6.46856104 5.91843431 5.76410351 5.71037426 2 

6.81247806 6.5943263 6.35413127 5.82884701 5.79251251 5.7744585 2 

6.94843176 6.72663007 6.48162623 6.10724605 5.77343833 5.67239152 4 

6.8973703 6.65166366 6.43845682 6.01866993 5.71367728 5.49572679 2 

6.72869356 6.39454434 6.00345336 5.67789674 5.52545838 5.25709403 4 

6.88772444 6.66740863 6.44508907 5.97749199 5.8163601 5.49326223 2 

8.14744798 7.15942352 6.68223946 6.58079859 6.36550414 6.15786942 3 

6.69667863 6.42103842 6.19205173 5.74610598 5.72186377 5.63739779 4 

6.99801003 6.76233546 6.49046717 6.18516002 5.7829683 5.52258599 1 
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7.4461258 6.17024113 6.04476808 5.8904521 5.85669967 5.78707601 3 

7.32931373 6.10994516 6.01413749 5.72186386 5.67998999 5.5661005 3 

7.38858293 6.20766504 6.10545237 6.04724031 5.79851776 5.6939323 2 

7.33253623 5.94022899 5.75554927 5.69272658 5.58063382 5.37134317 2 

7.64321075 6.34408417 6.21464225 5.94094727 5.92945162 5.6389497 3 

7.34025692 6.00990812 5.57116834 5.56453309 5.58127562 5.39738104 2 

7.33868481 5.94316758 5.75554927 5.67894682 5.62449202 5.58063382 2 

7.27804703 6.06888892 5.92501641 5.65146557 5.64537709 5.28051455 2 

7.76971027 6.42496222 6.32292766 6.0647176 5.76294298 5.61310052 4 

7.35355789 6.17252651 5.74865811 5.55537883 5.4355132 5.31626889 2 

7.40348427 6.09656968 5.99013048 5.91709477 5.70104626 5.57004247 4 

7.65444987 6.34241977 6.12623189 5.84072853 5.7436895 5.70243005 2 

8.25465347 6.72442142 6.39450513 6.30237598 5.9601829 5.6653017 3 

7.47385299 6.13314254 6.0888037 5.71484336 5.66981124 5.32167332 1 

5.27882245 5.16991512 4.86386815 4.86183326 4.80052497 4.65560121 2 

8.22605545 7.11718929 6.54072742 5.53062066 5.2559387 5.19297922 3 

7.82771164 6.89316227 6.28103468 5.5018985 5.14976889 5.08944093 3 

8.00223607 6.91641902 6.30756648 5.54689897 5.21179918 5.13924795 2 

7.93825506 6.93723761 6.46942115 5.83303816 5.45450071 5.28575162 2 

7.92132006 6.73161877 6.22524203 5.86133995 5.36582488 5.21197229 3 

7.15494538 5.93847597 5.6125788 5.03126966 4.92033587 4.69268049 1 

4.9108637 3.91589456 3.63969677 3.51619996 3.27665935 3.22849968 2 

7.91050004 6.8733826 6.25121047 5.52679232 5.20877073 5.11653189 2 

7.91569264 6.88216865 6.27811109 5.56726435 5.26903866 5.15154462 2 

7.93569569 6.74254709 6.16705862 5.67943112 5.57501769 5.47875388 4 

7.80061752 6.62948967 6.041743 5.65430314 5.23032683 5.07628957 2 

7.86351323 7.00013708 6.40376028 5.49685698 5.2118849 5.1475064 4 

7.94718276 6.90488841 6.29039788 5.47090106 5.20939611 5.08266994 2 

7.92116775 6.92267523 6.69445381 6.28288375 6.08840785 5.86022589 3 
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7.95520939 6.91516013 6.30410024 5.52047996 5.19583753 5.10872422 1 

6.65338823 6.36469881 6.01387169 5.91879669 5.88324959 5.7323263 3 

6.43115102 6.08450108 5.85384382 5.820699 5.80057695 5.76309329 3 

6.19214002 5.9004646 5.84011456 5.75665102 5.56762712 5.40228747 2 

6.49173766 6.23265924 5.87586346 5.8702288 5.68683166 5.49544239 2 

6.26227706 6.0131999 5.87461525 5.76672395 5.47115894 5.44707609 3 

6.38022691 6.14336624 5.77525904 5.52080404 5.37268798 5.25824184 1 

6.4701001 6.11505635 5.91577115 5.6565974 5.52554759 5.41663861 2 

6.9249904 6.62650022 6.18431026 5.78257322 5.77321281 5.68676338 2 

6.10993106 5.91277917 5.87735222 5.85827093 5.6067294 5.49097733 4 

6.22826147 5.98736037 5.82791156 5.79810483 5.85792093 5.56775261 2 

6.56631686 6.0893081 5.86027566 5.84627134 5.80699682 5.7666101 4 

6.31228827 6.07163274 5.8193618 5.55590066 5.50674822 5.26942046 2 

11.8047977 10.8780783 10.3807383 9.9750173 8.98408658 8.00801911 3 

6.41064424 6.06174617 5.86813192 5.80052609 5.79583517 5.72781533 1 

7.00121922 6.4076827 6.20044751 5.99525412 5.77562483 5.72377042 3 

7.1350541 6.3918131 6.18193504 6.03072587 5.97798409 5.70939237 3 

7.19792752 6.64112869 6.4620493 6.03099682 5.63324331 5.63324331 2 

7.09758088 6.15543107 5.93640391 5.8986583 5.86705104 5.59107307 2 

7.42545679 6.47452258 6.28995441 6.24680701 6.04771556 5.75787146 3 

7.42149354 6.69252463 6.54700511 6.48604427 6.38178583 6.01650607 1 

7.25156002 6.52533569 6.10956723 5.96056712 5.86537613 5.79123486 2 

7.33948045 6.22456073 6.16959808 5.92533256 5.89013122 5.66954165 2 

7.17070567 6.50347373 6.28393298 6.08862539 5.98111749 5.75237632 4 

7.1652286 6.63914531 6.19791767 5.98292844 5.95299599 5.74616107 2 

7.2171358 6.59414842 6.39682962 6.1841048 6.01087071 5.74255707 4 

7.11802737 6.53125865 6.38299166 6.1683512 5.96352778 5.83467321 2 

10.8745705 9.85362654 9.36623192 8.92643531 8.0553445 8.0263659 3 

7.24947799 6.28735491 6.28735491 5.98467463 5.64418936 5.54499716 1 
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7.2507787 6.6918425 6.58039697 6.22241438 6.21924863 6.00055869 3 

7.4937377 6.96475353 6.71146442 6.28784084 6.25567761 5.95215313 3 

7.6574538 7.57840196 6.83679961 6.64857348 6.28127911 6.16832551 2 

7.08161761 6.59046208 6.34643969 6.14060458 5.91284002 5.80065695 2 

7.84635455 7.22244157 6.97057739 6.46538577 6.28794705 6.08654084 3 

7.80221474 7.59992661 6.92986503 6.58564645 6.52815673 6.26352405 1 

8.50742519 8.21162256 7.55013585 7.31022152 6.77941309 6.31601612 2 

7.76951805 7.25063795 7.00315004 6.45540934 6.310238 6.01725045 2 

7.60363057 7.56987281 6.79464455 6.31325597 6.23771032 6.02554356 1 

8.09083776 7.75472618 7.21372463 6.73146161 6.47314917 6.30554991 2 

7.21381385 6.65243875 6.54756533 6.40455893 6.21996908 6.01085554 4 

7.68488236 7.20061271 6.95274832 6.82488452 6.44344583 6.18888219 2 

10.2993488 8.83515321 7.74790915 7.59879153 7.31122725 7.04949577 3 

7.80658894 7.39585574 7.1516723 6.73444114 6.34476218 6.331302 1 

7.28734373 6.47346196 6.2415055 5.8281508 5.61992662 5.5356672 2 

8.88893091 7.97865518 7.60693777 6.97970329 6.56423555 6.45454955 4 

10.7777945 9.39986943 9.0335766 8.19352639 8.06128584 7.68672538 3 

8.42926699 7.75828803 7.40187993 6.62060709 6.5315466 6.40273531 3 

8.48136654 7.86133274 7.41746475 6.53463054 6.47114203 6.42912896 2 

8.17325677 7.52902929 7.02366812 6.76960621 6.31997502 6.03226118 2 

8.45892485 7.54470526 7.18152227 6.72893291 6.6408793 6.51287542 3 

9.26997635 8.36903684 7.98622208 7.16423781 7.07539564 6.94514004 1 

8.76416789 7.90120931 7.5383995 6.90070216 6.81349203 6.68592486 2 

9.00920571 8.15523294 7.79446404 7.07844238 6.94654035 6.85353052 2 

8.52715378 7.82158826 7.45614851 6.72936946 6.64134865 6.51479089 1 

8.54481837 7.84368627 7.47956099 6.74512135 6.65704638 6.54729074 2 

8.74387127 7.91498779 7.54617492 6.86885193 6.78262501 6.65328466 4 

8.52417551 7.82510957 7.45850187 6.72350714 6.63514255 6.50861061 3 

8.33454587 7.73054113 7.25821591 6.96938789 6.72717796 6.71919745 2 
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7.9520108 7.20258068 6.8402754 6.66307489 6.51991882 6.42051879 4 

8.15697015 7.31076112 6.95955621 6.77399308 6.63543585 6.5903474 3 

7.92356358 7.22638697 6.86941799 6.6847756 6.50165543 6.4114708 2 

7.66392492 7.52252547 7.27427547 7.01409691 6.86590547 6.85296721 2 

8.01552741 7.87138741 7.61423245 7.20002319 7.04611252 6.62469421 3 

7.72920419 6.93179403 6.80505157 6.78831369 6.70211636 6.39385441 1 

7.80566033 7.17480532 7.04668921 6.82864574 6.64075484 6.26853432 2 

7.8615376 7.15922252 6.8009235 6.61593685 6.53856529 6.5383972 2 

8.23131564 8.09329442 7.84722586 6.87640766 6.83299687 6.75345624 1 

9.88233949 8.32301081 8.00797468 7.54105259 7.39977868 6.95849913 2 

8.06642248 7.31221783 7.16774704 6.99820402 6.58425779 6.42022727 2 

7.80942594 7.10266142 6.96846838 6.79319944 6.5413522 6.43230833 4 

7.8615376 7.15922252 6.8009235 6.61593685 6.48190415 6.37990271 3 

7.75469858 7.2249841 6.87314064 6.85955984 6.66933317 6.47795153 2 

6.05679087 5.81542379 5.66746155 5.30208871 5.0102829 4.93627154 4 

6.33406913 6.02326636 5.88309178 5.37951786 5.10070269 4.85925759 3 

6.22286927 5.98288478 5.78718037 5.50270248 5.05088924 4.93104349 2 

6.26898516 6.01457746 5.86750673 5.43813514 5.15024847 5.07723238 3 

6.0245526 5.7925259 5.18218156 4.34122901 4.33207332 4.29387257 1 

6.7958742 6.2600851 5.98718855 5.56169569 5.49896099 5.43129735 2 

6.09464797 5.8564213 5.73492712 5.45490445 4.90613763 4.88690252 2 

6.55638904 6.21676784 5.96756844 5.86108892 5.41830531 5.10983225 1 

6.07832665 5.83993362 5.73539723 5.45536578 4.86288402 4.86815027 2 

6.07212359 5.83557406 5.73713623 5.58491891 5.31232932 5.26881501 2 

6.47357995 6.24130843 5.38503607 5.2378645 5.11749486 4.73961548 2 

6.10662721 5.85825064 5.72657393 5.44300339 4.86554142 4.79433932 4 

6.0917084 5.85409416 5.7242688 5.4442323 4.90848309 4.84277573 3 

6.09885392 5.85904171 5.73477002 5.45318144 4.91802656 4.69618974 2 

5.83217955 5.61671795 5.61184711 5.10759189 5.20034444 5.20034444 4 
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7.9782015 7.07353844 6.52317898 6.31116733 5.69384641 5.52330236 3 

5.569764 5.27650551 5.0703204 4.91642668 4.90194925 4.86985731 3 

6.10499258 5.83637718 5.46583999 4.92963913 4.82291178 4.67644028 1 

5.60841316 5.50251176 5.39069783 5.20489111 5.05191729 5.03459982 2 

5.93082731 5.47780026 5.12943468 5.02380677 5.00005995 4.93852904 2 

5.60453563 5.43737143 5.15286317 5.08129873 4.83690217 4.88130394 1 

5.67101661 5.51831924 5.15988896 4.91770266 4.81646916 4.7823483 2 

5.60939193 5.11507791 5.01480064 4.94262698 4.916104 4.75022945 2 

5.61975483 5.26585188 5.22017618 4.83903943 4.83632666 4.54892345 4 

5.40241272 5.19332837 5.03616657 4.7423925 4.57990284 4.43272375 4 

5.37584537 5.00371472 4.93944887 4.93576413 4.55846297 4.52374632 3 

5.37456028 5.17416294 5.14938415 4.76899078 4.62050282 4.56144584 2 

5.05715798 4.71319374 4.51781133 4.10300695 3.85432596 3.81857198 4 

6.60713896 5.55234168 5.35464494 5.00973335 4.54269661 4.47462205 3 

5.17013615 4.95808834 4.27561627 4.01181597 4.00403584 3.97622196 1 

5.08389428 4.99506311 4.14976594 4.12133548 3.97949875 3.87033067 2 

4.93072195 4.90462722 4.3437659 4.14162957 3.94026226 3.86571833 2 

5.06068391 5.02247933 4.22979385 3.91536502 3.85083249 3.83922744 1 

5.0104465 4.88051334 4.30819607 4.04573473 4.04398015 3.97826288 2 

5.12816355 5.01151973 4.51910326 4.16293434 4.02533079 3.89869387 2 

4.99083655 4.85235934 4.4364837 4.29589826 4.26855098 4.25093697 2 

5.13431648 5.07544966 4.49413112 4.04850626 3.95406237 3.88799058 4 

5.12469397 4.96815755 4.95411981 4.13467286 4.10540047 4.00062288 2 

5.08612586 5.01978926 4.22913235 4.1256539 3.93062485 3.71560689 4 

5.02501384 5.0143793 4.16836817 4.07041657 3.91246304 3.90742668 3 

5.03405745 4.51868007 4.412078 4.07931688 3.69179942 3.66640762 2 

7.84427011 7.18031295 6.75362322 6.31521699 5.91249702 5.62116425 4 

7.73485616 7.09619064 6.70134995 6.27089569 5.8908297 5.75096551 3 

7.96686536 7.24090102 6.85506946 6.42739993 6.02732792 6.01675514 2 
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7.83654062 7.16394008 6.77228059 6.34266994 5.94612277 5.85248822 2 

8.82367784 8.19670515 7.09648583 6.82213275 6.61530003 6.41845461 1 

8.01782866 7.30532218 6.88264692 6.54243674 6.11167801 5.74720349 2 

8.08191924 7.35925266 7.10474053 6.62750527 6.27993934 6.14635112 2 

7.13188805 6.28312463 5.89208365 5.6957353 5.58594971 5.48195331 2 

7.68886891 7.08883225 6.68884339 6.27317478 5.79231272 5.7028082 4 

7.09381689 6.76942057 6.48552556 5.86713299 5.63456632 5.45676903 2 

7.67850504 7.43627471 7.20731129 6.81629515 6.14495119 5.73682573 4 
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Appendix 8 - STAM results for traffic-weather scenarios with 2nd new indicator 

Traffic scenario Configu-
ration  
Before 
STAM 

1st STAM Targe-
ted AC 
from 
list 

2nd STAM Targe-
ted AC 
from 
list 

3rd STAM Targe-
ted AC 
from 
list 

4th STAM Tar-
gete
d AC 
from 
list 

5th STAM Targe-
ted AC 
from 
list 

tr010911cl010911 'C7Y' 'STAM LC' 524 'STAM LC' 465 'STAM LC' 381 'C7C1' 520 'STAM HC' 287 

tr010911cl020716 'C7Y' 'STAM LC' 524 'STAM TD' 520 'STAM TD' 381 'C7C1' 355 'STAM TD' 39 

tr010911cl020816 'C7Y' 'C7C1' 395 'STAM LC' 242 'C7BH' 292 'STAM TD' 87 'C7D' 84 

tr010911cl060716 'C7Y' 'STAM LC' 524 'STAM LC' 465 'STAM LC' 381 'C7C1' 520 'STAM HC' 287 

tr010911cl070710 'C7Y' 'STAM LC' 524 'STAM LC' 465 'STAM LC' 381 'C7C2' 520 'STAM HC' 287 

tr010911cl070711 'C7Y' 'STAM LC' 524 'STAM LC' 465 'STAM LC' 381 'C7C5' 539 'STAM HC' 39 

tr010911cl070714 'C7Y' 'STAM LC' 524 'STAM LC' 252 'STAM TD' 520 'C7C5' 539 'STAM TD' 372 

tr010911cl090713 'C7Y' 'STAM LC' 524 'STAM LC' 465 'C7C2' 177 'STAM TD' 381 'STAM LC' 320 

tr010911cl090714 'C7Y' 'STAM LC' 524 'STAM LC' 465 'STAM LC' 381 'C7C5' 520 'STAM HC' 287 

tr010911cl130710 'C7Y' 'STAM LC' 524 'STAM LC' 465 'STAM LC' 381 'C7C1' 520 'STAM TD' 39 

tr010911cl130712 'C7Y' 'STAM LC' 524 'STAM LC' 465 'STAM TD' 520 'STAM LC' 381 'C7C5' 355 

tr010911cl240814 'C7Y' 'STAM LC' 524 'STAM TD' 520 'STAM LC' 465 'C7C1' 355 'STAM HC' 514 

tr010911cl240816 'C7Y' 'STAM LC' 524 'STAM LC' 465 'STAM LC' 381 'C7C1' 520 'STAM TD' 287 

tr010911cl260713 'C7Y' 'STAM LC' 524 'STAM LC' 465 'STAM LC' 381 'STAM TD' 520 'C7C5' 355 

tr020716cl010911 'C7Y' 'STAM TD' 196 'STAM TD' 504 'STAM LC' 118 'C7C1' 397 'STAM HC' 267 

tr020716cl020716 'C7Y' 'STAM TD' 196 'STAM LC' 118 'STAM TD' 504 'STAM LC' 397 'STAM TD' 349 

tr020716cl020816 'C7Y' 'STAM HC' 421 'STAM HC' 397 'STAM LC' 118 'STAM TD' 196 'STAM LC' 62 

tr020716cl160610 'C7Y' 'STAM TD' 196 'STAM TD' 504 'C7C1' 211 'STAM TD' 432 'STAM LC' 60 

tr020716cl160611 'C7Y' 'STAM TD' 196 'STAM TD' 504 'STAM TD' 320 'STAM LC' 118 'STAM TD' 402 

tr020716cl190615 'C7Y' 'STAM TD' 196 'STAM LC' 414 'STAM LC' 118 'STAM HC' 397 'STAM TD' 504 

tr020716cl190616 'C7Y' 'STAM TD' 196 'STAM TD' 504 'STAM TD' 401 'STAM HC' 397 'STAM LC' 118 

tr020716cl190618 'C7Y' 'STAM TD' 196 'STAM HC' 401 'STAM LC' 118 'C7C1' 397 'STAM LC' 485 
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tr020716cl210611 'C7Y' 'STAM TD' 196 'STAM TD' 401 'STAM TD' 504 'STAM TD' 211 'STAM TD' 185 

tr020716cl220611 'C7Y' 'STAM TD' 196 'STAM TD' 401 'STAM LC' 397 'STAM TD' 349 'STAM LC' 118 

tr020716cl220616 'C7Y' 'STAM TD' 196 'STAM HC' 435 'STAM TD' 355 'STAM TD' 284 'STAM HC' 397 

tr020716cl240814 'C7Y' 'STAM TD' 196 'STAM LC' 118 'STAM TD' 504 'STAM TD' 185 'STAM TD' 211 

tr020716cl240816 'C7Y' 'STAM TD' 196 'STAM TD' 504 'STAM LC' 118 'STAM LC' 397 'STAM TD' 349 

tr020716cl270618 'C7Y' 'STAM TD' 196 'STAM TD' 504 'STAM TD' 185 'STAM LC' 397 'STAM LC' 118 

tr020816cl020716 'C7S' 'C7BD' 508 'STAM TD' 138 'STAM LC' 349 'STAM LC' 121 'STAM TD' 507 

tr020816cl020816 'C7S' 'C7BD' 508 'STAM LC' 108 'STAM LC' 121 'STAM HC' 478 'STAM HC' 502 

tr020816cl060716 'C7S' 'C7D' 508 'STAM LC' 478 'STAM LC' 121 'STAM TD' 138 'STAM LC' 174 

tr020816cl070710 'C7S' 'C7D' 508 'STAM HC' 478 'STAM LC' 138 'STAM LC' 121 'STAM LC' 174 

tr020816cl070711 'C7S' 'C7D' 508 'STAM HC' 478 'STAM LC' 138 'STAM LC' 349 'STAM LC' 121 

tr020816cl070714 'C7S' 'C7D' 508 'STAM HC' 478 'STAM LC' 349 'STAM LC' 174 'STAM LC' 368 

tr020816cl090713 'C7S' 'C7D' 508 'STAM LC' 478 'STAM LC' 349 'STAM LC' 138 'STAM LC' 174 

tr020816cl090714 'C7S' 'C7D' 508 'STAM LC' 478 'STAM HC' 138 'STAM LC' 349 'STAM LC' 121 

tr020816cl130710 'C7S' 'C7D' 508 'STAM LC' 478 'STAM LC' 121 'STAM LC' 174 'STAM LC' 349 

tr020816cl130712 'C7S' 'C7D' 508 'STAM HC' 478 'STAM LC' 340 'STAM LC' 349 'STAM HC' 121 

tr020816cl220611 'C7S' 'C7D' 508 'STAM LC' 478 'STAM LC' 121 'STAM TD' 138 'STAM LC' 174 

tr020816cl220616 'C7S' 'STAM TD' 120 'C7D' 508 'STAM LC' 325 'STAM LC' 478 'STAM LC' 121 

tr020816cl260713 'C7S' 'C7D' 508 'STAM LC' 478 'STAM LC' 138 'STAM LC' 349 'STAM LC' 121 

tr020816cl270618 'C7S' 'C7D' 508 'STAM LC' 478 'STAM LC' 121 'STAM LC' 368 'STAM HC' 488 

tr060716cl010911 'C7Y-DN' 'C7C2' 207 'STAM LC' 169 'STAM HC' 354 'C7D' 588 'STAM TD' 317 

tr060716cl020716 'C7Y-DN' 'C7C2' 169 'STAM TD' 588 'C7BD' 207 'STAM TD' 105 'STAM HC' 354 

tr060716cl060716 'C7Y-DN' 'C7C2' 169 'STAM TD' 588 'C7D' 207 'STAM LC' 197 'STAM HC' 354 

tr060716cl160610 'C7Y-DN' 'C7C2' 207 'STAM TD' 588 'STAM LC' 169 'C7BD' 354 'STAM HC' 1 

tr060716cl160611 'C7Y-DN' 'C7C1' 207 'STAM LC' 169 'STAM HC' 354 'STAM HC' 317 'C7A' 476 

tr060716cl190615 'C7Y-DN' 'C7C2' 169 'STAM LC' 1 'C7A' 444 'STAM TD' 317 'STAM HC' 354 

tr060716cl190616 'C7Y-DN' 'C7C1' 207 'STAM LC' 169 'STAM HC' 354 'C7A' 476 'STAM HC' 309 

tr060716cl190618 'C7Y-DN' 'C7C1' 207 'STAM LC' 169 'STAM HC' 354 'C7A' 476 'STAM TD' 317 

tr060716cl210611 'C7Y-DN' 'C7C1' 207 'STAM TD' 274 'STAM HC' 317 'STAM LC' 354 'C7A' 440 
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tr060716cl220611 'C7Y-DN' 'C7C2' 207 'STAM LC' 169 'STAM HC' 354 'C7BD' 468 'STAM HC' 1 

tr060716cl240814 'C7Y-DN' 'C7C2' 207 'STAM TD' 588 'STAM LC' 169 'STAM HC' 354 'C7BD' 146 

tr060716cl240816 'C7Y-DN' 'C7C2' 207 'STAM TD' 580 'STAM LC' 169 'STAM HC' 354 'C7A' 476 

tr060716cl270618 'C7Y-DN' 'C7C1' 207 'STAM LC' 169 'C7A' 616 'STAM TD' 317 'STAM LC' 440 

tr070710cl010911 'C9U' 'STAM HC' 471 'C9C23' 536 'STAM LC' 596 'C9A' 409 'STAM HC' 438 

tr070710cl020716 'C9U' 'STAM LC' 471 'C9C10' 536 'STAM LC' 596 'STAM LC' 587 'C9A' 438 

tr070710cl060716 'C9U' 'STAM HC' 471 'STAM TD' 536 'C9C23' 43 'STAM HC' 596 'C9A' 409 

tr070710cl070710 'C9U' 'STAM HC' 131 'C9C23' 471 'STAM HC' 596 'STAM HC' 548 'STAM TD' 259 

tr070710cl160610 'C9U' 'STAM TD' 427 'C9C23' 536 'STAM HC' 596 'STAM LC' 471 'C9A' 451 

tr070710cl160611 'C9U' 'STAM HC' 427 'C9C19' 536 'STAM LC' 596 'C9B' 444 'STAM LC' 259 

tr070710cl190615 'C9U' 'STAM HC' 596 'STAM LC' 536 'STAM HC' 471 'STAM TD' 622 'STAM TD' 559 

tr070710cl190616 'C9U' 'STAM TD' 451 'STAM LC' 536 'STAM LC' 131 'STAM HC' 471 'C9C23' 367 

tr070710cl190618 'C9U' 'STAM HC' 471 'STAM LC' 536 'STAM LC' 445 'STAM LC' 596 'STAM HC' 548 

tr070710cl210611 'C9U' 'STAM TD' 259 'STAM TD' 131 'C9C23' 596 'STAM TD' 153 'C9A' 471 

tr070710cl220611 'C9U' 'STAM LC' 131 'C9C19' 596 'STAM HC' 407 'STAM LC' 117 'STAM LC' 259 

tr070710cl220616 'C9U' 'STAM HC' 536 'STAM LC' 458 'STAM HC' 621 'STAM TD' 623 'STAM LC' 34 

tr070710cl240816 'C9U' 'STAM LC' 255 'STAM HC' 471 'C9C23' 536 'STAM HC' 596 'C9A' 548 

tr070710cl270618 'C9U' 'STAM HC' 471 'STAM LC' 536 'C9C23' 596 'STAM HC' 117 'C9A' 409 

tr070711cl020716 'C9U' 'STAM HC' 619 'C9C1' 610 'STAM HC' 139 'C9A' 78 'STAM TD' 590 

tr070711cl060716 'C9U' 'STAM HC' 619 'C9C1' 610 'STAM HC' 139 'STAM HC' 78 'STAM TD' 348 

tr070711cl070710 'C9U' 'STAM HC' 619 'C9C1' 445 'STAM LC' 610 'STAM HC' 139 'STAM LC' 392 

tr070711cl070711 'C9U' 'STAM HC' 619 'C9C1' 445 'STAM LC' 610 'STAM HC' 139 'STAM LC' 392 

tr070711cl160610 'C9U' 'STAM TD' 619 'C9C1' 412 'STAM TD' 610 'STAM HC' 175 'STAM HC' 165 

tr070711cl160611 'C9U' 'STAM HC' 619 'C9C1' 149 'STAM LC' 610 'STAM LC' 139 'STAM TD' 407 

tr070711cl190615 'C9U' 'STAM TD' 610 'C9C1' 401 'STAM TD' 619 'STAM LC' 348 'STAM HC' 258 

tr070711cl190616 'C9U' 'STAM TD' 610 'C9C1' 619 'STAM TD' 348 'C9A' 471 'STAM TD' 590 

tr070711cl190618 'C9U' 'STAM HC' 619 'STAM TD' 610 'C9C1' 445 'STAM HC' 78 'STAM TD' 165 

tr070711cl210611 'C9U' 'C9C1' 445 'STAM TD' 619 'C9A' 412 'STAM TD' 590 'STAM LC' 255 

tr070711cl220611 'C9U' 'STAM HC' 619 'C9C1' 610 'STAM HC' 139 'STAM HC' 78 'STAM TD' 348 
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tr070711cl220616 'C9U' 'C9C23' 149 'STAM HC' 457 'STAM TD' 392 'C9A' 404 'STAM HC' 178 

tr070711cl240814 'C9U' 'STAM HC' 619 'C9C1' 412 'STAM LC' 610 'STAM TD' 471 'STAM TD' 629 

tr070711cl270618 'C9U' 'STAM HC' 619 'C9C1' 610 'STAM HC' 139 'STAM HC' 78 'STAM TD' 348 

tr070714cl020716 'C9U' 'C9C1' 505 'STAM LC' 439 'STAM LC' 415 'STAM LC' 423 'STAM LC' 3 

tr070714cl060716 'C9U' 'C9C23' 505 'STAM LC' 3 'STAM LC' 423 'STAM LC' 439 'STAM LC' 276 

tr070714cl070710 'C9U' 'C9C23' 423 'STAM LC' 53 'STAM LC' 344 'C9A' 3 'STAM HC' 356 

tr070714cl070711 'C9U' 'C9C1' 505 'STAM LC' 439 'STAM LC' 423 'STAM LC' 3 'STAM HC' 514 

tr070714cl070714 'C9U' 'C9C1' 423 'STAM LC' 344 'STAM LC' 439 'STAM TD' 356 'STAM HC' 271 

tr070714cl160610 'C9U' 'C9C10' 505 'STAM LC' 439 'STAM LC' 3 'C9A' 528 'STAM HC' 432 

tr070714cl160611 'C9U' 'C9C1' 505 'STAM LC' 439 'STAM HC' 423 'STAM LC' 3 'STAM LC' 344 

tr070714cl190615 'C9U' 'C9C1' 28 'STAM LC' 505 'STAM TD' 34 'STAM TD' 3 'STAM LC' 439 

tr070714cl190616 'C9U' 'C9C23' 423 'STAM LC' 505 'STAM LC' 344 'C9A' 528 'STAM TD' 356 

tr070714cl190618 'C9U' 'C9C10' 423 'STAM LC' 344 'STAM HC' 356 'STAM TD' 166 'STAM TD' 505 

tr070714cl210611 'C9U' 'C9C23' 344 'STAM LC' 505 'STAM LC' 3 'STAM LC' 423 'STAM HC' 409 

tr070714cl220611 'C9U' 'C9C23' 423 'STAM LC' 344 'C9A' 3 'STAM HC' 356 'STAM HC' 360 

tr070714cl220616 'C9U' 'C9F-DN' 505 'STAM LC' 439 'STAM LC' 528 'STAM LC' 518 'C9C1' 61 

tr070714cl270618 'C9U' 'C9C23' 423 'STAM LC' 344 'C9A' 3 'STAM HC' 356 'STAM LC' 505 

tr070716cl220611 'C8I' 'STAM HC' 329 'C8C11' 451 'STAM LC' 357 'STAM LC' 497 'C8B' 41 

tr090713cl020716 'C8I' 'C8C1' 234 'STAM TD' 74 'C8A' 408 'STAM TD' 222 'STAM HC' 33 

tr090713cl060716 'C8I' 'C8C1' 234 'STAM TD' 74 'C8A' 408 'STAM TD' 222 'STAM LC' 237 

tr090713cl070710 'C8I' 'C8C1' 234 'STAM TD' 74 'C8A' 408 'STAM TD' 222 'STAM LC' 237 

tr090713cl070711 'C8I' 'C8C1' 234 'STAM HC' 408 'C8A' 74 'STAM TD' 222 'STAM HC' 33 

tr090713cl070714 'C8I' 'C8C1' 234 'STAM HC' 408 'C8A' 74 'STAM TD' 118 'STAM TD' 265 

tr090713cl090713 'C8I' 'C8C1' 237 'STAM LC' 384 'C8D-DN' 33 'STAM LC' 118 'STAM LC' 164 

tr090713cl090714 'C8I' 'C8C10' 576 'STAM TD' 211 'C8D-DN' 425 'STAM TD' 420 'STAM TD' 232 

tr090713cl160611 'C8I' 'C8C1' 234 'STAM TD' 74 'C8A' 408 'STAM TD' 222 'STAM LC' 237 

tr090713cl190615 'C8I' 'C8C1' 234 'STAM TD' 74 'C8A' 408 'STAM TD' 222 'STAM LC' 237 

tr090713cl190616 'C8I' 'C8C1' 234 'STAM TD' 74 'C8A' 408 'STAM HC' 222 'STAM LC' 237 

tr090713cl190618 'C8I' 'C8C1' 234 'STAM TD' 74 'C8A' 408 'STAM TD' 222 'STAM LC' 33 
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tr090713cl210611 'C8I' 'C8C1' 234 'STAM TD' 74 'C8A' 408 'STAM TD' 222 'STAM HC' 33 

tr090713cl220611 'C8I' 'C8C1' 234 'STAM TD' 74 'C8A' 408 'STAM TD' 222 'STAM LC' 237 

tr090713cl220616 'C8I' 'C8C1' 234 'STAM TD' 74 'C8BF' 211 'STAM HC' 408 'C8C7' 237 

tr090713cl270618 'C8I' 'C8C1' 234 'STAM TD' 74 'C8A' 408 'STAM TD' 222 'STAM LC' 237 

tr090714cl020716 'C8I' 'STAM TD' 415 'STAM TD' 366 'STAM LC' 402 'STAM LC' 568 'STAM HC' 253 

tr090714cl060716 'C8I' 'STAM TD' 366 'STAM TD' 415 'STAM TD' 253 'STAM LC' 402 'STAM HC' 490 

tr090714cl070710 'C8I' 'STAM TD' 366 'STAM HC' 253 'STAM LC' 402 'STAM LC' 568 'STAM TD' 415 

tr090714cl070711 'C8I' 'STAM TD' 415 'STAM TD' 366 'STAM LC' 402 'STAM HC' 253 'C8C1' 568 

tr090714cl070714 'C8I' 'STAM TD' 415 'STAM TD' 366 'STAM HC' 253 'C8C1' 475 'STAM TD' 406 

tr090714cl090713 'C8I' 'STAM TD' 415 'STAM TD' 366 'STAM LC' 402 'C8C1' 568 'STAM TD' 406 

tr090714cl090714 'C8I' 'STAM TD' 366 'STAM TD' 415 'STAM LC' 406 'STAM LC' 402 'STAM LC' 568 

tr090714cl190615 'C8I' 'STAM TD' 415 'STAM HC' 467 'STAM TD' 402 'STAM TD' 119 'STAM TD' 366 

tr090714cl190616 'C8I' 'STAM TD' 415 'STAM LC' 475 'STAM TD' 366 'STAM HC' 253 'STAM LC' 568 

tr090714cl190618 'C8I' 'STAM TD' 415 'STAM TD' 366 'STAM TD' 253 'STAM LC' 568 'STAM HC' 490 

tr090714cl210611 'C8I' 'STAM TD' 402 'STAM TD' 415 'STAM TD' 253 'STAM TD' 366 'STAM HC' 490 

tr090714cl220611 'C8I' 'STAM TD' 415 'STAM TD' 366 'C8C1' 568 'STAM TD' 537 'C8J' 253 

tr090714cl220616 'C8I' 'STAM TD' 537 'STAM HC' 528 'STAM HC' 557 'STAM LC' 413 'STAM HC' 415 

tr090714cl270618 'C8I' 'STAM TD' 366 'STAM TD' 415 'STAM HC' 253 'STAM LC' 402 'STAM LC' 568 

tr130710cl020716 'C10H' 'C10C10' 656 'STAM TD' 624 'STAM LC' 564 'STAM TD' 498 'STAM LC' 506 

tr130710cl060716 'C10H' 'C10C10' 656 'STAM TD' 624 'STAM LC' 564 'STAM HC' 637 'STAM TD' 498 

tr130710cl070710 'C10H' 'C10C10' 624 'STAM TD' 56 'STAM LC' 142 'STAM HC' 637 'STAM TD' 82 

tr130710cl070711 'C10H' 'C10C10' 212 'STAM LC' 564 'STAM LC' 417 'STAM LC' 589 'STAM HC' 637 

tr130710cl070714 'C10H' 'C10C10' 656 'STAM TD' 624 'STAM HC' 637 'STAM LC' 564 'STAM TD' 498 

tr130710cl090713 'C10H' 'C10C10' 212 'STAM TD' 624 'STAM LC' 564 'STAM HC' 637 'STAM TD' 498 

tr130710cl090714 'C10H' 'C10C10' 624 'STAM TD' 498 'STAM TD' 19 'STAM HC' 637 'STAM LC' 564 

tr130710cl130710 'C10H' 'C10C10' 656 'STAM TD' 19 'STAM LC' 212 'STAM HC' 637 'STAM LC' 564 

tr130710cl190616 'C10H' 'C10C10' 656 'STAM TD' 624 'STAM LC' 564 'STAM TD' 498 'STAM HC' 637 

tr130710cl190618 'C10H' 'C10C10' 624 'STAM TD' 498 'STAM LC' 564 'STAM TD' 19 'STAM HC' 637 

tr130710cl210611 'C10H' 'C10C10' 498 'STAM TD' 624 'STAM LC' 564 'STAM LC' 99 'STAM HC' 637 
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tr130710cl220611 'C10H' 'C10C10' 656 'STAM TD' 624 'STAM LC' 564 'STAM TD' 8 'STAM TD' 19 

tr130710cl220616 'C10H' 'STAM TD' 142 'C10C10' 564 'STAM HC' 577 'STAM LC' 200 'STAM TD' 624 

tr130710cl270618 'C10H' 'C10C10' 656 'STAM TD' 82 'STAM LC' 142 'STAM HC' 637 'STAM LC' 171 

tr130712cl020716 'C10H' 'STAM HC' 619 'STAM TD' 606 'C10C10' 443 'STAM LC' 271 'STAM LC' 319 

tr130712cl060716 'C10H' 'C10C10' 619 'STAM LC' 496 'STAM LC' 45 'STAM LC' 443 'STAM LC' 319 

tr130712cl070710 'C10H' 'STAM TD' 606 'STAM LC' 619 'STAM LC' 622 'C10C10' 443 'STAM HC' 271 

tr130712cl070711 'C10H' 'C10C10' 619 'STAM LC' 496 'STAM LC' 319 'STAM LC' 443 'STAM LC' 573 

tr130712cl070714 'C10H' 'C10C10' 619 'STAM LC' 496 'STAM LC' 45 'STAM LC' 319 'STAM LC' 443 

tr130712cl090713 'C10H' 'STAM TD' 606 'STAM HC' 619 'C10C10' 45 'STAM LC' 443 'STAM LC' 573 

tr130712cl090714 'C10H' 'STAM LC' 622 'C10C10' 619 'STAM LC' 496 'STAM TD' 45 'STAM LC' 98 

tr130712cl130710 'C10H' 'C10C10' 619 'STAM LC' 496 'STAM LC' 45 'STAM LC' 319 'STAM LC' 443 

tr130712cl130712 'C10H' 'STAM TD' 606 'STAM HC' 619 'C10C10' 45 'STAM TD' 586 'STAM LC' 443 

tr130712cl190618 'C10H' 'STAM TD' 606 'STAM HC' 619 'C10C10' 45 'STAM LC' 573 'STAM TD' 496 

tr130712cl210611 'C10H' 'C10C10' 619 'STAM TD' 253 'STAM LC' 496 'STAM LC' 319 'STAM LC' 443 

tr130712cl220611 'C10H' 'C10C10' 619 'STAM LC' 496 'STAM LC' 45 'STAM HC' 168 'STAM LC' 319 

tr130712cl220616 'C10H' 'STAM TD' 135 'STAM TD' 500 'C10C20' 443 'STAM TD' 271 'STAM TD' 606 

tr130712cl270618 'C10H' 'C10C10' 619 'STAM LC' 496 'STAM LC' 90 'STAM LC' 471 'STAM HC' 443 

tr130713cl130710 'C10H' 'C10C10' 488 'STAM HC' 185 'STAM TD' 438 'STAM LC' 453 'STAM LC' 279 

tr160610cl010911 'C9U' 'C9C23' 270 'STAM LC' 471 'C9A' 279 'STAM HC' 181 'STAM TD' 415 

tr160610cl020816 'C9U' 'C9C19' 471 'STAM LC' 181 'C9A' 270 'STAM TD' 565 'STAM TD' 541 

tr160610cl060716 'C9U' 'C9C23' 270 'STAM LC' 471 'C9A' 181 'STAM LC' 279 'STAM TD' 415 

tr160610cl070710 'C9U' 'C9C23' 471 'STAM LC' 278 'C9A' 270 'STAM HC' 279 'STAM HC' 181 

tr160610cl070711 'C9U' 'STAM LC' 270 'C9C23' 471 'STAM TD' 278 'C9A' 181 'STAM TD' 487 

tr160610cl070714 'C9U' 'C9C23' 270 'STAM LC' 471 'C9A' 181 'STAM LC' 279 'STAM TD' 540 

tr160610cl090713 'C9U' 'C9C23' 270 'STAM LC' 471 'C9A' 181 'STAM LC' 279 'STAM TD' 415 

tr160610cl090714 'C9U' 'C9C23' 270 'STAM LC' 471 'C9A' 181 'STAM LC' 279 'STAM TD' 415 

tr160610cl130710 'C9U' 'C9C23' 270 'STAM LC' 471 'C9A' 181 'STAM TD' 415 'STAM LC' 279 

tr160610cl130712 'C9U' 'C9C23' 270 'STAM LC' 471 'C9A' 181 'STAM LC' 279 'STAM TD' 415 

tr160610cl160610 'C9U' 'C9C23' 270 'STAM LC' 471 'C9A' 181 'STAM LC' 279 'STAM TD' 540 
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tr160610cl240814 'C9U' 'C9C23' 270 'STAM LC' 471 'C9A' 181 'STAM LC' 279 'STAM TD' 415 

tr160610cl240816 'C9U' 'C9C23' 270 'STAM LC' 471 'C9A' 181 'STAM LC' 279 'STAM TD' 415 

tr160610cl260713 'C9U' 'STAM LC' 270 'STAM LC' 471 'STAM HC' 181 'STAM LC' 83 'STAM TD' 545 

tr160611cl010911 'C9U' 'C9C10' 624 'STAM HC' 389 'STAM HC' 247 'STAM TD' 390 'STAM TD' 204 

tr160611cl020816 'C9U' 'C9C10' 624 'STAM LC' 389 'STAM LC' 247 'STAM LC' 390 'STAM TD' 412 

tr160611cl070710 'C9U' 'C9C10' 624 'STAM LC' 389 'STAM HC' 247 'STAM TD' 390 'STAM HC' 202 

tr160611cl070711 'C9U' 'STAM LC' 624 'STAM HC' 247 'STAM LC' 389 'STAM LC' 204 'STAM HC' 68 

tr160611cl070714 'C9U' 'STAM LC' 624 'STAM LC' 247 'STAM HC' 389 'STAM HC' 68 'STAM LC' 609 

tr160611cl090713 'C9U' 'C9C10' 247 'STAM HC' 68 'STAM TD' 204 'STAM LC' 624 'STAM HC' 634 

tr160611cl090714 'C9U' 'C9C14' 202 'STAM TD' 431 'STAM LC' 197 'STAM LC' 624 'STAM HC' 247 

tr160611cl130710 'C9U' 'C9C10' 624 'STAM LC' 389 'STAM HC' 247 'STAM HC' 390 'STAM TD' 634 

tr160611cl130712 'C9U' 'STAM LC' 624 'STAM LC' 247 'STAM LC' 563 'STAM TD' 204 'STAM LC' 21 

tr160611cl160610 'C9U' 'C9C19' 272 'STAM TD' 483 'C9A' 284 'STAM TD' 2 'STAM TD' 610 

tr160611cl160611 'C9U' 'C9C10' 247 'STAM HC' 68 'STAM HC' 624 'STAM HC' 202 'STAM HC' 487 

tr160611cl240814 'C9U' 'C9C10' 247 'STAM LC' 68 'STAM LC' 624 'STAM HC' 202 'STAM TD' 204 

tr160611cl240816 'C9U' 'C9C10' 624 'STAM LC' 389 'STAM HC' 247 'STAM TD' 390 'STAM TD' 204 

tr160611cl260713 'C9U' 'C9C10' 624 'STAM HC' 389 'STAM HC' 568 'STAM HC' 247 'STAM HC' 390 

tr190615cl010911 'C8W' 'C8C10' 422 'STAM LC' 18 'C8B' 526 'STAM HC' 427 'STAM LC' 33 

tr190615cl020816 'C8W' 'C8C10' 422 'STAM LC' 18 'C8B' 526 'STAM HC' 427 'STAM LC' 192 

tr190615cl070711 'C8W' 'STAM LC' 422 'C8C10' 18 'STAM LC' 427 'C8B' 136 'STAM LC' 409 

tr190615cl070714 'C8W' 'C8C10' 422 'STAM LC' 18 'C8B' 526 'STAM HC' 427 'STAM LC' 33 

tr190615cl090713 'C8W' 'STAM LC' 422 'STAM LC' 136 'C8D-DN' 112 'STAM TD' 254 'STAM LC' 18 

tr190615cl090714 'C8W' 'C8C10' 341 'STAM LC' 274 'C8B' 422 'STAM TD' 18 'STAM TD' 526 

tr190615cl130710 'C8W' 'STAM LC' 422 'C8C10' 18 'STAM LC' 427 'C8B' 519 'STAM HC' 280 

tr190615cl130712 'C8W' 'STAM TD' 492 'STAM LC' 422 'C8C1' 18 'STAM LC' 427 'STAM LC' 526 

tr190615cl160610 'C8W' 'STAM LC' 422 'C8C10' 18 'STAM LC' 427 'C8B' 519 'STAM HC' 280 

tr190615cl160611 'C8W' 'STAM LC' 422 'STAM TD' 18 'STAM TD' 526 'STAM HC' 427 'C8D-DN' 315 

tr190615cl190615 'C8W' 'STAM LC' 422 'STAM LC' 136 'STAM LC' 444 'C8C1' 18 'STAM HC' 427 

tr190615cl240814 'C8W' 'STAM LC' 422 'C8C10' 18 'STAM LC' 427 'C8D' 519 'STAM HC' 280 
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tr190615cl240816 'C8W' 'STAM LC' 422 'C8C10' 18 'STAM LC' 427 'C8B' 519 'STAM HC' 280 

tr190615cl260713 'C8W' 'STAM LC' 422 'C8C10' 18 'STAM LC' 427 'C8D' 192 'STAM LC' 341 

tr190616cl010911 'C7Y' 'C7C2' 444 'STAM HC' 372 'C7BD' 49 'STAM HC' 143 'STAM TD' 552 

tr190616cl020816 'C7Y' 'C7C2' 378 'STAM LC' 221 'STAM TD' 188 'STAM TD' 400 'STAM TD' 49 

tr190616cl070714 'C7Y' 'C7C2' 400 'STAM TD' 372 'STAM TD' 135 'STAM HC' 385 'STAM LC' 423 

tr190616cl090713 'C7Y' 'C7C2' 400 'STAM TD' 372 'C7BD' 140 'STAM HC' 143 'STAM LC' 201 

tr190616cl090714 'C7Y' 'STAM TD' 400 'C7C2' 444 'STAM TD' 372 'STAM TD' 135 'STAM LC' 423 

tr190616cl130710 'C7Y' 'STAM HC' 221 'STAM TD' 444 'STAM TD' 400 'STAM LC' 378 'STAM LC' 268 

tr190616cl130712 'C7Y' 'C7C2' 400 'STAM TD' 372 'STAM LC' 135 'C7BD' 14 'STAM TD' 555 

tr190616cl160610 'C7Y' 'C7C2' 400 'STAM TD' 372 'C7BD' 14 'STAM LC' 135 'STAM LC' 423 

tr190616cl160611 'C7Y' 'STAM TD' 372 'STAM TD' 229 'STAM LC' 201 'STAM TD' 135 'C7C2' 423 

tr190616cl190616 'C7Y' 'C7C2' 400 'STAM TD' 135 'STAM TD' 372 'STAM TD' 14 'STAM TD' 436 

tr190616cl240814 'C7Y' 'STAM TD' 444 'STAM LC' 423 'C7G' 135 'STAM HC' 400 'STAM TD' 516 

tr190616cl240816 'C7Y' 'STAM TD' 444 'STAM TD' 516 'STAM TD' 135 'C7C2' 423 'STAM TD' 385 

tr190616cl260713 'C7Y' 'C7C2' 400 'STAM HC' 372 'STAM HC' 135 'STAM TD' 516 'STAM LC' 385 

tr190618cl010911 'C5T' 'C5DL2' 194 'STAM TD' 165 'C5F-DA' 339 'STAM LC' 16 'STAM LC' 492 

tr190618cl020816 'C5T' 'C5F-DA' 492 'STAM HC' 500 'C5A' 165 'STAM TD' 325 'STAM TD' 16 

tr190618cl090713 'C5T' 'STAM TD' 165 'C5F-DA' 32 'STAM HC' 36 'C5E' 371 'STAM TD' 235 

tr190618cl090714 'C5T' 'STAM TD' 165 'C5DL2' 492 'STAM LC' 194 'STAM LC' 4 'STAM TD' 16 

tr190618cl130710 'C5T' 'C5DL2' 194 'STAM TD' 165 'C5F-DA' 339 'STAM LC' 16 'STAM TD' 235 

tr190618cl130712 'C5T' 'STAM TD' 165 'C5F-DA' 492 'STAM HC' 16 'STAM HC' 4 'STAM HC' 277 

tr190618cl160610 'C5T' 'C5DL2' 325 'STAM TD' 165 'STAM LC' 337 'STAM LC' 460 'STAM HC' 4 

tr190618cl160611 'C5T' 'C5DL2' 325 'STAM TD' 165 'C5F-DA' 194 'STAM HC' 16 'STAM TD' 455 

tr190618cl190615 'C5T' 'C5DL2' 32 'STAM TD' 165 'C5F-DA' 7 'STAM LC' 455 'C5A' 16 

tr190618cl190616 'C5T' 'C5DL2' 325 'STAM TD' 165 'STAM LC' 194 'STAM LC' 4 'STAM LC' 36 

tr190618cl190618 'C5T' 'STAM TD' 492 'STAM TD' 165 'C5F-DA' 194 'STAM HC' 455 'C5E' 16 

tr190618cl240814 'C5T' 'STAM TD' 165 'C5F-DA' 325 'STAM HC' 36 'C5A' 16 'STAM LC' 194 

tr190618cl240816 'C5T' 'STAM TD' 165 'C5F-DA' 325 'STAM HC' 36 'STAM HC' 16 'STAM TD' 312 

tr190618cl260713 'C5T' 'C5DL2' 194 'STAM TD' 165 'C5F-DA' 339 'STAM TD' 16 'STAM TD' 312 
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tr210611cl010911 'C7Y' 'STAM LC' 529 'STAM HC' 535 'STAM LC' 171 'STAM LC' 391 'STAM TD' 348 

tr210611cl020816 'C7Y' 'STAM LC' 529 'STAM HC' 535 'STAM LC' 391 'STAM LC' 348 'C7C8' 379 

tr210611cl090714 'C7Y' 'STAM LC' 529 'STAM HC' 535 'STAM LC' 391 'STAM TD' 348 'STAM TD' 524 

tr210611cl130710 'C7Y' 'STAM LC' 529 'STAM HC' 535 'STAM LC' 391 'STAM TD' 348 'STAM TD' 524 

tr210611cl130712 'C7Y' 'STAM LC' 529 'STAM LC' 535 'STAM LC' 524 'STAM TD' 348 'STAM TD' 499 

tr210611cl160610 'C7Y' 'STAM LC' 529 'STAM HC' 535 'STAM LC' 524 'STAM LC' 391 'STAM TD' 348 

tr210611cl160611 'C7Y' 'STAM LC' 529 'STAM TD' 535 'STAM LC' 391 'STAM LC' 348 'STAM HC' 562 

tr210611cl190615 'C7Y' 'STAM LC' 529 'STAM LC' 391 'STAM HC' 348 'STAM TD' 188 'STAM LC' 171 

tr210611cl190616 'C7Y' 'STAM LC' 529 'STAM HC' 535 'STAM LC' 391 'STAM LC' 171 'STAM HC' 348 

tr210611cl190618 'C7Y' 'STAM HC' 535 'STAM LC' 524 'STAM LC' 529 'STAM TD' 391 'STAM TD' 188 

tr210611cl210611 'C7Y' 'STAM TD' 535 'STAM LC' 524 'STAM LC' 391 'STAM LC' 529 'STAM LC' 171 
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Complexity 
score 
before 
STAM 

Complexity 
after 1st 
STAM 

Complexity 
after 2nd 
STAM 

Complexity 
after 3rd 
STAM 

Complexity 
after 4th 
STAM 

Complexity 
after 5th 
STAM 

Weather 
Scenario 

5.94660008 5.40707322 5.08247426 4.91059749 4.23273631 4.10499995 4 

5.72462781 5.25274307 4.81853954 4.6695155 3.96871731 3.96110122 3 

5.97322941 6.32823851 6.18926641 5.73993454 5.58792296 4.96322601 3 

5.70563939 5.22174366 4.96743498 4.78690136 4.10140235 4.09161809 3 

5.7082881 5.22396146 4.96950728 4.92074292 4.25369307 4.16942887 2 

5.78074372 5.35105562 5.12534758 5.04263357 4.38158771 4.21556758 2 

5.77993952 5.42854666 5.01785658 4.72308063 4.02889145 4.01927374 3 

5.57802111 5.10969037 5.06226539 4.39338428 4.24313323 4.19282223 1 

5.83238674 5.32848979 5.05036536 4.8052492 4.16505368 4.09983832 2 

5.70733459 5.22328104 4.96897366 4.88468997 4.10965077 4.105504 2 

5.9074369 5.44890387 5.18965598 4.7171504 4.60211009 4.02155863 1 

6.07233789 5.60092685 5.05768565 4.77291328 3.98546992 4.03655927 4 

5.70730552 5.22325777 4.96895343 4.74680116 4.10549961 4.1023411 3 

5.72640738 5.24769804 4.99622448 4.74062027 4.57276301 4.02243055 2 

5.25414236 4.92749511 4.70782925 4.62819169 4.35903941 4.20052911 4 

5.29839693 4.97454941 4.7694767 4.61258368 4.59570445 4.50109207 3 

5.51881569 5.30528477 5.20825347 4.98035996 4.76271046 4.70979955 3 

5.32365912 5.00798763 4.88531595 4.66131222 4.68653678 4.53662324 2 

5.70388784 5.40898852 5.07515538 4.67274488 4.45030299 4.37107045 2 

5.70822992 5.61416482 5.61321839 5.25886207 5.16969037 5.00634187 2 

5.41276217 5.10501543 4.7570952 4.7141642 4.59837766 4.4052849 4 

5.33879518 5.06193266 4.70786217 4.63118597 4.31830959 4.24124555 2 

5.637692 5.28011706 4.87954725 4.87165836 4.55196509 4.46790407 4 

5.30836842 5.03280996 4.95122736 4.91303346 4.75911407 4.62697761 2 

7.11131467 6.83511647 6.39304487 5.71647021 5.39681812 5.26891309 3 
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5.32658779 4.9893166 4.83084414 4.49113488 4.43190123 4.27973742 4 

5.24124521 4.92005057 4.61878346 4.57349963 4.55623512 4.43209109 3 

5.25699665 4.93678773 4.58591411 4.49294042 4.45018989 4.44636067 1 

6.08297528 5.75326322 5.42796649 5.38611119 5.19700734 5.13649694 3 

6.13025002 5.79762645 5.66167799 5.36973372 5.29827709 5.093968 3 

6.00090527 5.17905416 5.03326286 4.72897273 4.71864916 4.71830298 3 

6.08225912 5.34556384 5.08706457 4.89499148 4.82002774 4.73468891 2 

6.00385687 5.22952328 4.94770112 4.76360804 4.73565945 4.63913436 2 

5.94223232 4.96585503 4.91033299 4.80614038 4.67513443 4.59725097 3 

6.07144431 5.12783179 5.01283846 4.91925425 4.82358903 4.80955293 1 

5.81490618 5.05530575 4.88100714 4.77370334 4.58652559 4.5847547 2 

6.00082315 5.17839378 5.03262962 4.76556209 4.73468891 4.71249436 2 

6.06493908 5.22469928 5.04237084 4.93925883 4.76369252 4.75311248 1 

6.05027353 5.27138018 5.12659335 4.82355448 4.83483597 4.73332588 2 

6.73780466 6.06893263 5.30649995 5.16397645 5.01740779 4.97040355 3 

5.93907926 5.16530629 5.01559835 4.85217002 4.80929069 4.55606939 2 

6.03958647 5.27011158 5.12640255 4.82178059 4.74346165 4.58467668 1 

6.84785769 6.21398849 5.95694538 5.635657 5.43550676 5.42254407 4 

6.70110306 6.02890757 5.93610394 5.88982759 5.77884046 5.74400133 3 

6.74438193 6.11577879 6.05572981 5.86481717 5.47644598 5.28646654 3 

6.79180311 6.14846736 6.04231965 5.73403341 5.66682294 5.40959989 2 

6.67992944 6.09482318 5.71651652 5.38437797 5.49010977 5.0100264 2 

7.3495224 6.3951578 6.13381115 5.55721524 5.48051244 5.35485438 2 

6.84225138 6.10775583 5.72860468 5.61777873 5.21795932 5.01889876 4 

6.72318788 6.14976529 5.77989359 5.52033956 5.28841286 5.23235017 2 

6.44392514 5.90051476 5.87204697 5.77197348 5.6382261 5.1486054 4 

7.21708996 6.52790609 6.18831632 6.00142221 5.84738604 5.6723608 2 

6.74572262 6.01870227 5.90222676 5.57339956 5.54477104 5.43867172 4 

6.73398354 6.05835895 5.9865542 5.67712395 5.55000975 5.04984359 3 
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6.62547156 5.96755358 5.59551966 5.21557795 5.15837874 5.09262385 1 

7.19808591 6.74826724 6.50054723 6.32711185 6.02056461 5.94559337 4 

7.01980599 6.89520418 6.6719202 6.26500838 6.22832806 6.14201336 3 

7.16025553 6.90668277 6.67571413 6.57545127 6.39724808 6.14260338 3 

7.20057658 6.93184087 6.77231862 6.54288429 6.36949868 6.24879228 2 

7.16317645 6.92112341 6.79695537 6.55537337 6.41763242 6.07153433 2 

7.20802152 6.87585668 6.75670176 6.66341947 6.54880239 6.46121107 2 

7.02841341 6.79767799 6.66361183 6.61253466 6.48818182 6.44156988 2 

7.11445095 7.05694463 6.80588301 6.69431577 6.66439581 6.61442471 4 

7.36301833 6.97187897 6.61790045 6.60665852 6.52961242 6.33837315 2 

7.02213845 6.85091987 6.80330211 6.63706314 6.46244167 6.3166789 4 

7.19435487 7.07571791 6.84902147 6.66787219 6.62118825 6.52646264 2 

10.2893288 9.02564393 8.75165571 8.25013833 7.94304629 7.43700601 3 

7.29075254 7.07759905 6.89217451 6.61075756 6.35661645 6.19640839 3 

7.15944609 6.88397945 6.65234194 6.56140251 6.41738329 6.17347846 1 

7.17858116 6.95651071 6.55097905 6.25343248 5.84392297 5.74992125 3 

6.83261217 6.60994556 6.36268853 6.05608875 5.6409725 5.3942638 3 

6.73395544 6.54725511 6.29468491 5.72432874 5.56984006 5.39863826 2 

6.66150142 6.56786308 6.23803239 5.66822838 5.43516532 5.42546784 2 

6.70843285 6.51126975 6.24770472 5.68055745 5.45724989 5.39712583 2 

6.9799003 6.88482748 6.46856104 5.91843431 5.78386883 5.71037426 2 

6.81247806 6.60181224 6.35413127 5.82884701 5.79251251 5.7744585 2 

6.94843176 6.72663007 6.49865723 6.12468125 5.78133238 5.68876233 4 

6.8973703 6.65166366 6.43845682 6.01866993 5.71367728 5.49572679 2 

6.72869356 6.39454434 6.00345336 5.67789674 5.52545838 5.25709403 4 

6.88772444 6.68061848 6.44587399 6.11384993 5.70358293 5.44383354 2 

8.14744798 7.18205931 6.92321147 6.57852808 6.32113421 6.18149598 3 

6.69667863 6.42103842 6.19205173 5.74610598 5.72186377 5.63739779 4 

6.99801003 6.76505132 6.5052436 6.19682742 5.79542125 5.53536007 1 
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7.4461258 6.17024113 6.0785108 5.8904521 5.89058413 5.78707601 3 

7.32931373 6.10994516 6.01413749 5.72186386 5.67998999 5.5661005 3 

7.38858293 6.21274488 6.10790603 6.0523753 5.8116622 5.73944549 2 

7.33253623 5.94022899 5.75554927 5.69272658 5.58063382 5.37134317 2 

7.64321075 6.34408417 6.21464225 5.94094727 5.92945162 5.71612646 3 

7.34025692 6.00990812 5.57116834 5.56453309 5.58127562 5.39738104 2 

7.33868481 5.94610617 5.75554927 5.67894682 5.62449202 5.58063382 2 

7.27804703 6.13933247 5.95971636 5.6782986 5.65146557 5.50380739 2 

7.76971027 6.42497785 6.32292766 6.0647176 5.76295115 5.61310869 4 

7.35355789 6.17252651 5.74865811 5.55537883 5.4355132 5.31626889 2 

7.40348427 6.09656968 5.99013048 5.91709477 5.70104626 5.60475287 4 

7.65444987 6.46479972 6.16638783 5.93839175 5.88370124 5.75089875 2 

8.25465347 6.94050769 6.61005472 6.51895276 6.17034959 6.00782496 3 

7.47385299 6.1336773 6.0888037 5.71558383 5.69236013 5.32167332 1 

5.27882245 5.27279918 4.94054156 4.80059827 4.6720534 4.39622786 2 

8.22605545 7.1459306 6.5713195 5.56240562 5.26576873 5.202858 3 

7.82771164 6.89316227 6.28103468 5.5018985 5.14976889 5.08944093 3 

8.00223607 6.93738364 6.32993561 5.55764794 5.21521549 5.15061553 2 

7.93825506 6.93723761 6.46942115 5.83303816 5.45450071 5.28575162 2 

7.92132006 6.86249464 6.35886805 5.88642375 5.68663062 5.37293154 3 

7.15494538 5.94321852 5.6125788 5.03454233 4.92368573 4.69498944 1 

4.9108637 4.02688852 3.63969677 3.51619996 3.34865964 3.29984579 2 

7.91050004 6.8733826 6.25121047 5.52679232 5.20877073 5.11653189 2 

7.91569264 6.88216865 6.27811109 5.56726435 5.28053936 5.15154462 2 

7.93569569 6.74494196 6.16961048 5.67943112 5.57714212 5.47875388 4 

7.80061752 6.62948967 6.041743 5.65430314 5.23032683 5.07628957 2 

7.86351323 7.00013708 6.40376028 5.49685698 5.2118849 5.1475064 4 

7.94718276 6.90488841 6.29039788 5.47090106 5.22191242 5.09526865 2 

7.92116775 6.92267523 6.74401092 6.28560089 6.09114916 5.87825866 3 
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7.95520939 6.93329847 6.32345797 5.53914296 5.19583753 5.12846806 1 

6.65338823 6.36469881 6.01387169 5.92060076 5.88324959 5.7323263 3 

6.43115102 6.08450108 5.85553369 5.820699 5.80229092 5.76309329 3 

6.19214002 5.96039589 5.84011456 5.75734242 5.58736986 5.49507785 2 

6.49173766 6.23265924 5.87586346 5.8702288 5.69085999 5.49544239 2 

6.26227706 6.0131999 5.88961324 5.78252538 5.53872008 5.44707609 3 

6.38022691 6.14336624 5.77525904 5.5243764 5.37268798 5.33573148 1 

6.4701001 6.11505635 5.91577115 5.6565974 5.57347011 5.54856606 2 

6.9249904 6.62650022 6.18431026 5.78257322 5.77321281 5.71027256 2 

6.10993106 5.91277917 5.87735222 5.86535389 5.6067294 5.49097733 4 

6.22826147 5.98736037 5.82791156 5.79810483 5.85792093 5.56775261 2 

6.56631686 6.08930867 5.86027566 5.84627193 5.80699682 5.7666101 4 

6.31228827 6.07163274 5.83982993 5.64764145 5.50871929 5.37483685 2 

11.8047977 10.8781844 10.3808456 9.97512549 8.98419788 8.00962349 3 

6.41064424 6.06174617 5.94717267 5.80052609 5.72781533 5.54242793 1 

7.00121922 6.4076827 6.20044751 5.99525412 5.79183591 5.72377042 3 

7.1350541 6.3918131 6.18193504 6.03072587 5.97798409 5.70939237 3 

7.19792752 6.64112869 6.4620493 6.03099682 5.63324331 5.63324331 2 

7.09758088 6.17015802 5.95122566 5.90515277 5.86705104 5.59751508 2 

7.42545679 6.47452258 6.28995441 6.24680701 6.04771556 5.75787146 3 

7.42149354 6.82661531 6.62234546 6.54700511 6.51851056 6.15988393 1 

7.25156002 6.52533569 6.10956723 5.96056712 5.86537613 5.79123486 2 

7.33948045 6.24211772 6.21315852 5.94079717 5.90808584 5.68761341 2 

7.17070567 6.50347373 6.28393298 6.08862539 5.98111749 5.75237632 4 

7.1652286 6.63914531 6.19791767 5.98292844 5.95299599 5.74616107 2 

7.2171358 6.69871877 6.47994703 6.26838468 6.22195092 5.64635005 4 

7.11802737 6.59975709 6.41214677 6.40022182 6.03544571 5.89340338 2 

10.8745705 10.027823 9.40407442 8.92643531 8.09597405 8.0263659 3 

7.24947799 6.28735491 6.28735491 5.98467463 5.65151817 5.54499716 1 
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7.2507787 6.6918425 6.58039697 6.22241438 6.21924863 6.00055869 3 

7.4937377 6.96475353 6.71146442 6.28784084 6.25567761 5.95215313 3 

7.6574538 7.57840196 6.83679961 6.71484711 6.37992006 6.16832551 2 

7.08161761 6.62107411 6.37751947 6.14060458 5.94424866 5.80065695 2 

7.84635455 7.22244157 6.97057739 6.50559723 6.28794705 6.12732903 3 

7.80221474 7.60781565 6.93775304 6.58564645 6.53592458 6.3553526 1 

8.50742519 8.38014656 7.71302802 7.46821221 6.93781028 6.65286227 2 

7.76951805 7.25063795 7.00315004 6.45540934 6.34362793 6.01725045 2 

7.60363057 7.56987281 6.79464455 6.31325597 6.23771032 6.02554356 1 

8.09083776 7.75472618 7.21372463 6.73146161 6.47314917 6.30554991 2 

7.21381385 6.6591245 6.65243875 6.40455893 6.21996908 6.12521199 4 

7.68488236 7.24065675 6.99340177 6.9587614 6.48489785 6.18888219 2 

10.2993488 8.93016887 7.98745393 7.61670327 7.59879153 7.31122725 3 

7.80658894 7.39585574 7.1516723 6.73444114 6.42017811 6.331302 1 

7.28734373 6.47346196 6.25859576 5.84595468 5.61992662 5.54870449 2 

8.88893091 7.97890999 7.60719491 6.99137804 6.57616628 6.46656269 4 

10.7777945 9.87791366 9.52309775 8.80784103 8.65779683 8.25922759 3 

8.42926699 7.75828803 7.40187993 6.62060709 6.5315466 6.40273531 3 

8.48136654 7.86133274 7.41746475 6.53463054 6.47114203 6.42912896 2 

8.17325677 7.54486419 7.03614054 6.78212811 6.31997502 6.03226118 2 

8.45892485 7.54470526 7.18152227 6.72893291 6.6408793 6.51287542 3 

9.26997635 8.45297417 8.06301619 7.23666817 7.14800801 7.01745413 1 

8.76416789 7.90120931 7.5383995 6.90070216 6.81349203 6.68592486 2 

9.00920571 8.18604756 7.82385368 7.10058703 6.96883354 6.87591093 2 

8.52715378 7.82158826 7.45614851 6.72936946 6.64134865 6.51479089 1 

8.54481837 7.84368627 7.47956099 6.74512135 6.65704638 6.54729074 2 

8.74387127 7.91498779 7.54617492 6.86885193 6.78262501 6.65328466 4 

8.52417551 7.82510957 7.45850187 6.72954598 6.64119637 6.51470516 3 

8.33454587 7.73054113 7.25821591 6.96938789 6.72717796 6.71919745 2 
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7.9520108 7.20258068 6.8402754 6.66307489 6.51998343 6.42051879 4 

8.15697015 7.56842407 7.22235951 7.03812707 6.96662031 6.85700776 3 

7.92356358 7.22868292 6.87175941 6.68712878 6.50403095 6.4114708 2 

7.66392492 7.52252547 7.27427547 7.01409691 6.86590547 6.85296721 2 

8.01552741 7.88826202 7.63122745 7.21741904 7.06357504 6.6490936 3 

7.72920419 6.94210593 6.82233071 6.76372246 6.60939656 6.59610822 1 

7.80566033 7.284464 7.04668921 6.84549161 6.67315177 6.48038615 2 

7.8615376 7.15922252 6.8009235 6.61593685 6.53856529 6.5383972 2 

8.23131564 8.09329442 7.84722586 6.90719156 6.81319838 6.75345624 1 

9.88233949 8.32301081 8.00797468 7.54105259 7.39977868 6.95849913 2 

8.06642248 7.31221783 7.16774704 6.99820402 6.58425779 6.42022727 2 

7.80942594 7.10266142 6.96846838 6.79319944 6.5413522 6.43230833 4 

7.8615376 7.15922252 6.8009235 6.61593685 6.48190415 6.37990271 3 

7.75469858 7.22547748 6.87314064 6.86006305 6.66983893 6.47846212 2 

6.05679087 5.81719753 5.66924773 5.3033581 5.01157433 4.93758001 4 

6.33406913 6.17643845 6.03732793 5.52163402 5.2452088 5.0869462 3 

6.22286927 5.98288478 5.78718037 5.50270248 5.05088924 4.93104349 2 

6.26898516 6.0398011 5.89290477 5.46329318 5.17582852 5.10313956 3 

6.0245526 5.8015644 5.18274844 4.3511656 4.34998566 4.30265648 1 

6.7958742 6.35889722 6.08877036 5.63061324 5.56638198 5.49961256 2 

6.09464797 5.8564213 5.73492712 5.45490445 4.90613763 4.88690252 2 

6.55638904 6.21676784 5.96756844 5.86108892 5.41830531 5.10983225 1 

6.07832665 5.83993362 5.73539723 5.45536578 4.86288402 4.86815027 2 

6.07212359 5.83557406 5.73713623 5.58491891 5.39337845 4.71920963 2 

6.47357995 6.25746112 5.38503607 5.25308609 5.13694712 4.75967285 2 

6.10662721 5.85825064 5.72657393 5.44300339 4.86554142 4.79433932 4 

6.0917084 5.85409416 5.7242688 5.4442323 4.90848309 4.84277573 3 

6.09885392 5.85904171 5.73477002 5.45318144 4.91802656 4.69618974 2 

5.83217955 5.61896302 5.61405125 5.11592429 5.20034444 5.20034444 4 
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7.9782015 7.50302238 7.00705949 6.73896784 6.66035861 6.12514909 3 

5.569764 5.27650551 5.0703204 4.94824482 4.94026868 4.91642668 3 

6.10499258 5.90928445 5.54118531 4.99423192 4.87419708 4.81399105 1 

5.60841316 5.50251176 5.39069783 5.20489111 5.05191729 5.03459982 2 

5.93082731 5.49077724 5.14271789 5.03706549 5.00005995 4.93852904 2 

5.60453563 5.43737143 5.15286317 5.08129873 4.83690217 4.88130394 1 

5.67101661 5.51831924 5.15988896 4.91770266 4.81646916 4.7823483 2 

5.60939193 5.11972766 5.01950032 4.9471363 4.916104 4.75563791 2 

5.61975483 5.26585188 5.22017618 4.83903943 4.83632666 4.54892345 4 

5.40241272 5.19332837 5.05535007 4.7423925 4.57990284 4.43272375 4 

5.37584537 5.00371472 4.94274042 4.93944887 4.78565996 4.78561869 3 

5.37456028 5.17416294 5.14938415 4.76899078 4.62050282 4.56144584 2 

5.05715798 4.71836711 4.51781133 4.10674248 3.86225486 3.81857198 4 

6.60713896 5.82889121 5.62435069 5.11177282 5.05265542 4.62512831 3 

5.17013615 4.97733009 4.2966937 4.23086453 3.89161388 3.87008099 1 

5.08389428 4.99506311 4.22917954 4.12133548 3.986703 3.94025095 2 

4.93072195 4.90462722 4.3437659 4.15968232 3.94347047 3.88393376 2 

5.06068391 5.02247933 4.27542959 3.91536502 3.86225413 3.85631043 1 

5.0104465 4.88051334 4.30819607 4.04573473 4.04398015 3.97826288 2 

5.12816355 5.01151973 4.51910326 4.16293434 4.02638583 3.89869387 2 

4.99083655 4.86619484 4.38483468 4.16534157 4.15992222 3.97386108 2 

5.13431648 5.07544966 4.49413112 4.05203559 3.95406237 3.89757607 4 

5.12469397 4.96815755 4.95411981 4.13467286 4.10540047 4.00062288 2 

5.08612586 5.01978926 4.22913235 4.1256539 3.93062485 3.71560689 4 

5.02501384 5.0143793 4.16836817 4.07041657 3.91246304 3.90742668 3 

5.03405745 4.51868007 4.412078 4.07931688 3.69179942 3.66640762 2 

7.84427011 7.18031295 6.75362322 6.31521699 5.91249702 5.63345041 4 

7.73485616 7.09619064 6.70134995 6.27089569 6.10640478 5.32034685 3 

7.96686536 7.24239569 6.85657118 6.42892562 6.02891031 6.01675514 2 
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7.83654062 7.16394008 6.77228059 6.34266994 5.94612277 5.85248822 2 

8.82367784 8.19670515 7.09648583 6.82213275 6.61530003 6.41845461 1 

8.01782866 7.30532218 6.88264692 6.54243674 6.11167801 5.74720349 2 

8.08191924 7.35925266 7.10474053 6.62750527 6.27993934 6.14635112 2 

7.13188805 6.29306176 5.90218648 5.70371667 5.59881882 5.48195331 2 

7.68886891 7.08883225 6.68884339 6.27317478 5.79231272 5.7028082 4 

7.09381689 6.76942057 6.48552556 5.86713299 5.63456632 5.45676903 2 

7.67850504 7.43627471 7.20731129 6.81629515 6.14495119 5.73682573 4 
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